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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

The purpose of this plan is to; demonstrate how the City of Auburn (City) satisfies State and 

Federal regulations related to owning and operating a small municipal separate storm sewer 

system (MS4) as specified in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

General Permit ALR040003.  However, this plan also serves to demonstrate the City’s wider 

commitment to managing all municipal operations in a manner consistent with being a good 

steward of the environment and our local aquatic resources.  The City is committed to doing 

more than the “minimum” required of it by law and will continuously strive to implement a 

stormwater and watershed management program that is not only environmentally sound, but 

fiscally responsible and reflects the values and desires of the community.    

1.1 Permit History 

In response to the NPDES Phase II Stormwater Regulations, the City applied for and received a 

NPDES permit for stormwater discharges from the Alabama Department of Environmental 

Management (ADEM) on May 14, 2003.  This five-year permit first expired in March 2008, was 

extended until renewed in 2011 (final modifications adopted in February 2012).  The current 

permit was reissued September 6, 2016 and became effective October 1, 2016.  A brief history 

of the City’s permit renewal cycle is outlined in the paragraph below. 

The City submitted a timely NPDES permit renewal application to ADEM in August 2007.  

However, ADEM extended the expiration of existing permits, pending resolution to proposed 

changes to the permits.  On September 10, 2009, ADEM released the proposed NPDES Phase II 

Stormwater Permit to MS4 permittees in draft form for review and comment.  ADEM, realizing 

that significant changes with the new Phase II permit warranted public feedback, elected to host 

a series of public involvement workshops and hearings for the Phase II permittees beginning in 

October 2009.  These workshops and hearings provided an opportunity for ADEM to go through 

the changes in the new permit with the permittees and provided an opportunity for permittees 

to ask questions of ADEM regarding the permit.  Formal comments provided by the permittees 

were reviewed and addressed in the draft Phase II Stormwater General Permit for MS4s released 

for public comment on January 14, 2010.  Additional comments were received on the January 

2010 draft permit during the public comment period.  ADEM issued a revised draft permit 

addressing these comments in May 2010.  The United States Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) filed a formal objection to the May 2010 draft permit issued by ADEM in August 2010.  

ADEM addressed EPA’s additional comments in a draft permit issued in November 2010 and EPA 

approved the November 2010 draft permit in December 2010.  ADEM issued the final permit to 

the Phase II permittees, including the City, effective February 1, 2011 (with modifications 

adopted in February 2012).   
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This permit required that the City submit an updated Stormwater Management Program Plan 

(SWMPP) to ADEM by August 1, 2011.  The City’s SWMPP and Notice of Intent were delivered 

accordingly, approved by ADEM, and permit coverage authorized.  ADEM subsequently 

performed an audit of the City’s MS4 Phase II Program for compliance with this permit in April of 

2013.  The City was found to be in compliance with the obligations of its permit.  This permit 

expired on January 31, 2016 and was administratively extended until ADEM reissued the current 

permit on October 1, 2016 (expiring on September 30, 2021).  The City submitted its Notice of 

Intent, permit fee, and revised Stormwater Management Program Plan in October 2015, with 

revisions herein made in November of 2016 to comply with the current permit.   

1.2 Site Description 

The City of Auburn is located in east central Alabama.  A map of the City is provided in Appendix 

A.  The Auburn, Alabama urbanized area encompasses 50.27 square miles per the 2010 U.S. 

Census.  Approximately 26.80 square miles of the City of Auburn municipal limits are located 

within this urbanized area.  The current population of Auburn is approximately 60,258 per the 

2014 U.S. Census.  There are approximately 286 miles of creeks and streams flowing through the 

City, approximately 667 lakes, ponds, and other open waters, and +/- 370 acres of wetland.  

From the most recent City stormwater infrastructure inventory survey, the storm drainage 

system contains approximately 126 linear miles of storm sewer pipe. The City is updating its 

stormwater infrastructure inventory on a routine basis using the City’s survey crew, as well as 

private surveyors. 

More details of the City’s physiographic and hydrologic setting can be found in the City’s Water 

Quality Monitoring Plan. 

1.3 Known or Suspected Water Quality Concerns 

The City’s MS4 discharges into streams located in three primary (10-digit HUC) watersheds: 

Saugahatchee Creek Watershed, Uphapee Creek Watershed, and Chewacla Creek Watershed. 

Smaller watersheds of the Saugahatchee Creek Watershed to which portions of the City’s MS4 

discharge include the Loblockee Creek Watershed and the Little Loblockee Creek Watershed. 

Smaller watersheds of the Chewacla Creek Watershed to which portions of the City’s MS4 

discharge include Parkerson’s Mill Creek, Moore’s Mill Creek, and Town Creek. The only sub-

watershed of the Uphapee Creek Watershed of which portions of the City’s MS4 discharge to 

include the Choctafaula Creek Watershed.  

Moore’s Mill Creek was placed on the draft 303(d) list in 1998 and has been listed on the final 

303(d) lists from 2002 to present.  Known water quality concerns within the jurisdictional area 

were identified as both stream siltation resulting from sedimentation deriving from local 

development within the Moore’s Mill Creek watershed and in-stream erosion. The ADEM 2014 

303(d) list projects that a TMDL will be drafted in 2017.  The Moore’s Mill Creek Watershed 
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Management Plan was drafted and finalized in May of 2008, and can be found at the following 

web address:  

http://www.cleanwaterpartnership.org/uploadedFiles/Moore's_Mill_Creek_Wshed_Assessment

_5_21_08.pdf. 

The Saugahatchee Embayment (where Saugahatchee Creek flows into Yates Lake) was placed on 

the final 303(d) lists from 1996 to 2008.  The Embayment was listed on the 303(d) lists primarily 

for nutrient enrichment (Organic Enrichment/Dissolved Oxygen).  ADEM and the EPA issued the 

final Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for nutrients and organic enrichment/dissolved oxygen 

for Pepperell Branch and the Saugahatchee Embayment in April 2008.  Implementation of the 

stormwater TMDL is addressed in the City’s Phase II Permit that was issued on February 1, 2011 

(modified on February 24th, 2012) and the City’s updated SWMPP that was submitted to ADEM 

in July 2011.  The Saugahatchee Watershed Management Plan was drafted and finalized in 

February of 2005, and can be found at the following web address: 

http://www.ag.auburn.edu/fish/wp-content/uploads/formidable/Saug.creek_.pdf.  

Parkerson’s Mill Creek, from its source to Chewacla Creek, was placed on the final 303(d) list in 

2008 and 2010.  Known water quality concerns within the jurisdictional area were identified as 

pathogens resulting from urban runoff, storm sewers, and illicit discharges.  A TMDL for 

Parkerson’s Mill Creek was issued by ADEM in September 2011.  Implementation of this 

stormwater TMDL is addressed in the City’s Phase II Permit issued on February 1, 2011 (modified 

on February 24th, 2012) and the City’s updated SWMPP that was submitted to ADEM in July 

2011. The Parkerson’s Mill Creek Watershed Management Plan was drafted and finalized in 

December of 2011, and can be found at the following web address: 

http://www.aces.edu/natural-resources/water-resources/watershed-planning/watershed-

projects/Parkerson’smillcreek/documents/PMCPLAN_LR.pdf 

A detailed map of the impaired waters and watersheds with approved TMDL’s is found in 

Appendix B of this plan, and a detailed map of the watersheds within the City can be found at 

the following web address: 

 http://www.auburnalabama.org/WRMDir/WaterShed/11x17%20Watersheds%20Map.pdf.  

1.4 Responsible Party 

The City’s SWMPP is implemented by several programs operating under various departments 

within the City’s organization.  Components of the SWMPP and each department’s respective 

responsibilities are as follows: 

 

http://www.cleanwaterpartnership.org/uploadedFiles/Moore's_Mill_Creek_Wshed_Assessment_5_21_08.pdf
http://www.cleanwaterpartnership.org/uploadedFiles/Moore's_Mill_Creek_Wshed_Assessment_5_21_08.pdf
http://www.ag.auburn.edu/fish/wp-content/uploads/formidable/Saug.creek_.pdf
http://www.aces.edu/natural-resources/water-resources/watershed-planning/watershed-projects/parkersonmillcreek/documents/PMCPLAN_LR.pdf
http://www.aces.edu/natural-resources/water-resources/watershed-planning/watershed-projects/parkersonmillcreek/documents/PMCPLAN_LR.pdf
http://www.auburnalabama.org/WRMDir/WaterShed/11x17%20Watersheds%20Map.pdf
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 Environmental Services Department – Operates the recycling and composting program, 

operates and manages the street sweeping program, and hosts the annual Household 

Hazardous Waste Collection Day program. 

Department Contact: 

Timothy Woody, Director 

Phone (334) 501-3081  

 Parks and Recreation Department – Hosts annual Earth Day activities, conducts the 

annual Arbor Day Tree Giveaway program, and manages the City’s 

Greenway/Greenspace Program. 

Department Contact: 

Becky Richardson, Director 

Phone (334) 501-2931 

 Planning Department – Assists with reviewing and approving low impact development 

projects, and manages CompPlan 2030 and future land use planning efforts. 

Department Contact: 

Forest Cotten, Director 

Phone (334) 501-3041 

 Public Safety Department (Codes Enforcement Division) – Monitors residential and 

commercial construction. 

Department Contact: 

Bill James, Director 

Phone (334) 501-3111 

 Public Safety Department (Fire Division) – Prepares for and responds to hazardous 

materials spills, and assists with Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure 

preparedness. 

Department Contact: 

Bill James, Director 

Phone (334) 501-3111 

 Public Works Department – Performs maintenance of stormwater infrastructure, assists 

with inspections of residential and commercial construction, and performs annual 

detention pond inspections. 

Department Contact: 

Jeff Ramsey, Director 

Phone (334) 501-3001 

 Water Resource Management Department (Watershed Division) – Monitors residential 

and commercial construction and conducts erosion and sediment control inspections, 

manages water quality sampling program, manages public education and outreach 

program, and assists the Public Works Department with annual detention pond 
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inspections. *Manages all day-to-day operations and management of the SWMPP and is 

the party responsible for assuring the City’s compliance with Phase II Stormwater Permit. 

When the City began its Phase II program, coordination and implementation of the individual 

SWMPP was the responsibility of the Public Works Department.  In October 2005, management 

of the stormwater program was transferred from the Public Works Department to the Water 

Resource Management Department, under a newly created Watershed Division.  The intent of 

the move was to manage water supply operations, wastewater operations, and stormwater 

operations from a watershed perspective for all components that impact water quality within 

the City.  The designated stormwater management program contact and person responsible 

for the coordination and implementation of the individual SWMPP is: 

  Daniel M. Ballard, PLA, Watershed Division Manager 

  Water Resource Management Department 

  City of Auburn 

  1501 West Samford Avenue 

  Auburn, AL 36832 

  (334) 501-7367 

  dballard@auburnalabama.org    

 

1.5 Stormwater Management Program Components 

The Phase II stormwater regulations require operators of small MS4s in urbanized areas to 

develop and implement stormwater management programs employing best management 

practices (BMPs) to adequately address five minimum control measures.  These control 

measures include: 

 Public Education and Public Involvement on Stormwater Impacts 

 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination 

 Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control 

 Post Construction Stormwater Management 

 Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations 

Note: Public Education and Public Involvement on Stormwater Impacts were previously two 

separate control measures and have been consolidated to one in General Permit ALR040003 . 

 

 

mailto:dballard@auburnalabama.org
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2.0 PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INVOLVEMENT ON STORMWATER 

IMPACTS 
 

2.1 Rationale Statement 

The City’s goal is to have an engaging, innovative, and fiscally responsible Public Education and 

Involvement Program that has two primary goals: 1) inform and educate all target audiences 

within the City on the steps that they can take to reduce stormwater pollution in their daily 

routine, and 2) offer opportunities for all target audiences to become actively involved in the 

City’s Stormwater Management Program.  The City recognizes that many opportunities for 

education and outreach are unplanned and present themselves in a variety of ways through 

interactions with the community.  The City will utilize every opportunity to educate the public 

about stormwater and watershed management, which, at a minimum, will include the following 

best management practices (BMPs) detailed below. 

The primary target audiences within the City and the rationale for selecting these audiences are 

listed below: 

 General Public (homeowners and citizens) 

o Potential contributors of stormwater pollution through activities such as litter, 

illicit discharges, and over-fertilization of lawns.  The primary pollutants 

potentially contributed by this target audience are gross solids, nutrients and 

pathogens. 

 Engineers, Developers and Contractors 

o Potential contributors of stormwater pollution through development and 

construction activities as well as engineering design of stormwater pollution 

prevention best management practices.  The primary pollutants potentially 

contributed by this target audience are sediment and nutrients. 

 Landscape companies 

o Potential contributors of stormwater pollution primarily through lawn 

maintenance activities.  The primary pollutants potentially contributed by this 

target audience are excess nutrients. 

 Golf courses 

o Potential contributors of stormwater pollution primarily through golf course 

maintenance activities.  The primary pollutants potentially contributed by this 

target audience are excess nutrients, herbicides, and pesticides. 

 Local businesses 
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o Potential contributors of stormwater pollution through activities such as illicit 

discharges and daily business activities.  The primary pollutants contributed 

by this target audience are excess nutrients and pathogens. 

The City’s Public Education and Involvement Program is designed to address all stormwater 

pollutants of concern city-wide, but specific emphasis and concentration is given toward the 

pollutants for which waterbodies within the City are currently listed as impaired.  These specific 

pollutants include: 

 Nutrients (Limiting Nutrient - Total Phosphorus) – Saugahatchee Creek Watershed 

 Sediment – Moore’s Mill Creek Watershed 

 Pathogens – Parkerson’s Mill Creek Watershed 

The specific Public Education and Involvement Program strategy for each target audience will 

vary depending on the type of audience, type of pollutant contribution, potential risk and impact 

of pollutant contribution, and current level of education of each target audience. 

The ultimate success of the City’s Public Education and Involvement Program will be determined 

by the results from both ADEM’s water quality monitoring and the City’s water quality 

monitoring program (i.e. all waters meeting state water quality criteria), as well as the level of 

awareness in the community regarding their role in the City’s stormwater management program 

(as assessed through surveys). 

Specific components and measureable goals within our Public Education and Involvement 

Program will consist of, but not be limited to, the following best management practices (BMPs): 

2.2 Open Line Articles 

Open Line is a monthly newsletter mailed to Auburn citizens each month through their utility 

bill.  Articles and messages contained in the newsletter reach a large and diverse group of 

citizens.   The City’s goal is to publish a minimum of five (5) stormwater-related articles in Open 

Line per year.  Open Line articles will reach a general public target audience, yet some articles 

may be developed to focus on a specific pollutant of concern and/or different target audience. 

2.3 Brochure Publications 

Pamphlets and brochures are an effective way to present and explain stormwater issues.  Unlike 

other communication vehicles, pamphlets and brochures can be distributed in many locations 

without requiring staffing and the location of distribution can specifically target the audience of 

interest.  The City’s goal is to publish a minimum of two (2) stormwater brochures per year and 

to make those brochures available to the public at City facilities, City functions and the City’s 

Phase II Stormwater website.  Brochures will primarily reach a general public target audience. 
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2.4 Phase II Stormwater Website and Public Water Quality Viewer Website 

Citizens often go to the City’s website to obtain information on items of local interest.  The 

website is accessible 24 hours per day and can serve citizens that do not have the time or the 

ability to physically meet with staff during normal working hours.  The City created a Phase II 

Stormwater website in March 2003.  City stormwater policies, ordinances, water quality 

sampling data, design manuals, and links to related sites have been posted and are available to 

the public.  The City’s Phase II Stormwater website can be accessed at the following website: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed  

In addition to the City’s Phase II Stormwater website, the City also developed and launched a 

Public Water Quality Monitoring Viewer Application and Website in 2015.  This application 

allows the public to view water quality data from forty (40) monitoring locations on streams 

throughout the City and can be found at the following website: 

http://webgis.auburnalabama.org/waterqualitypublic/ 

The City is currently redesigning its entire website (set to launch in late 2017) and will continue 

to update the Phase II Stormwater and Public Water Quality Viewer websites on a routine basis 

to provide new or updated information. The Phase II Stormwater and Public Water Quality 

Viewer websites will reach all target audiences. 

2.5 Public Presentations 

The City provides staff and/or resources to develop presentations for public meetings, 

conferences and workshops upon request.  Presentations are typically offered in PowerPoint 

format and the topics are chosen by the organization requesting the information.  The City’s goal 

will be to prepare and conduct a minimum of two (2) public presentations per year.  The target 

audience for public presentations will vary depending upon the organization requesting the 

presentation.  Target audiences for presentations may include schools, environmental 

stakeholder groups, local Civic groups, City Council, developers, contractors, engineers, 

homeowners or other interested Phase II programs. 

2.6 Workshops 

In an effort to educate contractors, developers, engineers and City staff, the City has initiated a 

series of workshops.  The content of these workshops focuses on local stormwater issues of 

concern.  The City’s goal is to conduct a minimum of two (2) workshops per year.  Examples of 

these workshops include the annual Erosion and Sediment Control workshop and at least one 

stormwater and/or watershed planning or design related workshop.  Other workshops will be 

planned as needed (ex. Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure) and as our budget allows.  

Workshops will reach a diverse target audience group including developers, contractors, 

engineers, students and City staff.  For example, the Erosion and Sediment Control workshop 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed
http://webgis.auburnalabama.org/waterqualitypublic/
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targets developers, contractors, and engineers; while the stormwater and/or watershed related 

workshops primarily target City staff who are involved with various aspects of the City’s Phase II 

Program. 

2.7 Earth Week Activities 

Earth Day is a week-long event in the City.  The City has created and implemented a week of 

environmental activities and events aimed at educating citizens of all ages on the importance of 

protecting our environment.  Examples of events included during Earth Week include the City’s 

annual household hazardous waste collection day (hosted by Environmental Services) and 

hands-on environmental education activities for school children at the local elementary schools 

(EnviroScape, native plants, recycling, etc.).  The City will continue to provide Earth Week 

activities during the course of this permit cycle.  Earth Week activities primarily reach the 

general public and school children target audience. 

2.8 Newspaper Articles 

Newspaper articles covering local stormwater/environmental issues are a means for 

disseminating information to a large and diverse group of residents most directly impacted by 

these issues.  Informative articles can provide the reader with an independent point of view.  

The reader is not forced to rely on information generated by a single source (i.e. the City through 

the Open Line newsletter or brochures).  The City is fortunate to have a local daily publication.  

The Opelika-Auburn News is a regional daily newspaper that covers local events and is widely 

read by residents in Lee County.  The City also has a weekly newspaper publication, The Auburn 

Villager, which began circulation in 2007.  The City monitors these articles and will continue to 

provide examples of these articles with submission of the City’s annual stormwater report.  The 

City will provide information on the stormwater program to the local newspapers that needs to 

be disseminated at the discretion of the Water Resource Management Department.  Newspaper 

articles will reach a general public target audience. 

2.9 ALOAS Citizens Advisory Committee 

Both the EPA and ADEM recommend that the public be included in developing, implementing 

and reviewing stormwater management programs.  One method for initiating this involvement is 

through the use of a citizen’s advisory committee.  Communities that allow citizens representing 

diverse backgrounds and interests to participate in such a committee are far more likely to gain 

community support through implementation. 

ALOAS is a Citizens Advisory Committee that serves Auburn, Lee County, Opelika Auburn 

University and Smiths Station.  ALOAS was formed in 2002 and meets on a quarterly basis to 

review and provide public input on current policies, brochure content, educational material and 

proposed ordinances.  
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The City will continue to actively coordinate, host, and participate in the ALOAS Citizens Advisory 

Committee.  The ALOAS committee reaches all of the target audiences discussed in Section 2.1. 

2.10 Watershed Organizations 

Watershed organizations bring together representatives from utilities, private industry, 

environmental awareness groups, farmers and branches of government to coordinate individual 

efforts, share information and plan for water resource and aquatic life protection.  These 

organizations allow participating entities to coordinate individual efforts in order to maximize 

limited resources. 

The City actively participates in, and works closely with, many local and regional watershed 

organizations.  Specific examples of these organizations include the Lower Tallapoosa Clean 

Water Partnership (LTCWP), Save Our Saugahatchee (SOS), Friends of Chewacla (CHEWUP), 

Alabama Water Watch (AWW) and the Parkerson’s Mill Watershed Management Plan group. 

The City will continue to participate in, support, and work closely with, these organizations and 

any others interested in watershed education and stewardship throughout this permit cycle.  

Watershed organizations reach all of the target audiences discussed in Section 2.1. 

2.11 Recycling Program 

The City has been operating a curbside recycling program since 1987.  In addition to curbside 

recycling, the City maintains a drop-off center for recyclables across from the Fleet Services 

Complex located at 365-A North Donahue Drive.  These operations allow citizens of Auburn to 

recycle waste instead of disposing of it in a landfill or improperly disposing of it in our local water 

resources. 

The City initiated a Household Grease Recycling Program in 2009 with containers and bins 

located at the recycling center.  This program provides citizens with a method to properly 

dispose of household grease, and is targeted at both reducing illicit discharges and preventing 

sanitary sewer overflows.  The City began a pilot curbside household grease collection program 

in August 2011, and has recycled over 1,200 gallons as of 2015.  For more information on the 

City’s household grease recycling program, please visit the following website: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-sewer/Default.aspx?PageID=186   

The City will continue to implement a recycling program in the City of Auburn throughout this 

permit cycle.  The recycling program will reach a general public target audience. 

2.12 Storm Drain Marking Program 

In cooperation with the Auburn University Sustainability Initiative, the City initiated a storm 

drain marking program in 2007.  School children within the City were asked to submit designs for 

the original storm drain markers that were to be placed in the Saugahatchee Creek, Town Creek 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-sewer/Default.aspx?PageID=186
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and Moore’s Mill Creek watersheds.  In 2010, and again in 2012, the City of Auburn solicited new 

marker designs from children in the Auburn City School System.  In 2009, the City developed a 

storm drain marking kit that allows citizens to pick up pre-packaged bags containing all of the 

items needed to mark storm drains in their neighborhoods or preferred watershed.  Once the 

drains are marked, the citizen returns any unused materials to the Water Resource Management 

Department as well as a map showing the storm drains that were marked.  The City maintains a 

GIS database of marked and un-marked storm drains within its jurisdiction. 

This program has been very successful for the City, and we will continue the Storm Drain Marker 

Program throughout the current permit cycle.  This program has been utilized by Boy Scout 

troops, student organizations, environmental groups, and private citizens.  The Storm Drain 

Marking program primarily engages the general public, local schools, and local civic and 

environmental stakeholder groups. 

2.13 Website Hotline 

In an effort to provide the general public with an additional means of reporting potential 

stormwater concerns, the City launched the “On-Line Hotline” in March 2003.  Citizens have the 

ability to log on to the website 24 hours per day and provide information on suspected 

violations.  The information is forwarded to the Water Resource Management Department, and 

an investigation is initiated.  The website hotline has proven to be a valuable tool over the 

course of the years by assisting City personnel in responding to citizen concerns.  The website 

hotline will continue to be available during this permit cycle and will primarily engage a general 

public target audience. 

Note – The City is exploring alternative methods for citizens to report stormwater and watershed 

related concerns, which include, but are not limited to, social media, a new website, etc. 

2.14 City of Auburn Citizen Survey 

The Citizen Survey is an annual City survey of a statistical cross section of randomly selected 

members of the community.  The survey asks questions on issues of governmental performance 

and community priorities, and is a means of encouraging citizens to participate in local 

government.  Generally, the survey contains several questions that directly correlate to 

stormwater quality issues.  The questions typically cover such items as storm drainage system 

adequacy, stormwater quality, trash collection and yard waste disposal, recycling, natural 

resource protection, greenspace initiatives, and future growth planning.  The Watershed Division 

will work to encourage the inclusion of stormwater and watershed-related questions on all 

future surveys. 

2.15 Stormwater Management Program Survey 

During the original development of this plan (2011) the City sought public input through the 

limited distribution of a survey questionnaire.  The purpose of this survey was to 1) gage the 
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level of awareness of the public regarding the City’s SWMPP, 2) to gather feedback regarding 

citizen interests and/or concerns related to stormwater and watershed management within the 

City, and 3) to allow the City an opportunity to tailor its SWMPP to address any weaknesses, 

interests, or concerns identified through the survey.  This survey was updated to a web-based 

survey in September of 2015 and distributed to a much larger portion of the citizen base via 

social media and digital press release.  The results of the most recent survey are available in 

Appendix I of this report, and will help guide the City’s Public Education and Involvement 

Program over this permit cycle.  This survey will be reviewed, revised as necessary, and 

distributed annually to allow the City to better tailor its education and involvement offerings 

based upon current citizen input.  The most recent survey will be advertised by December 15, 

2016.    

2.16 Other Public Involvement Initiatives and Special Projects 

The City implemented and/or participated in a number of additional public 

involvement/participation programs during the first and second permit cycles that will be 

continued if interest is sustained and the City deems it beneficial for these programs to 

continue.  Examples of these programs include: the Streamside Classroom, Rain Barrel 

Workshops, CityFest, Greenspace/Greenway Master Plan, Ogletree Elementary School Earth 

Week at Chewacla Park, Lee County Water Festival, and several stream restoration projects.  

More information on these programs can be found in the City’s annual Phase II Stormwater 

Reports, which can be downloaded at the following website: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=212   

The City will actively pursue new and innovative programs to educate and involve the public 

during this permit cycle and will work to implement programs that it believes are likely to be 

successful in the community. 

The City will continue to engage the public in other special projects that may be initiated by the 

City or through coordination with watershed stakeholder groups (example: Alabama 

Cooperative Extension Service, Parkerson’s Mill Watershed Management Plan Group, and the 

LTCWP).  Specific examples of these projects during the first permit cycle included the Moore’s 

Mill Stream Restoration Project and the Town Creek Park Stream Restoration Project.  Projects 

implemented during the second permit cycle included two bioretention cells in downtown 

Auburn, an additional streambank stabilization project on Parkerson’s Mill Creek at the City’s 

Softball Complex, installation of permeable interlocking concrete pavers at Toomer’s 

Intersection in the downtown area, and the installation of a bioretention garden and the Bailey-

Alexander Water and Sewer Complex. 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=212
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3.0 ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND ELIMINATION 
 

3.1 Rationale Statement 

The City has developed and operates a very active illicit discharge detection and elimination 

(IDDE) program to locate, identify and eliminate illicit discharges to the MS4.  The City will 

continue to manage, enforce and expand its IDDE program during this permit cycle. 

The primary target audiences within the City for the IDDE program and the rationale for 

selecting these audiences are listed below: 

 General Public (homeowners and citizens) 

o Potential contributors of illicit discharges through activities such as dumping 

grass clippings, or dumping paint or motor oil, into a storm drain.  The primary 

pollutants potentially contributed by this target audience are based on the 

material being improperly disposed of (grass clippings = nutrients, dog waste 

= pathogens, etc.). 

 Developers, Contractors and Homebuilders 

o Potential contributors of illicit discharges through activities such as sediment 

being released from a construction site into a waterbody and dumping paint 

or concrete washwater into a storm drain.  The primary pollutants potentially 

contributed by this target audience are specific to the material being 

improperly disposed of and could include sediment, petroleum-based 

products, or other chemicals. 

 Food Service Facilities 

o Potential contributors of illicit discharges through improper disposal of fats, 

oils and greases (FOG).  The primary pollutant potentially contributed by this 

target audience is FOG waste. 

 Local Businesses such as Pest Control Companies and Dry Cleaners 

o Potential contributors of illicit discharges through improper disposal of 

materials used at their business.  The primary pollutants contributed by this 

target audience are specific in nature to the type of business and the material 

being disposed of. 

The City’s IDDE program is designed to address all stormwater pollutants of concern, and also is 

specific to the nature of the discharge.  Examples of these pollutants could include: 

 Nutrients (primarily Total Phosphorus) 

 Sediment 

 Pathogens 
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 Fats, oils, and greases 

 Organic and Inorganic Chemicals 

 Gross Solids 

Potential sources of illicit discharges:  

 Waste from poor fats, oils, and grease (FOG) control operations 

 Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSO’s) 

 Leaking sanitary sewer infrastructure 

 Illicitly cross-connected sanitary sewer infrastructure 

 Petroleum-based products from leaking vehicles & equipment 

 Paints, concrete, grass clippings, etc. illicitly discharged by residents & businesses 

 Littering 

 Other chemicals from business and industry operations 

 Illicit dewatering of construction site stormwater controls 

The IDDE strategy for each target audience will vary depending on the type of audience, type 

and nature of the targeted pollutant, potential risk and impact of pollutant contribution and 

current level of education of each target audience on the City’s IDDE program and previous IDDE 

issues with the target audience. 

Overall success of our IDDE program will ultimately be gauged by having accurate and updated 

storm sewer system maps, elimination and reduction of illicit discharges, and the level of public 

awareness to potential illicit discharges. 

Specific components and measureable goals within our IDDE program will consist of the 

following BMPs: 

3.2 Storm Sewer System Map 

The City completed the initial mapping of its storm sewer system in 2003.  The mapping is 

maintained in a Geographical Information Systems (GIS) Database.  Detailed information on pipe 

size, pipe material, flow direction, inlets, manholes, bridges, box culverts, detention ponds and 

headwalls are provided on the map.  The City is continuously updating its storm sewer asset 

inventory and associated mapping, with the most current map attached as Appendix H.  The City 

will continue to regularly update its asset inventory database as needed throughout the current 

permit cycle, with updates submitted annually via the City’s Phase II Report. 

3.3 Illicit Discharge Ordinance 

Section 3(B), Paragraph 3(a)(iii) of the NPDES General Permit Number ALR040003 states “To the 

extent allowable under State and local law, effectively prohibit, through ordinance, or other 

regulatory mechanism, non-stormwater discharges into your storm sewer system…….and 
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implement appropriate enforcement procedures and actions.”  In the City’s Notice of Intent for 

the initial Phase II Stormwater permit cycle, submitted to ADEM in March 2003, the stated goal 

was to develop and implement an Illicit Discharge Ordinance by December 2005.  This goal was 

met nearly two years ahead of schedule.  A draft copy of the Illicit Discharge Ordinance was 

reviewed by the ALOAS Citizens Advisory Committee in November 2003.  The Auburn City 

Council adopted the Illicit Discharge Ordinance on January 20, 2004. 

The City’s Illicit Discharge Ordinance prohibits any material from being placed into the City’s 

MS4 that is not composed entirely of stormwater, except for discharges that are pursuant to a 

NPDES permit or certain “clean” discharges explicitly exempt through the ordinance. 

The City’s Illicit Discharge Ordinance allows for escalating enforcement procedures for violators 

of the ordinance.  First-time violators are notified of the violation and the provisions in the City’s 

Ordinance through a notification letter that is sent to the violator (Notice of Violation).  For 

repeat violators, the City has the authority to issue a citation to appear in the City’s Municipal 

Court where fines are set forth in Alabama Code 11-45-9 and are generally set at $500 per day 

per offense.   

As recommended in Permit Number ALR040003, the City will evaluate its Illicit Discharge 

Ordinance on a yearly basis to see what modifications or changes may be needed.  The City will 

continue to aggressively pursue, identify and eliminate illicit discharges that are found within its 

MS4.  The City’s Illicit Discharge Ordinance affects all of the target audiences discussed in Section 

3.1. 

The City’s Illicit Discharge Ordinance can be viewed in Appendix D of this plan or at the following 

website: 

https://www.municode.com/library/al/auburn/codes/code_of_ordinances  

3.4 Stormwater Outfall Reconnaissance Inventory 

In 2009, the Water Resource Management Department began a stormwater outfall 

reconnaissance inventory (ORI) program.  The purpose of this ORI program is to familiarize staff 

with all receiving waters within the City limits, document and map any water quality concerns, 

conduct an inspection of each stormwater outfall, and prepare detailed documentation of each 

stormwater outfall and water quality concern so that corrective actions may be planned 

accordingly.  Thorough field inspection of all outfalls and receiving waters have allowed staff to 

gain an intimate knowledge of the City’s MS4, it’s receiving waters, and threats to the integrity 

thereto.  The City’s ORI program is patterned on recommendations outlined in the Illicit 

Discharge Detection and Elimination: A Guidance Manual for Program Development and 

Technical Assessments (Center for Watershed Protection and Dr. Robert Pitt, October 2004).  

The City accomplished its goal of completing its initial field survey, assessment, and mapping of 

https://www.municode.com/library/al/auburn/codes/code_of_ordinances
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all stormwater outfalls in the first five years of the program and is currently planning to perform 

water quality screening of all flowing outfalls over the next five years.  The City will, at a 

minimum, perform dry weather inspection and screening of 15% of its storm sewer outfalls 

annually, with a target of 100% inspected and screened every five years.  In general, the City will 

follow the procedures outlined in Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination: A Guidance Manual 

for Program Development and Technical Assessments for investigating, tracing, and eliminating 

illicit discharges.  

3.5 Illicit Discharge Reporting Form 

In 2008, the Water Resource Management Department developed an illicit discharge reporting 

form that residents can download, complete and e-mail back to the Department upon 

discovering a potential illicit discharge.   Residents have 24-hour access to this form through the 

City’s website.  This form assists the City in tracking and responding to illicit discharges.  The City 

will continue to use this reporting form during this permit cycle.  The Illicit Discharge Reporting 

Form generally affects all of the target audiences discussed in Section 3.1. 

3.6 Grease Trap Inspection Program 

The City’s Water Resource Management Department has initiated a program to inspect food 

service facility (FSF) grease traps on a quarterly or as-needed basis.  This program ensures that 

FSF grease traps are being properly serviced, thereby minimizing the potential for FOG to 

accumulate in the City’s sanitary sewer collection system.  This in turn, diminishes the potential 

for sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) and potential illicit discharges as a result of these SSOs.  The 

City conducts over 500 of these inspections each year and plans to continue its grease trap 

inspection program over this permit cycle.  The grease trap inspection program primarily affects 

the FSF target audience.  The City is currently working to draft new grease trap installation 

requirements for food service facilities as part of revising the City’s Sewer Ordinance.  These 

revisions are anticipated to go in to effect in 2017. 

3.7 Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day 

The City has hosted an annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day for the last several 

years.  During this event, the City allows its customers to drop off hazardous household 

chemicals at a collection site, free of charge.  The items are then disposed of in a safe manner, 

eliminating the possibility of these items being improperly dumped into local streams.  The City 

plans to continue this program for the foreseeable future as long as the public interest in this 

program continues.  This program primarily affects the general public target audience. 

3.8 Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Team 

Several years ago, the City entered into an agreement with the City of Opelika to share some of 

the cost of operating an emergency response vehicle equipped to handle hazardous waste spills.  

This agreement provides the City with the ability to properly identify and address hazardous or 
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potentially hazardous spills.  The City will maintain its mutual aid agreement with the City of 

Opelika to assist and receive assistance in responding to hazardous spills over this permit cycle. 

3.9 Other IDDE Initiatives 

The City will actively pursue new and innovative programs to detect and eliminate illicit 

discharges during this permit cycle and will work to implement programs that are likely to be 

successful in the community.  Currently, the City is utilizing a YSI multi-meter water quality probe 

to investigate potential illicit discharges, and is exploring various handheld analyzers for outfall 

screening and enhanced investigation and identification of illicit discharges. 
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4.0 CONSTRUCTION SITE STORMWATER RUNOFF CONTROL 
 

4.1 Rationale Statement 

The City developed a thorough construction site stormwater runoff control program during the 

first permit cycle and has since continued the implementation thereof to effectively manage 

construction site stormwater runoff.  The City will continue to evaluate, manage, and enforce its 

construction site stormwater runoff control program during each permit cycle. 

The primary target audiences within the City for our construction site stormwater runoff control 

program and the rationale for selecting these audiences are listed below: 

 Developers, Contractors and Homebuilders 

o Potential contributors of stormwater pollution through development and 

construction activities.  The primary pollutant contributed by this target 

audience, as it relates to construction site stormwater runoff, is sediment. 

 Engineers and other Design Professionals 

o Responsible for designing effective construction site best management 

practices plans (CBMPPs) to minimize the potential for sediment runoff during 

development or construction activities. 

The City’s construction site stormwater runoff control program is primarily designed to address 

stormwater pollution from sediments. 

The strategy for the target audiences described above will vary depending on the type of 

audience, potential risk and impact of pollutant contribution and current level of education of 

each target audience on the City’s construction site stormwater runoff control program. 

Overall management and implementation of the City’s stormwater construction site stormwater 

runoff control program will be the responsibility of the City’s Water Resource Management 

Department as detailed in Section 1.4. 

Overall success of the construction site stormwater runoff control program will be gauged 

through water quality monitoring, and more specifically turbidity monitoring as described in the 

Comprehensive Stormwater Quality Monitoring Plan (see Appendix G) as well as through the 

design and implementation of effective CBMPPs and timely response from contractors and 

developers regarding deficiencies found on-site. 

Specific components and measureable goals within our construction site stormwater runoff 

control program will consist of the following best management practices (BMPs): 
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4.2 Erosion and Sediment Control Ordinance 

The City adopted the Erosion and Sediment Control Policy drafted by the ALOAS Citizens 

Advisory Committee in 2003 as a City Ordinance.  This Ordinance establishes rules and 

regulations for erosion and sediment control that applies to contractors, developers and 

engineers performing work in the City.  A copy of this Ordinance can be found in Appendix C and 

may be viewed at the following website: 

https://www.municode.com/library/al/auburn/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=CO_CH7DRF

LCO_ARTIIIERSECO.  

4.3 Erosion and Sediment Control Inspections and Enforcement Procedures 

The City, in an effort to ensure compliance with its Erosion and Sediment Control Ordinance, 

began conducting inspections of the installation and management of erosion and sediment 

control measures on active construction sites in 2003, and taking appropriate enforcement 

action when and where necessary.  The inspection program is designed to both identify 

deficiencies in erosion and sediment control and initiate corrective actions required to bring the 

site back into compliance with the ordinance.  All construction sites disturbing greater than one 

acre in the City are inspected after each ¾-inch, 24-hour rainfall event, or a minimum of once 

per month.  Inspectors document all site deficiencies of erosion and sediment control practices 

and utilize established, escalating enforcement mechanisms when conditions warrant.  

Enforcement may include routine notices of non-compliant conditions, 72-Hour Notices of 

Violation, stop-work orders, withholding of construction related inspections and certificates, 

and/or fines.  This escalating enforcement process can be viewed at the following website: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=707 

These standard escalating enforcement procedures and enforcement mechanisms are codified 

in Section 4 of the Water Resource Management Department Design and Construction Manual 

(WRM Design and Construction Manual), as referenced in Article III of Chapter 7 of the City of 

Auburn Municipal Code.  Section 4 of the WRM Design and Construction Manual can be viewed 

at the following website: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=216 

Copies of all inspection reports and other documentation are maintained in an electronic format 

by the City’s Water Resource Management Department. 

The Auburn City Council approved additions to the City’s Erosion and Sediment Control 

Ordinance in 2005 to establish protocol for enforcement of the Ordinance and to enable City 

personnel to issue citations and/or stop work orders to developers/contractors in violation of 

the Ordinance.     

https://www.municode.com/library/al/auburn/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=CO_CH7DRFLCO_ARTIIIERSECO
https://www.municode.com/library/al/auburn/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=CO_CH7DRFLCO_ARTIIIERSECO
http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=707
http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=216
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For additional information concerning the City’s Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection and 

Enforcement Program, please refer to the City of Auburn – Erosion and Sediment Control 

Inspection and Enforcement Program- July 2010 document included in Appendix E as well as the 

Erosion and Sediment Control Process Flow Chart included in Appendix E. 

4.4 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Review Procedures and Permitting Process 

Plan review procedures, as well as the construction site permitting process, for developments 

proposed in the City are outlined in the WRM Design and Construction Manual, which can be 

viewed at the following website: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=216 

In addition to a comprehensive review of all site development plans, staff utilize the checklist 

found in Appendix F to make sure standards are applied consistently and oversights are 

minimized.  

4.5 Alabama Handbook for Erosion Control, Sediment Control and Stormwater Management 

on Construction Sites and Urban Areas (Alabama Handbook) 

The City has standardized the use of the Alabama Handbook for the design, construction and 

installation of proper erosion and sediment control best management practices on 

developments within the City.  All standard erosion and sediment control details in the Water 

Resource Management Design and Construction Manual are reflective of the Alabama 

Handbook.  The City also encourages the use of innovative practices and/or new products for 

erosion and sediment control, of which approval is authorized on a case-by-case evaluation. 

4.6 Rainfall Data Collection 

In 2005, the City began maintaining historical rainfall data records.  The data is obtained through 

a subscription with the Agricultural Weather Information System (AWIS) website.  AWIS records 

daily weather data from the NOAA weather station at the Auburn University Regional Airport.   

Daily rainfall data is also collected at the City’s two water pollution control facilities, as well as at 

Lake Ogletree and the James Estes Water Treatment Plant.  In 2008, the City contracted with 

RainWave® to provide real-time rainfall data utilizing Doppler radar imagery at five 

predetermined locations selected by the City.  Precipitation data were recorded at these five 

locations by RainWave until September of 2016.  In 2008, working in cooperation with the City’s 

Information Technology Department, staff created a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

rainfall distribution analysis tool that allows staff to map rainfall patterns across the City.  This, in 

turn, allows staff to perform erosion and sediment control inspections more efficiently by 

concentrating the inspections in areas where qualifying rain events occur. 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=216
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4.7 Qualified Credentialed Inspector (QCI) Program 

All inspectors performing erosion and sediment control inspections in the City of Auburn go 

through the QCI training program to receive the QCI certification.   Inspectors also take the 

refresher course each year to maintain their QCI certification.  This allows staff to be aware of 

any changes occurring in the state’s program from year to year and also provides an opportunity 

to educate the City’s inspectors on proper erosion and sediment control BMPs.  The City will 

continue to invest the time and resources to ensure that inspectors receive the proper training 

to receive and annually renew their QCI certification during this permit cycle. 

4.8 Procedures for Notifying ADEM of Non-Compliant Sites 

The City will notify ADEM, either by phone or email, of any construction sites where a possible 

violation of the Clean Water Act has occurred.  Possible violations could include, but are not 

limited to: unpermitted land disturbance activities, activities causing uncontrolled release of 

sediment to a Water of the State/U.S., and/or failure to adhere to the City’s corrective action 

request following an inspection. 

4.9 Procedures for Receipt of Information Submitted by the Public 

The website hotline, detailed in Section 3.6 of the SWMPP, provides a mechanism in which the 

general public can provide information regarding potential erosion and sediment control 

concerns.  The general public can also report potential concerns by contacting the City’s 

Watershed Division either by phone (334-501-3060) or e-mail 

(webwtrswr@auburnalabama.org).  The City will respond to each concern in a timely and 

efficient manner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:webwtrswr@auburnalabama.org
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5.0 POST-CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
 

5.1 Rationale Statement 

The City implemented a program to control and improve post-construction stormwater runoff 

from new development and redevelopment during the first and second permit cycles.  The City 

will continue to expand upon and improve this program during the current permit cycle.  

Potential benefits of effectively controlling post-construction stormwater runoff include: water 

quality improvements, minimization of stream erosion and effective control of potential flooding 

impacts. 

The primary target audiences within the City for our post-construction stormwater management 

program and the rationale for selecting these audiences are listed below: 

 Developers, Contractors and Homebuilders 

o Responsible for development and construction activities that can potentially 

impact post-construction stormwater management.  The primary pollutants 

contributed by this target audience, as it relates to post-construction 

stormwater management, are sediments and nutrients.  In addition, 

development and construction activities can have potential flooding impacts. 

 Engineers 

o Responsible for designing post-construction stormwater management plans 

to effectively manage post-construction stormwater from new developments 

and redevelopments. 

The City’s post-construction stormwater management program is primarily designed to address 

stormwater pollution from nutrients, sediments, pathogens and other various pollutants. 

The strategy for the target audiences described above will vary depending on the type of 

audience and the potential risk and impact of pollutant contribution from post-construction 

stormwater runoff. 

Overall management and implementation of the City’s post-construction stormwater 

management program will be the responsibility of the City’s Water Resource Management 

Department as detailed in Section 1.4. 

Overall success of our post-construction stormwater management program will primarily be 

gaged through water quality monitoring as well as visual observations of stream erosion and 

flooding impacts. 

Specific components and measureable goals within our post-construction stormwater 

management program will consist of the following BMPs: 
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5.2 Non-Structural BMPs 

5.2.1 Engineering Design and Construction Manuals 

In April 2003, the City published a Stormwater Design Manual that effectively addressed 

stormwater runoff controls required for sites greater than one acre.  The manual identified 

project requirements and specifications for new stormwater infrastructure.  During the first 

eight years of implementation, the manual proved to be a very successful tool for the City and 

engineers. 

The Water Resource Management Department developed a Design and Construction Manual 

that includes engineering design criteria for sewer and water infrastructure, as well as 

stormwater BMPs for water quality protection such as rain gardens and stormwater wetlands.  

The Public Works Department also developed a comprehensive Engineering Design Manual 

during this time period.  The 2003 Stormwater Design Manual was updated during this process 

and included as an appendix in the Public Works Manual.  Both the Public Works and Water 

Resource Management Design and Construction Manuals were adopted by the City Council in 

November 2010 and became effective January 1, 2011. 

The City will continue to use these manuals as guides for the design and construction of 

appropriate BMPs to effectively manage post-construction stormwater runoff during this permit 

cycle.   The City will update these manuals as necessary as new technologies present themselves 

or as changes need to be made to design or construction procedures of existing BMPs.  The 

Public Works and Water Resource Management Design and Construction Manuals primarily 

affect a target audience of engineers, developers, contractors and homebuilders. 

5.2.2 Stream Buffer Regulations 

As part of the Erosion and Sediment Control Ordinance adopted by the City Council in July 2002, 

a minimum 25-foot non-disturbed vegetative buffer zone was required for new developments 

on “blue line” streams and creeks identified on USGS 7.5 minute topographic maps.  In May 

2006, the Auburn City Council adopted new stream buffer regulations.  The 2006 buffer 

regulations were based on a managed-use type buffer rather than a strict non-disturbed buffer 

approach.  The 2006 regulations implemented a 3-zoned buffer (streamside, managed use and 

upland zones) with the width of the buffer being based on the drainage area of the stream.  The 

City’s stream buffer requirements can be found in Section 4.4.7 of the Water Resource 

Management Design and Construction Manual. 

Stream buffers have been proven to reduce stormwater pollution and decrease the potential for 

streambank erosion.  The City will continue to implement these stream buffer regulations during 

this current permit cycle.    The stream buffer regulations primarily affect a target audience of 

engineers, developers, contractors, homebuilders and citizens.  The amount of riparian buffer 
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acreage being protected each year will be contingent upon the number of developments 

occurring where a stream is located. 

5.2.3 Water Quality Plan Requirements 

The City requires that a stormwater quality plan be submitted for all developments in the City 

that are located in an impaired watershed (303(d) listed or TMDL listed), as well as any 

development located in the City’s source watershed, Lake Ogletree.  These plans have to be 

prepared by a professional engineer registered in the State of Alabama (or other qualified 

professional) and are required to be submitted for review prior to development during the plan 

review process. 

These stormwater quality plans must effectively address post-development stormwater runoff, 

and specifically the pollutant of concern for which the watershed is impaired (i.e. nutrients, 

sediments, pathogens, etc.).  The specific requirements of these plans can be found in Section 4 

of the Water Resource Management Department Design Manual. 

The City will continue to implement water quality plan requirements during this permit cycle.  

These requirements primarily affect a target audience of engineers, developers, contractors and 

homebuilders. 

Note – The Water Resource Management Department Design and Construction Manual is 

reviewed annually, with revisions adopted when warranted.  Revised applicability criteria are 

currently being developed for the City’s Post-Development Stormwater Quality requirements for 

new development and redevelopment projects in the City limits to encourage targeted 

treatment/removal of the respective pollutant(s) of concern of the impaired watershed that the 

activities are proposed. 

 

5.2.4 Conservation Subdivision Regulations 

In 2006, staff members from the Planning Department, Water Resource Management 

Department, Public Works Department and Parks and Recreation Department began developing 

conservation subdivision regulations to aid in the protection of local water resources.  These 

regulations were approved by the Auburn City Council in 2007.  The regulations promote water 

resource protection through the setting aside of open space, concentrating development away 

from water resources and promoting low impact development concepts.  These regulations can 

be downloaded from the City’s website at: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/pl/.   

The City will continue to promote these conservation subdivision regulations during the current 

permit cycle.  These conservation subdivision regulations primarily affect a target audience that 

includes engineers, developers, contractors and homebuilders. 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/pl/
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5.2.5 Site Development Review Tool 

In 2006, the Water Resource Management Department developed a Site Development Review 

Tool (Tool) that could be utilized by local engineers when designing stormwater BMPs on 

developments within the City.   

The Tool is based on a Microsoft Excel platform and can be used by engineers and developers to 

design and incorporate structural stormwater BMPs for developments within the City.   

The Tool provides pollutant removal estimates for site specific conditions based on removal 

efficiencies for a variety of stormwater BMPs including, but not limited to, detention ponds, 

bioretention cells and stormwater wetlands.  The Tool analyzes a variety of stormwater 

pollutants including nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen) and total suspended solids.  This Tool 

can be used to meet the water quality plan requirements discussed in Section 5.2.3.  A copy of 

the Tool can be downloaded at: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=701   

The City will continue to utilize and promote the use of the Tool for post-construction 

stormwater runoff water quality protection during the current permit cycle.  The Tool primarily 

affects a target audience of engineers and developers. 

5.3 Structural BMPs 

5.3.1 Detention Pond Inspections 

Existing detention ponds need periodic inspections to evaluate the maintenance and operation 

of these vital components of the City’s drainage system and can often identify potential 

problems.  The Public Works Department and the Water Resource Management Department 

conduct annual inspections of all detention ponds (public and private) listed in the City’s 

stormwater inventory.  Upon inspection, the owner of the pond is notified of any corrective 

actions needed.  Enforcement measures are taken if the owner does not address the items listed 

in the report. 

The City will continue to inspect detention ponds within the City on an annual basis during the 

current permit cycle.  Additionally, the City will adopt modified inspection forms for non-

traditional detention facilities (i.e. constructed stormwater wetlands, wet detention ponds for 

stormwater quality, etc.).  These inspections primarily affect the owner of the facilities. 

5.3.2 Design Guidelines for Structural BMPs 

The City has in place guidelines for the design, construction, installation and maintenance of 

stormwater BMPs.  These guidelines can be found in the Public Works and Water Resource 

Management Design and Construction Manuals detailed in Section 5.2.1.  These guidelines 

primarily affect a target audience of engineers, developers and contractors. 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=701
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5.4 Ordinances/Regulations for Post-Construction Stormwater Management 

The City has a variety of ordinances and regulations in place for managing post construction 

stormwater runoff.  A brief description of those ordinances/regulations is below: 

 Chapter 7 of the Auburn City Code – Provides regulations for stormwater drainage and 

flood control in the City of Auburn, as well as illicit discharges and erosion and sediment 

control.  

 Design and Construction Manuals – Described in Section 5.2.1. 

 Zoning Ordinance – Establishes development criteria and guidelines for developments 

within the City (includes Stream Buffer Ordinance). 

5.5 Long-Term Maintenance of BMPs 

Long-term maintenance of structural BMPs is a critical component to ensure that these BMPs 

continue to function as originally designed.  Maintenance guidelines for detention ponds can be 

found in Chapter 7 of the Auburn City Code, while maintenance guidelines for other structural 

water quality BMPs can be found in the Water Resource Management Design and Construction 

Manual.  The Public Works Design and Construction Manual also provide requirements for a 

maintenance agreement that ensures the long term maintenance of these structures.  The terms 

of this maintenance agreement can be found at: 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/PWDir/PW%20Manual/Jan%201%202016%20Revisions/App_R-

T%202015.pdf  

During each permit cycle, the City will continue working to issue and update standard 

agreements or other mechanisms for developers, homeowner associations, and other groups to 

ensure the long-term maintenance of these structural BMPs. 

5.6 Green Infrastructure 

The City will work to promote the use of, and demonstrate, Green Infrastructure and other 

sustainable development practices to the maximum extent practicable.  Additionally, the City 

will annually evaluate its regulations and policies to identify and eliminate impediments to the 

design and installation of such practices where appropriate.  The City will continue to evaluate 

opportunities for the use of green infrastructure, and provide both support and feedback for the 

incorporation thereof on proposed developments.  Documentation of these evaluations will be 

included in the standard Development Review Team process and can be found on the Erosion 

and Sediment Control Plan Review Checklist in Appendix F.   

 

 

 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/PWDir/PW%20Manual/Jan%201%202016%20Revisions/App_R-T%202015.pdf
http://www.auburnalabama.org/PWDir/PW%20Manual/Jan%201%202016%20Revisions/App_R-T%202015.pdf
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6.0 POLLUTION PREVENTION/GOOD HOUSEKEEPING FOR 

MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS 
 

6.1 Rationale Statement 

The City implemented a program intended to reduce stormwater pollution and promote good 

housekeeping measures in municipal operations during the first and second permit cycles.  The 

City will continue to expand upon and improve this program during the current permit cycle.   

Potential benefits from an effective pollution prevention/good housekeeping program for 

municipal operations include: reduced stormwater pollution from municipal operations and 

increased employee awareness regarding the effect of their daily activities on stormwater 

management. 

The primary target audiences within the City for our pollution prevention/good housekeeping 

program for municipal operations and the rationale for selecting these audiences are listed 

below: 

 City Employees 

o Responsible for daily municipal operations.  City employees need to be 

trained and made aware of proper stormwater management and the role 

their daily activities could potentially have on stormwater management.  

Examples of impacts could include: how to properly dispose of waste, 

petroleum products, paints, chemicals and other potentially hazardous 

products. 

The City’s pollution prevention/good housekeeping program for municipal operations is 

primarily designed to address stormwater pollution from nutrients, sediments, pathogens and 

other various pollutants. 

The strategy for the target audience described above will vary depending on the type of 

audience, the potential risk and impact of pollutant contribution from their daily activities and 

the current level of education of the target audience. 

Overall management and implementation of the City’s pollution prevention/good housekeeping 

program for municipal operations will be the responsibility of the City’s Water Resource 

Management Department as detailed in Section 1.4. 

Overall success of our pollution prevention/good housekeeping program for municipal 

operations will primarily be gauged through city employee awareness and appropriate pollution 

prevention and good housekeeping measures for municipal operations. 
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Specific components and measureable goals within our pollution prevention/good housekeeping 

program for municipal operations will consist of the following BMPs: 

6.2 Stormwater Management Training 

The City has developed a training program that provides the Water Resource Management 

Department and other City departments with information on the proper methods for 

implementing site control measures on all municipal projects.  City personnel also attend a 

variety of stormwater/water quality related conferences, workshops and seminars annually.  

Examples of these training opportunities include ADEM conferences and workshops, national 

conferences and regional conferences. 

One specific example of in-house training provided by the City is the City’s spill prevention, 

control and countermeasure (SPCC) training program.  The Water Resource Management 

Department developed a SPCC training workshop in 2008.  This workshop targets City employees 

who deal with fuels and chemicals on a daily basis and provides basic information on the proper 

management, handling and disposal of potentially hazardous chemicals. 

The City will continue to create, offer and encourage stormwater management training for City 

employees during the current permit cycle.   

6.3 Municipal Operations Recycling 

The City’s recycling program is managed by the Environmental Services Department.  Recycling 

containers are placed at City facilities by the Environmental Services Department for use by the 

various City departments.  The City encourages all individual City departments to participate in 

the City’s recycling program.  Recyclable waste generated through City activities is collected and 

processed through the City’s recycling center located on Donahue Drive.  The City plans to 

continue this municipal operations recycling program during the current permit cycle. 

6.4 Street Sweeping Program 

Regular street sweeping has been proven to be an effective means for reducing overall pollutant 

loading from roads and storm sewer systems.  The Environmental Services Department performs 

street sweeping on numerous roads within the City on a monthly basis.  Regular street sweeping 

measures such as these have been shown to reduce total phosphorus loading from roads by 1.4 

to 20 percent and total suspended solids by 4 to 45 percent, with variability seen in frequency of 

sweeping and machine type (Breault et. al., 2003).  The City will continue to implement a street 

sweeping program during the current permit cycle. 

6.5 Risk Management Manual 

In 2006 the City developed and adopted a Risk Management Manual that contains specific 

requirements for dealing with hazardous chemicals.  Topic 12 (titled Hazard Communication 

Program) of the Risk Management Manual specifically requires City personnel to receive training 
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on any hazardous chemicals that may be used during their daily activities.  Material Safety Data 

Sheets (MSDS) identifying personal protective equipment, permissible exposure limits (PEL) and 

Threshold Limit Values (TLV) are required for all hazardous chemicals used.  The City will 

continue to use this Risk Management Manual as a guide for municipal operations during the 

current permit cycle. 

6.6 Certified Pesticide Applicators 

The City’s Parks and Recreation Department maintains trained and certified personnel in the 

application of pesticides, including both restricted use and non-restricted use pesticides.    City 

personnel attend various training events to maintain their certification.  By obtaining 

certification, applicators become knowledgeable of the proper use and application of fertilizers 

and other chemicals typically used to maintain athletic fields, and best management practices 

that are intended to reduce the need for pesticides, fertilizers and water.  The City will continue 

to maintain certified personnel in the application of pesticides during the current permit cycle. 

6.7 Litter Control Program 

The City’s Environmental Services Department conducts litter cleanup activities on an average 

schedule of six days a week.  These cleanup activities are conducted in association with the City’s 

Keep Auburn Beautiful campaign, which is a community improvement program managed and 

operated through the Environmental Service Department’s Solid Waste, Recycling, and Right of 

Way Divisions. Keep Auburn Beautiful was established in 2005 to implement a comprehensive 

litter prevention, voluntary recycling and beautification program.  During the late 80’s the right 

of ways became a top priority of citizens and the litter detail efforts were coordinated through 

the Judicial, Public Works, and Public Safety Departments. Today, the Lee County Justice Center, 

City of Auburn Judicial Department and Environmental Services Department work together in 

coordinating litter detail efforts, collecting over 44 33-gallon bags of roadside litter per day (or 

more than 13,000 bags of litter per year)! The City will continue to operate the Keep Auburn 

Beautiful Campaign during the current permit cycle. 
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7.0 SUMMARY 
 

In summary, the City strives to implement a stormwater management program to protect, 

preserve, and restore the City’s water resources in a manner that is effective, innovative, and 

economically responsible.  This SWMPP is designed to accomplish that mission and to satisfy the 

City’s obligations to comply with its authorization to operate under the State of Alabama Phase II 

MS4 General Permit ALR040003.  The City will review this SWMPP on an annual basis to both 

analyze the effectiveness of the program and to determine any areas where the program may 

need to be enhanced or changed. 

Additionally, the City will continue to implement a comprehensive water quality monitoring 

program as detailed in Appendix G of this SWMPP to monitor the effectiveness of this program 

on protecting water resources within the City and to identify any concerns as they relate to 

water quality. 

Any comments or questions concerning this SWMPP may be directed to: 

   Daniel M. Ballard, PLA 

   Watershed Division Manager 

   Water Resource Management Department 

   City of Auburn 

   1501 West Samford Avenue 

   Auburn, AL 36832 

   PH: 334-501-7367 

   e-mail: dballard@auburnalabama.org    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:dballard@auburnalabama.org
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ARTICLE III. - EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL  

 

FOOTNOTE(S): 

--- (5) ---  

Editor's note—Ord. No. 2742, § 1, adopted Jan. 17, 2012, repealed the former Art. III, §§ 7-70—70-80, 
and enacted a new Art. III as set out herein. The former Art. III pertained to similar subject matter and 
derived from Ord. No. 2053, § 2, May 7, 2002; Ord. No. 2191, § 1, Jan. 20, 2004; Ord. No. 2258, §§ 1—3, 
5, Dec. 7, 2004; and Ord. No. 2296, § 1, May 17, 2005. 

Sec. 7-70. - Introduction.  

During the construction process, soil is highly vulnerable to erosion by wind and water. Eroded soil 
endangers water resources by reducing water quality and causing the siltation of aquatic habitat for fish 
and other desirable species. Eroded soil also necessitates repair of sewers and ditches and the dredging 
of lakes. In addition, clearing and grading during construction cause the loss of native vegetation 
necessary for terrestrial and aquatic habitat.  

The purpose of this policy is to safeguard persons, protect property, and prevent damage to the 
environment in Lee County, Alabama. This policy will also promote the public welfare by guiding, 
regulating, and controlling the design, construction, use, and maintenance of any applicable activity that 
disturbs or breaks the topsoil or results in the movement of earth on land in the City of Auburn. 
Additionally, this policy reinforces the need for those sites less than one acre in size to be classified as 
"Permit by Rule" construction sites required to implement and maintain best management practices until 
land disturbing activities have ceased and permanent stabilization has been achieved.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-71. - Definitions.  

Accidental discharge: A discharge prohibited by this article into the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer 
System (MS4) or community water that occurs by chance and without planning or consideration prior to 
occurrence.  

ADEM: The Alabama Department of Environmental Management. The State of Alabama's regulatory 
agency created under Code of Ala., 1975, § 22-22A-1, et seq., responsible for administering and 
enforcing the stormwater laws of the United States of America and the State of Alabama.  

Adverse impact: Any deleterious effect on waters or wetlands, including their quality, quantity, 
surface area, species composition, aesthetics or usefulness, for human or natural uses which are or may 
be potentially harmful or injurious to human health, welfare, safety or property or to biological productivity, 
diversity or stability, or which would unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment of life or property.  

Agriculture: Activities undertaken on land for the production of plants, crops, and animals that are 
useful to man.  

Applicant: Any person, firm, corporation or governmental agency that executes the necessary forms 
to procure approval of Construction Best Management Practices (CBMP) plan from the authority.  

Authority: The definition of authority will be defined by each participating entity, i.e. the City of 
Auburn, the City of Opelika, Lee County and Auburn University.  

Basin: (1) The surface of the area tributary to a stream or lake; and (2) space above or below ground 
capable of retaining or detaining water or debris.  
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Best management practices (BMP): Activities, prohibitions of practices, maintenance, procedures 
and management practices, designed to prevent or reduce the pollution of waters to the Municipal 
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4). BMP also include treatment requirements, operating procedures, 
and practices, to control facility site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal or drainage from 
raw material storage and construction sites.  

Buffer: A vegetated zone adjacent to a stream, wetland, or shoreline where development is restricted 
or controlled to minimize the effects of development.  

Clean Water Act (CWA): The Federal Act (33 U.S.C. § 1251 through § 1387) which was formerly 
referred to as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and Federal Water Quality Control Act 
Amendments of 1972, Public Law 92-500, as amended by Public Law 95-217, Public Law 95-576, Public 
Law 96-483 and Public Law 97-117, 33 U.S.C. § 1251-1387.  

Clearing: The removal of trees and brush from the land, not including the ordinary mowing of grass 
or the maintenance of previously cleared land.  

Community water: Any or all rivers, streams, creeks, branches, lakes, reservoirs, ponds, drainage 
systems, springs, wetlands, wells, and other bodies of natural or artificial surface or subsurface water into 
which the MS4 outfalls flow.  

Construction best management practices plan (CBMP plan): A site specific drawing or set of 
drawings prepared by a qualified credentialed professional (QCP) utilizing approved BMP to control 
erosion and sediment for a development.  

Contour: A line of equal elevation above a specified datum. The datum most commonly used is 
mean sea level.  

Contour line: A line joining points having or representing equal elevations.  

Detention pond: A permanent stormwater structure whose primary purpose is to temporarily store 
stormwater runoff and release the stored runoff at controlled rates.  

Discharge: The passing of water or other liquid through an opening or along a pipe, conduit, or 
channel. The rate of flow of water, silt or other mobile substance emerging from the pipe, conduit or 
channel is usually expressed as cubic feet per second, gallons per minute or million gallons per day.  

Drainage: The removal of surface water from a given area either by gravity or by pumping commonly 
applied to surface water and groundwater.  

Drainage area: The area contributing runoff to a single point measured in a horizontal plane, which is 
enclosed by a ridgeline; the area of a drainage basin or watershed, expressed in acres, square miles or 
other units of area.  

Engineer: A person currently licensed by the Alabama State Board of Registration for Professional 
Engineers and Land Surveyors.  

Erosion: Process by which land surface is worn away by the action of wind, water, ice or gravity.  

Erosion control: The application of measures to reduce erosion of land surfaces.  

Grading: Any act by which soil is cleared, stripped, stockpiled, excavated, scarified, or filled, or any 
combination thereof.  

Illicit connection: Any man-made conveyance connecting an illicit discharge directly to the MS4.  

Illicit discharge: Any discharge that is not composed entirely of stormwater, except discharges 
pursuant to an NPDES permit and discharges that are specifically excepted from this policy.  

Land disturbing activities: Activities that include any land change, which may result in soil erosion 
from water or wind and the movement of sediment to the MS4, including but not limited to the clearing, 
dredging, grading, excavation, transporting, and filling of land.  

Local approval: Written approval from the authority indicating the submitted CBMP plan was in 
compliance with this policy.  
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Minor extension: An addition to an existing utility pipeline or other utility line in which the land 
disturbed consists of less than 1,000 linear feet.  

Municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4): A system of conveyances to include roads with 
drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, man-made channels, and 
storm drains which are owned and operated by a city, town, county or other public body created by or 
pursuant to state law and having jurisdiction over stormwater.  

NPDES: An acronym for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. NPDES is the national 
program of issuing, modifying, revoking, etc., permits under Sections 307, 318, 402, and 405 of the Clean 
Water Act (CWA).  

Outfall: A point source (meaning any discernable, confined and discrete conveyance, including but 
not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container rolling stock, 
concentrated animal feeding operation, landfill leachate collection system, vessel or other floating craft 
from which pollutants are or may be discharged, but not including return flows from agriculture or 
agricultural water runoff) at the point of a discharge to waters of the United States of America.  

Permit by rule: The approval of a regulated activity without a formal application and approval 
process, under the condition that the activity is performed in compliance with all applicable rules. Any 
failure to comply with applicable rules would subject that activity to penalties for violation and normal 
application and approval requirements.  

Permittee: A person, party, government entity and all others who receive a permit to discharge under 
the NPDES.  

Pollutant: Includes but is not limited to, the pollutants specified in Code of Alabama 1975, § 22-22-
1(b)(3) and any other effluent characteristics specified in a permit.  

Pollutant loading: The amount of pollutant entering the MS4.  

Qualified credentialed inspection professional (QCIP): Inspection professional hired by the contractor 
to monitor BMP and ensure compliance with this policy. The inspector certification program shall be as 
approved by ADEM.  

Qualified credentialed professional (QCP): A certified professional in erosion and sediment control 
(CPESC) as determined by the Soil and Water Conservation Society or the International Erosion Control 
Association (IECA). In addition, other registered or certified professionals such as a professional 
engineer, landscape architect, registered land surveyor, registered architect, registered geologist, 
registered forester, registered environmental manager as determined by the National Registry of 
Environmental Professionals (NREP), Certified Professional Soil Scientist (CPSS), as determined by the 
American Registry of Certified Professionals in Agronomy, Crops and Soils (ARCPACS), who can 
document the necessary education, training and professional certification, registration, or credentials 
acceptable to the official and can demonstrate proven experience in the field of erosion and sediment 
control shall be considered a qualified credentialed professional. The QCP must be in good standing with 
the authority granting the registration. The QCP must be familiar and have expertise with current industry 
standards for erosion and sediment controls and must be able to inspect and assure that nonstructural 
BMP or other pollution control devices (silt fences, erosion control fabrics, rock check devices, etc.) and 
erosion control efforts, such as grading, mulching, seeding and growth management, or management 
strategies have been properly implemented and regularly maintained according to standard practices and 
permit requirements. A professional engineer (PE) registered in the State of Alabama must certify the 
design and structural practices such as spill prevention control and counter-measures (SPCC) plan, 
containment structures, dam construction, etc.  

Sediment: Solid material settled from suspension in a liquid that has been transported and deposited 
from its site of origin by air, water, ice or gravity as a product of erosion and has come to rest on the 
Earth's surface either above or below a water surface, usually inorganic or organic particles originating 
from weathering, chemical precipitation or biological activity.  

Sedimentation: Process by which eroded material is transported and deposited by action of water, 
wind, ice and gravity.  
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Settling basin: A temporary sediment trap or ponding area formed by excavation or construction of 
embankments where runoff is detained and sediment can settle.  

Silviculture: The care and cultivation of forest trees in rural zones, including site preparation, 
planting, pruning, thinning and harvesting.  

Site: Any tract, lot, or parcel of land or combination of contiguous tracts, lots or parcels of land which 
are in one ownership, and any combination of tracts, lots or parcels of land which are contiguous and are 
owned by two or more parties and are to be developed as a unit, subdivision or project.  

Stabilization: The prevention of soil movement by any of various vegetative and/or structural means.  

Stormwater: The excess water running off from the surface of a drainage area during and 
immediately after a period of rain. It is that portion of the rainfall and resulting surface flow that is in 
excess of that which can be absorbed through the infiltration capacity of the surface of the basin.  

Stormwater management: The incorporation of a variety of activities and equipment into a plan to 
address concerns associated with stormwater for the purpose of preventing pollution, improving water 
quality, keeping pollutants out of the runoff, and the implementation of BMP.  

Stormwater management program: A program which covers the duration of the NPDES permit. The 
program shall include a comprehensive planning process which involves public participation and where 
necessary, intergovernmental coordination, to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent 
practicable, using management practices, control techniques and system design and engineering 
methods and other provisions which are appropriate.  

Stream: A course of running water usually flowing in a particular direction in a definite channel and 
discharging into some other course of running water or body of water.  

Structural controls: Measures incorporated into existing stormwater drainage systems or newly 
constructed systems to prevent or to minimize the discharge of pollutants for the purpose of maintaining 
and/or improving water quantity and quality management, quantitative control by a system of vegetative 
and structural measures that control the increased volume and rate of surface runoff caused by man-
made changes to the land; qualitative control by a system of vegetative, structural and other measures 
that reduce or eliminate pollutants that might otherwise be carried by surface runoff.  

Turbidity: A condition in water or wastewater caused by the presence of suspended matter, resulting 
in the scattering and absorption of light rays. A measure of fine suspended matter in liquids.  

USEPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency.  

Utility: A business or service which is engaged in regularly supplying the public with some commodity 
or service which is of public consequence and need such as electricity, gas, water, telephone service and 
telecommunications service.  

Variance: The modification of the minimum stormwater management requirements in situations in 
which exceptional circumstances, applicable to the site with respect to which the variance is requested, 
exist so that strict adherence to the provisions of this policy would result in unnecessary hardship and the 
granting of such modification would not result in a condition contrary to the intent of this policy.  

Vegetative control measures: The establishment of vegetative ground cover that shields the soil 
surface from raindrop impact and the scouring effects of overland stormwater flow.  

Watercourse: A defined channel with bed and banks within which water flows, either continuously or 
in season. A watercourse is continuous in the direction of flow and may extend laterally beyond the 
definite banks to include overflow channels contiguous to the ordinary channel. The term does not include 
artificial channels such as canals and drains, except natural channels trained or restrained by the works 
of man. Neither does it include depressions or swales through which surface or errant waters pass.  

2-Year rainfall event: The rainfall event having a fifty (50) per cent chance of being equaled or 
exceeded in any given year.  

5-Year rainfall event: The rainfall event having a twenty (20) per cent chance of being equaled or 
exceeded in any given year.  
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10-Year rainfall event: The rainfall event having a ten (10) per cent chance of being equaled or 
exceeded in any given year (i.e. ten-year, one-hour rainfall event is approximately 2.75 inches).  

25-Year rainfall event: The rainfall event having a four (4) per cent chance of being equaled or 
exceeded in any given year.  

100-Year rainfall event: The rainfall event having a one per cent chance of being equaled or 
exceeded in any given year (i.e. 100-year, one-hour rainfall event is approximately 3.9 inches).  

100-Year flood elevation: The boundary delineated by the crest elevations of the 100-year flood.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-72. - Administration.  

The authority shall enforce the provisions of this policy. Whenever "authority" is used in this policy it 
shall include the authorized agent of the entity. For example, the City of Auburn may designate the water 
resource management department to act as the authority on behalf of the City of Auburn.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-73. - Permits.  

(a) Prior to any construction, land disturbing activities, or local approvals, any person disturbing greater 
than or equal to one acre shall apply for an NPDES permit.  

(b) Permit by rule status will be assigned to those non-excluded land disturbing activities less than one 
acre in size. These sites, although not required to obtain an NPDES permit or submit for approval 
construction best management practices (CBMP) Plan, are still required to implement and maintain 
best management practices at the site and are subject to all provisions of this policy.  

(c) The authority may require the applicant to post a bond in the form of a government security, cash, 
irrevocable letter of credit, or any combination thereof up to but not exceeding three thousand dollars 
($3,000.00) per acre of the proposed land disturbing activity. If the applicant fails to comply with the 
conditions of his NPDES permit or the requirements as outlined in the approved CBMP plan, the 
bond may be called by the authority and used to bring the site into compliance.  

(d) The following land disturbing activities are excluded from the requirements of this policy:  

(1) Any emergency activity that is immediately necessary for the protection of life, property, or 
natural resources. Immediately upon completion of emergency activity the contractor shall 
install all control measures and initiate restoration/cleanup activities as required by this policy.  

(2) Any land change on property about which the owner of the property has submitted information 
and proved to the satisfaction of the authority that such property does not drain to the MS4.  

(3) Agriculture. 

(4) Silviculture. 

(5) Such minor land disturbing activities as home gardens, landscaping on individual residential lots 
(excluding landscaping performed by, on behalf of, a developer or builder, who builds a house 
on any such lot), home repairs, home maintenance work, minor additions to houses, the 
construction, maintenance or repair of accessory structures and other related activities which 
result in minor soil erosion.  

(6) Minor land disturbing activities such as individual connections for utility services and sewer 
services for single or two-family residences, minor grading for driveways, yard areas and 
sidewalks, excluding grading done by, or on behalf of, a developer or builder in connection with 
the construction of a house.  
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(7) Minor maintenance, minor repair, and minor extension of an existing underground public utility, 
except sewer lines; provided, that the utility company which owns such lines has received 
approval from the authority for such maintenance, repair and extension; and provided further, 
that any utility company making a minor extension in connection with which the land disturbed 
consists of less than one thousand (1,000) linear feet must give written notice of such extension 
prior to the commencement of such minor extension.  

(8) The construction, repair or rebuilding of railroad tracks. 

(9) Minor subsurface exploratory excavations under the direction of soils engineers, engineering 
geologists, or soil scientists.  

(10) The opening of individual burial sites in property which has been approved for such use by all 
necessary governmental authorities.  

(11) The construction of water wells or environmental monitoring wells. 

Although not required to submit a CBMP plan for review and approval, persons engaged in activities 
subsection (2) through (11) shall remain responsible for otherwise conducting such activities in 
accordance with the provisions of this policy and any other applicable regulation, including the proper 
control of sediment and runoff to the MS4.  

If monitoring and/or complaints indicate a stormwater pollution problem, the exclusion can be 
revoked and a stop-work order issued until a CBMP plan is submitted to the authority for approval.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-74. - Review and approval.  

Review and approval of a site specific CBMP plan shall be in accordance with the procedure and 
requirements included in Section 1.0 and Section 4.3 of the Water Resource Management Design and 
Construction Manual.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-75. - Construction best management practices plan.  

The CBMP plan shall be designed in accordance with the most recent version of the Alabama 
Handbook for Erosion Control, Sediment Control, and Stormwater Management on Construction Sites 
and Urban Areas (AL Handbook) and shall conform to all CBMP plan requirements found in Sections 1 
and 4 of the Water Resource Management Design and Construction Manual.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-76. - Erosion and sediment control criteria.  

(a) Grading, erosion control practices, sediment control practices, and waterway crossings shall meet 
the design criteria set forth in the most recent version of the Alabama Handbook for Erosion Control, 
Sediment Control, and Stormwater Management on Construction Sites and Urban Areas (AL 
Handbook), and shall be adequate to prevent transportation of sediment from the site to the 
satisfaction of the authority and in accordance with the authority's standard details and specification.  

(b) Clearing and grading of natural resources, such as forests and wetlands, shall not be permitted, 
except when in compliance with all other federal, state, and local regulations. Clearing techniques 
that retain natural vegetation and drainage patterns, as described in the AL Handbook, shall be used 
to the satisfaction of the authority.  
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(c) Buffers shall be in accordance with the requirements in Section 4.4.7 of the Water Resource 
Management Design and Construction Manual and Section 413 of the City of Auburn Zoning 
Ordinance.  

(d) Clearing, except that necessary to establish sediment control devices, shall not begin until all 
sediment control devices have been installed and have been stabilized. Phasing shall be required on 
all sites disturbing greater than ten (10) acres, with the size of each phase to be established at plan 
review and as approved by the authority. All areas that have been cleared of significant portions of 
its vegetative cover and will remain so for thirteen (13) days or longer without appreciable 
construction activity shall be seeded and mulched within five (5) days of being disturbed.  

(e) Erosion control requirements shall be as defined in Section 4.2.3 of the Water Resource 
Management Design and Construction Manual.  

(f) Waterway and watercourse protection requirements shall include but are not limited to the following:  

(1) The installation of a temporary watercourse crossing. If a watercourse will be crossed regularly 
during construction the authority may require a temporary crossing to be constructed in order to 
prevent streambed damage and/or erosion. Watercourse crossings shall be constructed to allow 
movement of aquatic life.  

(2) Stabilization of the watercourse channel before, during, and after any in-channel work.  

(3) All on-site stormwater conveyance channels designed according to the criteria outlined in the 
AL Handbook.  

(4) Stabilization adequate to prevent erosion located at the outlets of all pipes and paved channels.  

(g) Construction site access requirements shall include but are not limited to the following: 

(1) Temporary construction access, as defined by the authority, at all sites. 

(2) Other measures required by the authority in order to ensure that sediment is not tracked onto 
public streets by construction vehicles or washed into storm drains.  

(h) Building floor elevations. All building floor elevations, garages and carports shall be one foot or 
higher above the expected 100-year flood elevation. Ground elevation ten (10) feet from a building 
shall be six (6) inches or more below floor elevation and slope away from the building. Impervious 
surfaces should have a slope of one-half of one (0.5) per cent or greater and pervious surfaces of 
two (2) per cent or greater.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-77. - Inspection.  

Site specific BMPs shall be inspected in accordance with Section 4.3.3 of the Water Resource 
Management Design and Construction Manual.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-78. - Enforcement.  

Site specific BMPs shall be enforced in accordance with Section 4.3.3 of the Water Resource 
Management Design and Construction Manual.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-79. - Waivers and appeals.  
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Waivers to the requirements in this article shall follow the procedures described in Section 1.11 of 
the Water Resource Management Design and Construction Manual.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Sec. 7-80. - Liability.  

Neither the approval of a CBMP plan under the provisions of this policy nor the compliance with the 
provisions under this policy shall relieve any person of the responsibility for damage to any person or 
property otherwise imposed by law, nor shall it impose any liability upon the authority for damage to any 
person or property.  

(Ord. No. 2742, § 1, 1-17-12) 

Secs. 7-81—7-100. - Reserved.  
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ARTICLE IV. - ILLICIT DISCHARGE  

 

Sec. 7-101. - Intent.  

This article is enacted to preserve, protect and promote the health, safety and welfare of the citizens 
of Auburn, Alabama, through the reduction, control and prevention of the discharge of pollutants to the 
city municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4). It is the expressed intent of this document to provide 
for and promote compliance by the city with federal and state laws governing the discharge of pollutants 
from the MS4 and to provide for and promote compliance with an NPDES permit issued to the city for 
such discharge. The city does not intend for this article to conflict with any existing federal or state law.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § I, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-102. - Definitions.  

For purposes of this article, the following terms are defined as hereinafter set forth:  

ADEM shall mean the Alabama Department of Environmental Management.  

BMPs or best management practices shall mean schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices, 
maintenance procedures and other management practices to prevent or reduce the discharge of 
pollutants to the MS4. BMPs also include treatment requirements, operating procedures, and practices to 
control facility site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage from raw materials 
storage.  

City shall mean the City of Auburn, Alabama, a municipal corporation organized under the laws of 
the State of Alabama.  

Clean Water Act shall mean the Federal Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq., and regulations 
promulgated thereunder.  

Commercial area shall mean any facility associated with commercial activity which is not subject to 
its own NPDES permit or an ADEM general storm water permit.  

Discharge or discharge of a pollutant shall mean any addition of any "pollutant" to the MS4 This term 
does not include an addition of pollutants by any "indirect discharger" or from any source specifically 
excluded from the definition of "point source."  

Discharge monitoring report or DMR shall mean the EPA or ADEM uniform form for the reporting of 
self-monitoring results by NPDES permittees.  

EPA shall mean the Federal Environmental Protection Agency.  

Good housekeeping shall mean the use of practical, cost-effective methods to maintain a clean and 
orderly facility and keep contaminants out of separate storm sewers. It includes activities such as 
sweeping/trash collection, establishing protocols to reduce the possibility of mishandling chemicals or 
equipment, and the proper training of employees.  

High-risk facility shall mean municipal landfills; other treatment, storage, or disposal facilities for 
municipal waste (e.g., transfer stations, incinerators, etc.); and hazardous waste treatment, storage, 
disposal and recovery facilities.  

Holder shall mean a person to whom a BMP plan approval has been issued.  

Illicit discharge shall mean any discharge to the MS4 that is not composed entirely of storm water 
except discharges pursuant to a NPDES permit (other than the NPDES permit for discharges from the 
MS4) and discharges from fire fighting and emergency management activities.  
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Indirect discharger shall mean a nondomestic discharger introducing "pollutants" to a "publicly 
owned treatment works."  

Industrial facility shall mean any facility associated with industrial activity.  

Municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) shall mean a conveyance or system of conveyances 
(including roads with drainage systems, streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, manmade 
channels, or storm drains), which is owned or operated by the city, designed or used for collecting or 
conveying storm water, and is neither a POTW nor a combined sewer.  

NPDES or national pollutant discharge elimination system shall mean the national permitting 
program implemented under the "Clean Water Act."  

Person shall mean any individual, partnership, syndicate, group, firm, company, association, trust, 
corporation, business, or any entity recognized by law, or any combination of the foregoing.  

Person responsible or responsible person shall mean a person who has or represents having: (1) an 
ownership interest in or financial or operational control of a source or potential source of a discharge or a 
discharge regulated by this article; (2) possession or control of a source or potential source of a discharge 
regulated by this article who directly or indirectly allowed, either by act or omission, a discharge regulated 
by this article; or (3) benefited from a source or potential source of a discharge or a discharge regulated 
by this article. There may be one or more "persons responsible" or "responsible persons."  

Point source shall mean any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, including but not limited 
to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated 
animal feeding operation, landfill leachate collection system, vessel or other floating craft from which 
pollutants are discharged. This term does not include return flows from irrigated agriculture or agricultural 
storm water runoff.  

Pollutant means dredged spoil, solid waste, incinerator residue, filter backwash, sewage, garbage, 
sewage sludge, munitions, chemical waste, biological materials, radioactive materials (except those 
regulated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended), heat, wrecked or discarded equipment, 
rock, sand, cellar dirt, and industrial, domestic, and agricultural waste discharged into water.  

Publicly owned treatment works or POTW shall mean any device or system used in the treatment of 
municipal sewage or industrial wastes of a liquid nature which is owned by the city. This definition 
includes sewers, pipes or other conveyances only if they convey wastewater to a POTW providing 
treatment.  

Significant materials shall include, but not be limited to: raw materials; fuels; materials such as 
solvents, detergents, and plastic pellets; finished materials such as metallic products; raw materials used 
in food processing or production; hazardous substances designated under section 101(14) of CERCLA; 
any chemical the facility is required to report pursuant to section 313 of title III of SARA; fertilizers; 
pesticides; and waste products such as ashes, slag and sludge that have the potential to be released with 
storm water discharges.  

Storm water shall mean storm water runoff, snowmelt runoff and surface runoff and drainage.  

Storm water discharge associated with industrial activity shall have the same meaning as in the 
"Clean Water Act" and regulations promulgated there under.  

Storm water discharge from sites of industrial activity shall mean storm water discharges from 
industrial facilities that are subject to section 313 of title III of the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) (42 U.S.C. § 11023(b)) or that have significant materials, raw 
materials, material handling equipment or activities, intermediate products or industrial machinery 
exposed to storm water, except for those industrial facilities which possess their own NPDES permit or 
are subject to an ADEM general storm water permit. In addition, this definition also shall include industrial 
facilities that the city engineer determines are contributing a substantial pollutant loading to the MS4.  

To the extent practicable when used in reference to terms and conditions of NPDES permits (other 
than the NPDES permit issued to the city) and procedures and methods established by federal regulation, 
shall mean that the city engineer shall defer to these terms, conditions, procedures, and methods so long 
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as the city's compliance with its own NPDES permit, or federal or state law is not jeopardized in any 
manner.  

Water Pollution Control Act shall mean the Alabama Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, and 
regulations promulgated there under.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § II, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-103. - Discharge prohibitions.  

(a) The illicit discharge of pollutants to the MS4 is prohibited. 

(b) The discharge of pollutants to the MS4 by discharging storm water associated with industrial activity 
is prohibited except as authorized by a NPDES permit. Compliance with all terms and conditions of a 
valid NPDES permit authorizing the discharge of storm water associated with industrial activity, to 
the extent practicable, shall be deemed compliance with the provisions of this article which relate to 
such discharge.  

(c) The spilling, dumping, or disposal of materials other than storm water to the MS4 is prohibited.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § III, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-104. - Exceptions to prohibition.  

The following discharges are specifically excluded from the prohibitions included in section 7-103:  

(a) Water line flushing (including fire hydrant testing). 

(b) Landscape irrigation. 

(c) Diverted stream flows. 

(d) Rising ground waters. 

(e) Uncontaminated ground water infiltration (infiltration is defined as water other than wastewater 
that enters a sewer system, including sewer service connection and foundation drains, from the 
ground through such means as defective pipes, sewer service connections, or manholes. 
Infiltration does not include, and is distinguished from, inflow.)  

(f) Uncontaminated pumped ground water. 

(g) Discharges from potable water sources. 

(h) Foundation drains. 

(i) Air conditioning condensation. 

(j) Irrigation water. 

(k) Springs. 

(l) Water from crawl space pumps. 

(m) Footing drains. 

(n) Lawn watering. 

(o) Individual residential car washing. 

(p) Flows from riparian habitats and wetlands. 

(q) Swimming pool discharges. 

(r) Street wash water. 
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(s) Discharges or flows from fire fighting activities. 

(Ord. No. 2192, § IV, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-105. - Inspection and monitoring.  

(a) The city engineer or his authorized representative shall be permitted to enter and inspect facilities 
subject to regulation under this article as often as may be necessary to determine compliance with 
this article. If a discharger has security measures in force which require proper identification and 
clearance before entry into its premises, the discharger shall make the necessary arrangements to 
allow access.  

(b) Facility operators shall allow the city engineer or his authorized representative ready access to all 
parts of the premises for the purposes of inspection, sampling, examination and copying of records 
that must be kept under the conditions of an NPDES permit to discharge storm water, and the 
performance of any additional duties as defined by state and federal law.  

(c) The city engineer or his authorized representative shall have the right to set up on any permitted 
facility such devices as are necessary in the opinion of the city engineer to conduct monitoring and/or 
sampling of the facility's storm water discharge.  

(d) The city engineer or his authorized representative has the right to require the discharger to install 
monitoring equipment as necessary. The facility's sampling and monitoring equipment shall be 
maintained at all times in a safe and proper operating condition by the discharger at its own expense. 
All devices used to measure storm water flow and quality shall be calibrated to ensure their 
accuracy.  

(e) Any temporary or permanent obstruction to safe and easy access to the facility to be inspected 
and/or sampled shall be promptly removed by the operator at the written or oral request of the city 
engineer or his authorized representative and shall not be replaced. The costs of clearing such 
access shall be borne by the operator.  

(f) Unreasonable delays in allowing the city engineer or his authorized representative access to a facility 
is a violation this article. A person who is the operator of a facility with a NPDES permit to discharge 
storm water associated with industrial activity commits an offense if the person denies reasonable 
access to the permitted facility for the purpose of conducting any activity authorized or required by 
this article.  

(g) If the city engineer or his authorized representative has been refused access to any part of the 
premises from which storm water is discharged, and he/she is able to demonstrate probable cause 
to believe that there may be a violation of this article, or that there is a need to inspect and/or sample 
as part of a routine inspection and sampling program designed to verify compliance with this article 
or any order issued hereunder, or to protect the overall public health, safety, and welfare of the 
community, then the city engineer or his authorized representative may seek issuance of a search 
warrant from any court of competent jurisdiction.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § V, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-106. - Best management practices (BMPs).  

All industrial facilities and high risk facilities are required to implement, at their own expense, 
structural and nonstructural BMPs, as appropriate, to prevent the discharge of pollutants to the MS4. 
Further, the city engineer may require any person responsible for a property or premise, which is, or may 
be, the source of an illicit discharge, to implement, at said person's expense, additional structural and 
non-structural BMPs to prevent the discharge of pollutants to the MS4. To the extent practicable, the city 
engineer shall recognize that storage and handling of significant materials, material handling equipment 
or activities, intermediate products or industrial machinery in such a manner that they are not exposed to 
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storm water is an effective BMP. Compliance with all terms and conditions of a valid NPDES permit 
authorizing the discharge of storm water associated with industrial activity, to the extent practicable, shall 
be deemed in compliance with the provisions of this section.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § VI, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-107. - Good housekeeping.  

Commercial areas and industrial facilities shall employ good housekeeping practices to prevent 
debris such as paper, bottles, cans, plastic, etc. from entering the MS4 from areas such as parking lots, 
loading zones, sidewalks, trash cans and dumpster sites. It shall be unlawful for any person to discharge 
chemicals, waste products or any pollutant to the parking lot or grounds of a commercial area or an 
industrial facility.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § VII, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-108. - BMP plan.  

Whenever storm water will be discharged into the MS4 from a site of industrial activity or a high risk 
facility, the person responsible for such site, except as such site, may be expressly excepted from 
coverage of this article, shall develop and implement a BMP plan sufficient enough to control discharges 
from his facility. If requested by the city engineer, such BMP plan must be provided for review within ten 
(10) days of the request.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § VIII, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-109. - Modifications to BMP plan.  

A BMP plan may be modified in order to comply with any federal, state or local law, regulation, order 
or standard, or when, in the opinion of the city engineer, a modification is necessary to accurately control 
changes in the character or amount of pollutants of storm water discharged into the MS4, or any other 
applicable condition. Deadlines for compliance with the modified requirements shall be determined on a 
case-specific basis.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § IX, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-110. - Revocation of a BMP plan.  

(a) The city engineer may revoke authorization to discharge under a BMP plan, if he determines that 
one or more of the following conditions exist:  

(1) The holder provided false information; 

(2) The holder provided false information with respect to any monitoring, record keeping, or 
reporting requirements;  

(3) The holder is convicted of violating the provisions of this article; 

(4) Any term or condition imposed under a BMP plan was not satisfied; 

(5) Any federal, state or municipal statute, law, ordinance, regulation, order or standard is being 
violated by the holder;  

(6) The holder has refused entry to the city engineer or his representative for purposes of 
inspection or monitoring; or  
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(7) For any other reason if, in the judgment of the city engineer, the continuance of a BMP plan is 
not consistent with the purposes of this article.  

(b) Whenever the city engineer determines that grounds exist for revocation of a BMP plan, he shall 
serve upon the holder a written notice of proposed revocation, stating the facts or conduct which 
warrant revocation of the BMP plan approval, and providing the holder with an opportunity to 
demonstrate or achieve compliance with all lawful requirements. Within ten (10) days of the date of 
the notice of proposed revocation, the holder must provide written or demonstrative evidence of 
satisfactory compliance or a written plan for achieving satisfactory compliance.  

(c) If the holder fails to respond to a notice of proposed revocation or fails to provide adequate evidence 
of satisfactory compliance or an adequate written plan for achieving satisfactory compliance, the city 
engineer shall deliver, by certified mail/return receipt requested, a written notice of revocation to the 
holder. Said notice of revocation shall be effective immediately and shall include a statement of the 
reasons for revocation and the appeal procedure.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § X, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-111. - Emergency suspension of BMP plan.  

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, the city engineer may, without notice, suspend a 
BMP plan by delivery to the holder, by hand delivery, certified mail/return receipt requested, or the 
posting in at least three (3) conspicuous places at the site subject to the BMP plan, of a notice of 
emergency suspension of BMP plan. A BMP plan will be suspended under this section only when 
such suspension is necessary, in the opinion of the city engineer, to stop an actual or threatened 
discharge which presents or may present an imminent or substantial endangerment to the health or 
welfare of persons or to the environment, or causes interference with the MS4 or causes the city to 
violate any condition of its NPDES permit. Said notice of emergency suspension of BMP plan shall 
state the grounds for suspension, the corrective action necessary for reinstatement of the BMP plan.  

(b) Any holder notified of suspension under this section shall immediately stop the activity generating the 
discharge noted in the notice of emergency suspension. The city engineer shall reinstate resumption 
of activities upon proof of the elimination of the endangering discharge or circumstances.  

(c) Emergency suspension of a BMP plan approval may be appealed in accordance with the provisions 
of section 7-112.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XI, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-112. - Appeal.  

A person denied discharge under an existing BMP plan (hereinafter "appellant") may appeal the 
decision of the city engineer. Appellant may commence said appeal by filing a written notice of appeal, 
specifying the grounds for said appeal, with the city manager within fifteen (15) days following receipt of 
the city engineer's notice of denial, notice of revocation, or notice of suspension. At the hearing, the city 
engineer shall state his grounds for denying, revoking, or suspending discharge and shall provide any 
evidence supporting such action. Evidence on appellant's behalf may be presented at such hearing. The 
decision of the hearing shall (a) sustain the decision of the city engineer, or (b) reverse or vary the 
decision of the city engineer, specifying the manner in which any variations shall be made, the conditions 
upon which they are to be made and the reasons therefor.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XII, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-113. - Sections 7-107, 7-108, 7-109, 7-110, 7-111, and 7-112, inapplicable to discharges or 

activities authorized by a NPDES permit.  
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The provisions of sections 7-107, 7-108, 7-110, 7-111 and 7-112 shall not apply to a discharge or 
activity specifically authorized by a NPDES permit.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XIII, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-114. - Noncompliance.  

It shall be unlawful to refuse or fail to comply with the terms or conditions of a BMP plan approval 
issued under this article.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XIV, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-115. - False information and tampering.  

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to provide false information to the city engineer or anyone working 
under the city engineer's supervision when such person knows or has reason to know that the 
information provided is false, whether such information is required by this article, any BMP plan 
approval granted under this article, or any inspection, record keeping or monitoring requirement 
carried out or imposed under this article.  

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to falsify, tamper with, or knowingly render inaccurate any 
monitoring device or method required under this article or a BMP plan approval issued hereunder.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XV, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-116. - Method of enforcement.  

The city engineer or any person acting under his supervision is authorized to issue citations to 
appear in municipal court to answer charges of violation of any of the provisions of this article. In no event 
shall any enforcement action under this article be taken for an alleged violation of this article if any of the 
following conditions exist:  

(a) ADEM has issued a notice of violation with respect to the same violation and is proceeding with 
enforcement action;  

(b) ADEM has issued an administrative order with respect to the same alleged violation and is 
proceeding with enforcement action; or  

(c) ADEM has commenced and is proceeding with enforcement action or has completed any other 
type of administrative or civil action with respect to the same alleged violation.  

However, enforcement action under this article may be pursued for continued or continuing 
violations, and each day that a violation of this article continues shall be considered a separate violation.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XVI, 1-20-04) 

Sec. 7-117. - Penalties.  

Any person who violates any provision of this article or any provision of a BMP plan issued under this 
article shall be guilty of a violation and, upon conviction, shall be punished as provided by law, including 
those penalties set forth in Ala. Code § 11-45-9 as adopted by section 1-9 of this Code.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XVII, 1-20-04) 
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Sec. 7-118. - Existing authorities.  

Nothing in this article shall be construed to limit the existing authority of the city to enforce rules and 
regulations regarding:  

(a) Charges, limits and restrictions on the discharge of waste into the sanitary sewerage system of 
the City of Auburn, Alabama;  

(b) Requirements of the Storm Water Management Manual of the City of Auburn, Alabama; 

(c) Health or sanitation ordinances of the City of Auburn, Alabama enforced by the Lee County 
Health Department; or  

(d) Ordinances governing the sanitation of premises where animals are kept. 

This article shall be cumulative to and in furtherance of any statutory, common law, or other legal 
right, duty, power, or authority possessed by the city. Compliance with this article or a BMP plan issued 
hereunder shall not excuse any person from compliance with any other federal, state or local law, 
ordinance, regulation, rule or order.  

(Ord. No. 2192, § XVIII, 1-20-04) 
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CITY OF AUBURN - EROSION AND 

SEDIMENT CONTROL INSPECTION AND 

ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

 

OCTOBER 2015 

 

Summary & Overview 

The purpose of this document is to provide a brief overview of the Federal Phase II 

stormwater regulations which govern the Stormwater Management Program for the City 

of Auburn (City), as well as to provide a detailed summary of the City’s Erosion and 

Sediment Control Inspection and Enforcement Program, which is part of the overall 

Stormwater Management Program for the City of Auburn. 

The City is designated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 

through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), as an 

owner/operator of a Phase II municipal separate storm sewer system (Phase II MS4). The 

Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) is authorized by the 

USEPA as the administrator of the NPDES Program in Alabama and, under most 

circumstances, authorizes Phase II MS4’s to discharge stormwater to Waters of the State 

through a Statewide General Permit (ALR040003).  All Phase II MS4’s authorized under 

ALR040003 are required to develop, revise, implement, maintain, and enforce a 

stormwater management program (SWMP) designed to protect water quality and to 

prevent harmful pollutants in stormwater runoff from causing or contributing to instream 

exceedances of water quality standards.   

In order to maintain compliance with this permit, the City’s SWMP is required to address 

five minimum control measures, which are:   

   

1. Public Education and Public Involvement (formerly two separate 

controls) 

2. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination  
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3. Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control  

4. Post-Construction Stormwater Management  

5. Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping  

In general, Erosion and Sediment Control (E&SC) is addressed through the Construction 

Site Stormwater Runoff control measure.  In accordance with ALR040003, the specific 

Construction Site Stormwater Control measures that must be included as a part of the 

City’s SWMP and a description of how the City complies with these requirements are: 

Requirement 1: 

Include specific procedures for construction site plan (including erosion 

prevention and sediment controls) review and approval: The MS4 procedures must 

include an evaluation of plan completeness and overall BMP effectiveness. 

Compliance Measure:  

The City’s E&SC ordinance is applicable to all land disturbance practices and 

requires that Construction Best Management Practice Plans (CBMPP) be prepared, 

installed, and implemented on all sites >1 acre.  Sites less than one acre are still 

required to implement best management practices and are subject to enforcement 

for non-compliance.  Additionally, all new development and redevelopment are 

required to submit site development plans to the City’s Development Review 

Team (DRT), during which the City reviews for completeness and adequacy of 

proposed E&SC.  

Requirement 2: 

To the extent allowable under State law, adopt an ordinance or other regulatory 

mechanism to require erosion and sediment controls, sanctions to ensure 

compliance, and to provide all other authorities need to implement the 

requirements of Part III.B.3 of this permit. 

Compliance Measure: 

Article III of Chapter 7 of the City of Auburn Municipal Code establishes the 

regulatory mechanism to require E&SC and authorizes the City to take appropriate 

and necessary enforcement action to ensure compliance. 

Requirement 3: 

Include a training program for MS4 site inspection staff in the identification of 

appropriate construction best management practices (example: QCI training in 

accordance with ADEM Admin Code. R. 335-6-12 or the Alabama Construction 

Site General Permit); 

Compliance Measure: 

All Watershed Division staff maintain certification as Qualified Credentialed 

Inspectors or other certification recognized by ADEM as a Qualified Credentialed 

Professional.  Additionally, numerous Sewer Division and Public Works 

Inspection Division and Engineering Division staff maintain similar certifications. 
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Requirement 4:  

Include procedures for the periodic inspection of qualifying construction sites to 

verify the use of appropriate erosion and sediment control practices that are 

consistent with the Alabama Handbook for Erosion Control, Sediment Control, 

And Stormwater Management on Construction Sites and Urban Areas published 

by the Alabama Soil and Water Conservation Committee (hereinafter the 

“Alabama Handbook”).  The frequency and prioritization of inspection activities 

shall be documented in the SWMPP and must include a minimum inspection 

frequency of once each month for priority construction sites. 

Compliance Measure: 

The City issues land development permits in phases, first requiring that an initial 

E&SC Plan be implemented prior to any mass site grading or utility work.  The 

City then conducts an initial on-site walk-through inspection of site BMPs to 

ensure that all BMPs are installed in accordance with the approved CBMPP, 

Section 4 of the WRM Design and Construction Manual, and the Alabama 

Handbook.  Thereafter, the City conducts site inspections after each ¾-inch, 24-

hour rainfall event or a minimum of once per month. The purpose of these 

inspections is to document deficiencies and failures in BMPs on-site and to 

communicate those deficiencies to the respective permit holder.  Follow-up 

inspections are made as necessary to ensure that corrective actions are being taken 

promptly to correct any deficiencies and to maintain compliance with the City’s 

E&SC Ordinance. 

Requirement 5:  

Include procedures, as outlined in the SWMPP, to notify ADEM of construction 

sites that do not have a NPDES permit or ineffective BMPs that are discovered 

during the periodic inspections.  The notification must provide, at a minimum, the 

specific location of the construction project, the name and contact information 

from the owner or operator, and a summary of the site deficiencies. 

Compliance Measure: 

The City requires that individuals performing land disturbance activities within its 

municipal limits comply with all applicable state and federal laws and regulations.  

Additionally, when those activities require an NPDES permit from the ADEM, 

City routinely requests evidence that the conditions of the permit are being adhered 

to and all notices of non-compliance submitted when warranted.  The City also 

notifies ADEM whenever it identifies any activities, conditions, or situations are 

discovered during inspection and that appear to be in violation of state law. 

Requirement 6:  

Include a mechanism for the public to report complaints regarding discharges 

from qualifying construction sites. 

Compliance Measure: 

The City provides multiple ways for its citizens to report complaints and concerns 

regarding water quality and E&SC, including a phone hotline (334-501-3000), 
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email (webstrswr@auburnalabama.org), and website with contact information 

(http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=195).    

 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) has the predominant 

role and responsibility for regulating erosion and sediment control practices in Alabama.  

ADEM regulates construction activities on all sites one (1) acre or greater in size through 

a construction site erosion and sediment control permitting, inspection and enforcement 

program.  ADEM is the primary regulatory entity responsible for the protection and 

preservation of the Waters of the State of Alabama.  However, ALR040003 requires 

Phase II MS4’s to “develop, revise, implement, and enforce an ongoing program to 

reduce, to the maximum extent practicable, the pollutants in any stormwater runoff to the 

MS4 from qualifying construction sites”.  The City enforces standards for E&SC through 

Article III of Chapter 7 of the City Code of Auburn, Alabama.  Recognizing ADEM’s 

primacy in enforcement of construction site erosion and sediment control, the City’s 

E&SC Ordinance prohibits the City from pursuing enforcement for violations which 

ADEM is already pursing enforcement.  Although all Phase II MS4’s may elect to rely on 

ADEM for enforcement of E&SC violations, the City elected to develop its own program 

and enforcement capacity to safeguard persons, protect property, and prevent damage to 

our local environment. 

 

Inspection and Enforcement Process – Sites >1 Acre and/or Part of a 

Larger Common Development 

The City of Auburn has developed an inspection and enforcement strategy that monitors 

sites in a proactive manner and responds to deficiencies as necessary to ensure that City 

standards are being met to the maximum extent practicable.  The program implemented 

by the City is complimentary of, yet not supplementary to, the construction site 

inspection program administered by ADEM.  The following is a summary of the 

inspection and enforcement process employed by the City of Auburn: 

 Routine inspections are made on a monthly basis, typically within the first full 

week of the month to determine site compliance with the City Ordinance and the 

approved CBMPP. 

 Rainfall inspections are typically made within 48 hours after each ¾-inch 24-hour 

rainfall event to determine site compliance with the City Ordinance and the 

approved CBMPP.    

 Site Inspections fall into 3 categories: 

o If no deficiencies are found on-site, a copy of the inspection report and 

letter are mailed to the permit holder stating that “no deficiencies were 

found on-site at the time of inspection”. 

o If minor deficiencies are noted on-site at the time of inspection, a copy of 

the inspection report along with a letter outlining the deficiencies and 

mailto:webstrswr@auburnalabama.org
http://www.auburnalabama.org/wrm-watershed/Default.aspx?PageID=195
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proposed corrective actions are emailed to the permit holder stating that 

the deficiencies documented shall be corrected prior to the next monthly 

inspection and/or rain event. The inspector also communicates with the 

permit holder via phone and/or standard mail to ensure that he/she 

understands the nature of the deficiencies and proposed corrective actions.  

The inspector conducts follow-up inspections on-site as necessary prior to 

a subsequent rain event to ensure that these items are being addressed.  If 

the contractor does not take appropriate and timely corrective action to 

address the issues on-site, the site falls into the next inspection category 

(major deficiencies) listed below when the follow-up inspection is 

conducted. 

o If major deficiencies (i.e. sediment is leaving the site, failure to correct 

minor deficiencies since the last inspection, etc.) are noted on-site, the 

following enforcement action is initiated: 

 The City issues a 72-hour written Notice of Violation (NOV) to the 

permit holder via certified mail, outlining the deficiencies and 

minimum required corrective measures.   

 At the end of the above referenced 72-hour time period (starting at 

time of receipt of certified mail), a follow-up inspection is 

conducted by the Watershed Division Manager and inspector.  If 

the permit holder has failed to satisfactorily address the 

deficiencies on-site at the end of this time period, a 24-hour verbal 

notice is issued to the permit holder by the Watershed Division 

Manager.  This verbal notice is documented by staff and includes 

additional field inspection notes. 

 At the end of the above referenced 24-hour time period, a follow-

up inspection is conducted by the Watershed Division Manager 

and the inspector.  If the permit holder has failed to satisfactorily 

address these issues at the end of this time period, a citation is 

issued to the permit holder by the City to appear in Municipal 

Court for violations of the Erosion and Sediment Control 

Ordinance.  City personnel also have the ability to issue a stop 

work order on-site if conditions warrant. 

 Penalties for violating the Erosion and Sediment Control 

Ordinance are $500 per day per offense and/or possible jail time as 

determined by the Municipal Court. 

 

This process, and the larger Development Review process, is shown in a flow chart 

diagram that can be viewed at: 

 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/WRMDir/EandSC%20Process%20Chart%2011x17.pdf  

http://www.auburnalabama.org/WRMDir/EandSC%20Process%20Chart%2011x17.pdf
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN 
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Development Review Team 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention/Erosion and Sediment Control 

Plan Review Checklist 

Project Name_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
Is the total disturbed acreage >1 Acre?      Yes No 
 Comments:  
 
 If Yes, is ADEM Permit # and/NOI Project # Displayed?   Yes No 
 

**If project is in Moore’s Mill Creek Watershed, proof of ADEM  
Permit Authorization is necessary 

 
Is a multi-phase E&SC Plan (Initial, Construction, etc.) necessary?  Yes No 
 Comments: 
 

If yes, are initial LoC shown?      Yes No 
 
Are Limits of Clearing/Limits of Disturbance shown?    Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
Is there an E&SC legend and are contours clearly labeled on E&SC plans?  Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
Are there any potential streams, wetlands, and/or open waters present? Yes No 
 
 If yes, do buffer regulations apply?     Yes No 
 
 If yes, has a buffer assessment been performed?   Yes No 
 
  If yes to the above, estimate the acreage of buffers 
  Protected. 
    
   Streamside Zone 
   Managed Use Zone 
   Upland Zone 
 
 If impacts are proposed, is a USACE Permit Necessary/Displayed? Yes No 
 
Is sediment storage ≥3,600 cu. ft./disturbed acre provided?   Yes No 
 
 If yes, is the outlet structure designed to discharge 
 from the surface of the water column?     Yes No 
 



 Is the internal flow ratio (inlet-to-outlet) >2:1?    Yes No 
 
 Are baffles shown and at the correct height?    Yes No  
 
Is perimeter silt fence (ALDOT Type-A or CPOP) adequate?   Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
 Is a double-row warranted in any areas?     Yes No 
 If yes, explain: 
 
 Does the SF installation follow Alabama Handbook for slope 
 limitations?  See Below.       Yes No 
 

SB-2 Slope Limitations for Silt Fence Land Slope  
(Percent)  

Maximum Slope Length 
Above Fence  
(Feet)  

<2  100  

2 to 5  75  

5 to 10  50  

10 to 20*  25  

>20  15  

 
Are there any slopes exceeding 3:1?      Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
  

If yes, are ECB’s specified?      Yes No 
 
Do all storm sewer inlets (curb inlets etc.) have proposed inlet protection? Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
 
Is a concrete washout area necessary/shown?     Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
 
Are stabilization criteria prominently displayed?     Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
Is the project located in the Saugahatchee, Moore’s Mill, or    Yes No 
Parkerson Mill Creek Watershed? 
 Comments: 
 

If YES, was a water quality plan submitted with SDR data?  Yes No  
 Comments: 
 
 
 
 



Are there opportunities for the implementation of Green Infrastructure?  Yes No 
 Comments: 
 
 
 
 
Reviewed By (include time spent on plan review):______________________________________ 
 
 
Date:_______________________________ 
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COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER QUALITY 

MONITORING PLAN 
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1.0 Introduction 
This document is the City of Auburn’s Stormwater Monitoring Plan as required by the Alabama Department of 

Environmental Management (ADEM) Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Phase II NPDES General Permit No. 

ALR040003. The purpose of this monitoring plan is to provide environmental data that will be used to evaluate the 

conditions in each impaired stream within the City’s MS4. These monitoring data will help determine the success of 

efforts to reduce pollutant loads within these waterbodies. This plan will be reviewed annually, and any revisions to the 

plan will be documented in the Stormwater Management Program Plan (SWMPP) Annual Report.       

1.0 Watersheds and Impairments 
The City of Auburn has three (3) streams within its jurisdiction that fail to meet the state’s minimum water quality 

standards for their designated uses. Two streams have a finalized Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL), and one stream is 

included on the 2016 final 303(d) list. A TMDL was approved for the Saugahatchee Creek watershed in 2008, with the 

pollutants of concern being total phosphorus (TP) and organic enrichment/dissolved oxygen (OE/DO). A TMDL was 

finalized for Parkerson’s Mill Creek in 2011 for pathogens, with E. coli as the indicator bacteria. Moore’s Mill Creek was 

included on the 303(d) list of impaired streams in 2000 for siltation, and there is currently no TMDL for Moore’s Mill 

Creek. This Stormwater Quality Monitoring Plan will address the TMDL pollutants of concern and 303(d) impairment for 

each of these streams.     

1.1 Permit Requirements  
According to Part V of the MS4 Phase II General Permit ALR040003 if there are no 303(d) listed or TMDL waters located 

in the permittee’s MS4 area, no monitoring shall be required. However, if a waterbody within the MS4 jurisdiction is 

listed on the latest final 303(d) list, or otherwise designated impaired by ADEM, or for which a TMDL is approved or 

established by EPA, the MS4 permittee shall comply with the following: 

1. Include a statement in the SWMPP stating if monitoring is required. 

2. Implement a monitoring program within 6 months of permit coverage that addresses the impairment or TMDL. 

Include the monitoring plan in the SWMPP, and document the revisions to the monitoring plan in the SWMPP 

and SWMPP Annual Report. 

3. Describe proposed monitoring locations and proposed monitoring frequency in the monitoring plan, with actual 

locations described in the SWMPP Annual Report. 

4. Include in the monitoring program any parameters attributed with the latest final 303(d) list, or otherwise 

designated by ADEM as impaired, or are included in an EPA-approved or EPA-established TMDL. 

5. Perform analysis and collection of samples in accordance with the methods specified at 40 CFR Part 136. If an 

approved 40 CFR Part 136 does not exist, then an ADEM approved method may be used. 

6. If samples cannot be collected due to adverse conditions, permittee must submit a description of why samples 

could not be collected, including available documentation of the event (e.g. weather conditions that create 

dangerous conditions for personnel, or impracticable conditions such as drought or ice).   

7. Monitoring results must be reported with the subsequent SWMPP Annual Report and shall include the 

following: 

a. The date, latitude/longitude of location, and time of sampling 

b. The name(s) of the individual(s) who performed the sampling 

c. The date(s) analysis were performed 

d. The name(s) of the individual(s) who performed the analysis 

e. The analytical techniques or methods used 

f. The results of such analysis 

 



2.0 Monitoring 
The City of Auburn understands that quality control and quality assurance are critical to a successful environmental 

monitoring program. In order to develop a dependable and credible database of water quality measurements for each 

sampling site in the City’s MS4 area, the Water Resource Management (WRM) staff employ a stringent field and 

laboratory protocol. WRM staff are required to wear nitrile gloves when handling sample bottles, cleaning sample 

bottles, plating bacterial samples, handling bacterial plates and growth media, calibrating instruments, and collecting 

water samples. Before going to a sample site, water sample collection bottles are placed in clean, sealable plastic bags. 

They are carried to the sample site in a cooler, and after the samples are collected the bottles are immediately placed 

back into the bag and into the cooler to be chilled at 4 degrees Celsius. WRM staff calibrate all water quality instruments 

prior to field use. Calibration standards are never used outside the expiration date. A detailed calibration log is filled out 

each time an instrument is calibrated (Appendix A). Instruments, sampling devices, and sample vials are cleaned using 

LiquinoxTM phosphate-free detergent, followed by a tap water rinse, and then a final rinse with deionized water. At all 

sample sites, WRM staff utilize field sheets to document site characteristics and observations such as stream color, 

geomorphic setting (riffle, pool, etc.), and weather conditions (Appendix B). The field sheets are also used to document 

water quality data measured in-situ at each site. These in-situ data include temperature, pH, specific conductance 

(µS/cm), dissolved oxygen (mg/L), and dissolved oxygen (% saturation), and are collected using a YSI ProPlus instrument. 

Water samples are analyzed for turbidity in the field using a LaMotte 2020we portable turbidimeter. Streamflow is 

determined using the mid-section method, where the channel is divided into segments along a cross-section, and width, 

depth, and velocity are recorded at each segment. Velocity is measured at the center of each segment using a Price 

Pygmy Meter. The sum of flows of all the segments along a cross-section equals the total streamflow.        

2.1 Saugahatchee Creek 
The Saugahatchee Creek Embayment on Yates Reservoir was originally placed on the ADEM 303(d) list of impaired 

waterbodies in 1996 for OE/DO and nutrients.  It remained on the State’s 303(d) list after each consecutive two-year 

water quality assessment until 2008, at which time the Saugahatchee Creek Embayment (Yates Reservoir) TMDL was 

finalized.  Additionally, Pepperell Branch, an unnamed tributary of Saugahatchee Creek which originates in Opelika, also 

remained on the State’s 303(d) list for nutrient impairment until 2008.  The impairment of Pepperell Branch was also 

addressed in the Saugahatchee Creek Embayment TMDL.  At no time has the main stem of Saugahatchee Creek been 

added to the State’s 303(d) list.  In order to address water quality concerns within the Saugahatchee Creek Embayment, 

ADEM and the EPA jointly developed a “watershed based” TMDL, which would in turn address nutrient loading from 

both the main stem of Saugahatchee Creek and Pepperell Branch.  The final Saugahatchee Creek Watershed TMDL was 

issued in April of 2008, identifying TP as the primary pollutant of concern (expressed as chlorophyll-a to satisfy numeric 

target criteria for assessing eutrophication in lakes). The Saugahatchee Creek Embayment TMDL establishes the TP 

limits in stormwater runoff of equal to or less than 0.1 mg/L (see Table 5-2 of the Saugahatchee Creek Embayment 

TMDL).  

Monitoring TP at strategic locations along the main stem of Saugahatchee Creek and on tributaries within the 

Saugahatchee Creek watershed that drain portions of the City’s MS4 will provide sufficient data to evaluate the success 

of efforts to reduce TP in stormwater and meet TMDL concentrations. The City shall make all reasonable efforts to 

conduct quarterly sampling for TP, water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, specific conductance, and turbidity at 

three locations along the main stem of Saugahatchee Creek, and also at three tributaries within the Saugahatchee Creek 

watershed (Figure 1.). Streamflow in cubic feet per second (cfs) and million gallons per day (MGD) will also be recorded 

at each sample site when water samples are collected. Streamflow will be determined from the USGS streamgage 

02418230 for sites on the main stem of Saugahatchee Creek. The City will make a reasonable effort to measure 

streamflow in-situ at tributary sites when flow conditions permit. Additionally, the City will continue to reasonably 

support and participate in studies of water quality in the embayment. Proposed sample sites for monitoring in the 



Saugahatchee Creek watershed are shown in Table 1. The sample parameters and corresponding analytical techniques 

are shown in Table 2. 



Figure 1. Saugahatchee Creek Watershed Monitoring Sites 



Table 1. Saugahatchee Creek Monitoring Site Locations 

Site Number Site Location Site Coordinates 

1S Saugahatchee Creek at US HWY 280 32.657413 N, 85.459656 W 

19S Saugahatchee Creek 0.35 mi upstream of N. Donahue Dr. 32.642777 N, 85.498761 W 

4S Saugahatchee Creek at Northside WWTP 32.628185 N, 85.545705 W 

5S Unnamed Tributary to Saugahatchee Creek 32.625847 N, 85.546404 W 

20S Unnamed Tributary to Saugahatchee Creek 32.642492 N, 85.498606 W 

21S Swingle Creek above Lee Rd. 188 32.655618 N, 85.575517 W 

    

Table 2. Saugahatchee Creek Water Quality Parameters and Analytical Methods 

Water Quality Parameter Analytical Method 

Total Phosphorus EPA 365.4 

Water Temperature YSI model 5560 

pH YSI model 1001 

Dissolved Oxygen YSI model 2003 polarographic 

Specific Conductance YSI model 5560 

Turbidity Standard Methods 2130 B 

 

2.2  Parkerson’s Mill Creek 
Parkerson’s Mill Creek was placed on the ADEM 303(d) list of impaired waterbodies for pathogens in 2008. The impaired 

reach is 6.85 mi. and includes all waters from its source (near the intersection of N. College St. and Glenn Ave. in 

downtown Auburn) to its confluence with Chewacla Creek. Potential sources of the impairment were listed as sanitary 

sewer overflows and urban runoff. The final Parkerson’s Mill Creek TMDL was issued in September 2011, identifying 

E.coli as the pollutant of concern. The Parkerson’s Mill Creek TMDL establishes the E. coli limits in stormwater at 

3.42E+09 colonies/day, also expressed as a 61% reduction in non-point sources. This TMDL was established using the 

geometric mean criterion of 126 CFU/100mL. 

The City shall make all reasonable efforts to monitor E. coli concentrations in Parkerson’s Mill Creek through annual 

intensive E. coli sampling. The intensive E. coli sampling will provide sufficient data to evaluate the success of efforts to 

reduce pathogens in stormwater and meet TMDL concentrations. The intensive sampling will be conducted in the same 

manner as the study performed by ADEM in 2010 at the same four (4) reference sites (Figure 2.). Single samples will be 

collected for E. coli once per month for April, May, July, September, October, and November. Weekly samples will be 

collected at those sites during June and August. The 5-week geometric mean concentrations will be calculated based on 

the results of the weekly sampling. The City will make a reasonable effort to measure streamflow (recorded in cfs and 

MGD) in-situ at each sample site after water samples are collected when flow conditions permit. Water temperature, 

pH, dissolved oxygen, specific conductance, and turbidity will be measured in-situ at each site. Additionally, the City will 

continue to reasonably support and participate in studies of water quality in the Parkerson’s Mill Creek watershed. 

Proposed sample sites for monitoring in the Parkerson’s Mill Creek watershed are shown in Table 3. The sample 

parameters and corresponding analytical techniques are shown in Table 4. 



Figure 2. Parkerson’s Mill Creek Watershed Monitoring Sites 



Table 3. Parkerson’s Mill Creek Monitoring Site Locations 

Site Number Site Location Site Coordinates 

PKML-1 Parkerson’s Mill Creek at Sand Hill Rd 32.53744 N, 85.50601 W 

PKML-2 Parkerson’s Mill Creek at Shug Jordan Pkwy 32.58551 N, 85.50249 W 

PKML-5 Parkerson’s Mill Creek at W. Veterans Blvd 32.56243 N, 85.50716 W 

PM-3 Parkerson’s Mill Creek below HC Morgan WPCF 32.53427 N, 85.50156 W 

 

Table 4. Parkerson’s Mill Creek Water Quality Parameters and Analytical Methods 

Water Quality Parameter Analytical Method 

E. coli Alabama Water Watch (Coliscan Easygel Method) 

Water Temperature YSI model 5560 

pH YSI model 1001 

Dissolved Oxygen YSI model 2003 polarographic 

Specific Conductance YSI model 5560 

Turbidity Standard Methods 2130 B 

 

2.3  Moore’s Mill Creek 
Moore’s Mill Creek was placed on the draft 303(d) list for siltation in 1998, and has been on the final 303(d) list since 

2000. The impaired reach is 10.51 mi. and includes all waters from its source to its confluence with Chewacla Creek. 

Habitat degradation due to sedimentation/siltation is the impairment in Moore’s Mill Creek. Potential sources of the 

impairment are listed as land development and urban runoff/storm sewers. The Moore’s Mill Creek Watershed 

Management Plan was completed in 2008. This plan outlined several objectives aimed to reduce sedimentation and 

mitigate habitat degradation. Included in the plan were geomorphic surveys and Bank Erosion Hazard Index (BEHI) 

assessments of stream reaches on both the main stem and tributaries throughout the watershed. Findings from these 

geomorphic surveys and BEHI assessments identified in-stream sediment loading from streambank erosion as a 

significant contributor to the impairment. The watershed management plan recommended continued monitoring of 

these sites to evaluate the success of future efforts aimed to reduce bank erosion.   

The City shall make reasonable efforts to monitor streambank erosion at eight (8) reaches (Figure 3.) in the Moore’s Mill 

Creek watershed with annual stream geomorphic surveys. These annual surveys will measure geomorphic parameters 

that are used as indicators of stability of a stream reach (Table 7.). A stream condition rapid assessment will also be 

performed annually at each of the 8 reaches. The stream condition rapid assessment (Appendix B) was developed with a 

grant from EPA (EPA Region IV Wetlands Program Development Grant CD00D01412, "Eco-Morphological Mitigation 

Design and Assessment Tools for the Alabama and Tennessee Appalachian Plateau”), and rates stream condition and 

function based on eco-geomorphic indicators. In addition, quarterly samples of turbidity, water temperature, pH, 

dissolved oxygen, specific conductance, and turbidity will be measured in-situ at each site. Additionally, the City will 

continue to reasonably support and participate in studies of water quality in the Moore’s Mill Creek watershed. 

Proposed sample reaches for monitoring in the Moore’s Mill Creek watershed are shown in Table 5. The water quality 

sampling parameters and corresponding analytical techniques are shown in Table 6, and geomorphic parameters are 

found in Table 7. 



Figure 3. Moore’s Mill Creek Watershed Monitoring Sites 



Table 5. Moore’s Mill Creek Monitoring Site Locations 

Site Number Reach Length Upstream Coordinates Downstream Coordinates 

NW-1-b 600 ft. 32.603946 N, 85.453310 W 32.602333 N, 85.453047 W 

NW-1-d 950 ft. 32.613527 N, 85.455178 W 32.611580 N, 85.456570 W 

C-1 550 ft. 32.601404 N, 85.432698 W 32.600192 N, 85.432044 W 

C-MM-a 950 ft. 32.600874 N, 85.428538 W 32.600530 N, 85.431463 W 

NW-1-c 850 ft. 32.597506 N, 85.451326 W 32.595712 N, 85.450483 W 

C-MM-b 1100 ft. 32.591034 N, 85.442119 W 32.590912 N, 85.444596 W 

SW-MM-b 650 ft. 32.568631 N, 85.451830 W 32.567873 N, 85.453612 W 

SW-MM-c 1350 ft. 32.559094 N, 85.463712 W 32.558760 N, 85.466685 W 

 

Table 6. Moore’s Mill Creek Water Quality Parameters and Analytical Methods 

Water Quality Parameter Analytical Method 

Total Suspended Solids Standard Methods 2540D Mod-1997 

Water Temperature YSI model 5560 

pH YSI model 1001 

Dissolved Oxygen YSI model 2003 polarographic 

Specific Conductance YSI model 5560 

Turbidity Standard Methods 2130 B 

 

Table 7. Moore’s Mill Creek Geomorphic Parameters 

Geomorphic Parameter Abbreviation 

Bank Erosion Hazard Index  BEHI 

Bankfull Area Abkf 

Bankfull Width Wbkf 

Bankfull Depth dbkf 

Maximum Bankfull Depth dmbkf 

Low Bank Height LBH 

Width of the Flood-prone Area Wfpa 

Width to Depth Ratio W/d 

Bank Height Ratio BHR 

Entrenchment Ratio ER 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



Appendix A. Water Quality Instrument Calibration Sheet 

 

Turbidimeter Model_________________________________________ Date___________________

Calibrated by__________________ Calibration Location______________________________Time____________________CST CDT

STANDARD READING

___________________________ ___________________________

___________________________ ___________________________

___________________________ ___________________________

WQ Meter Model_________________________________________ Date___________________

Calibrated by__________________ Calibration Location______________________________Time____________________CST CDT

pH Buffer

pH 7

pH 4

SC before adj. SC after adj.

Barometric Pressure (mm Hg) Reading from DO table DO after adjustment

CITY OF AUBURN TURBIDITY METER CALIBRATION LOG 

CITY OF AUBURN WQ METER CALIBRATION LOG 

pH

Buffer Temp (°C) pH from table pH before adj. pH after adj. mV

Start Time Calibration Time

Specific Conductance

Std Value (µS/cm) Std Temp

Dissolved Oxygen

Temp (°C)



Appendix B. Water Sample Collection Field Sheet 
 

 

Site No._______________________ Site Location___________________________________________________ Date_______________

Sampled by________________________________________________________________________Mean Sample Time___________________CST    CDT

WQ Meter:     ProPlus A         ProPlus B Turbidity #1   ___________ NTU

Temp. Air  ______________  °F   C° Dissolved Oxygen______________ mg/L Turbidity #2   ___________ NTU

Temp. Water  ___________  °F   C° Dissolved Oxygen______________ % Sat. Turbidity #3   ___________ NTU

pH _______________________ Units Sp. Conductance __________________ µS/cm            Mean   ___________ NTU

Location:     Wading ______ ft     upstream     downstream   of bridge     Boat     Bank     Bridge         

Sampling site:     pool     riffle     open channel     pipe/culvert pour-over     spil lway     lake     spigot     basin

Sampling method:     hand     pump     Kemmerer     grab     composite

Stream bottom:     bedrock     boulder     cobble     gravel     sand     si lt/mud     concrete     other___________________________

Stream/Lake color:     clear     brown     green     gray     orange     other__________________________________________________

Comments:

Temp:     cold     cool     warm     hot     Wind:     calm     l ight breeze     windy     Sky:     clear     partly cloudy     cloudy                   

Precipitation:     none     l ight rain     rain     snow

48 hr Recent Precipitation:     Yes     No

Lab:___________________________  Lab:___________________________  

No. of Containers__________ No. of Containers__________

Constituents: Constituents:

Lab:___________________________  Lab:___________________________  

No. of Containers__________ No. of Containers__________

Constituents: Constituents:

CITY OF AUBURN WATER SAMPLE COLLECTION FIELD NOTES

SAMPLING DATA

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

SAMPLE CONSTITUENTS



Appendix C. Stream Condition Rapid Assessment Sheet from EPA Region IV 

Wetlands Program Development Grant CD00D01412, "Eco-Morphological 

Mitigation Design and Assessment Tools for the Alabama and Tennessee 

Appalachian Plateau” 
 

Stream Condition Rapid Assessment 

Stream name & location:   Assessed by: 

Ecoregion: Site visit date: 

Watershed drainage area (sq mi): Substrate (sand, gravel, cobble, bedrock): 

Stream slope (ft/ft): Stream reach length (ft): 

Bankfull riffle area (sq ft): Width/depth ratio (WDR): 

Entrenchment ratio (ER): Bank height ratio (BHR): 

Sinuosity (K): Streambank stability (BEHI): 

 

Stream Condition and Function:  Score from 0 to 2 indicating natural stream integrity and health: 

    2 = Good;   1 = Fair;   0 = Poor 

1. Upstream watershed impacts from stormwater, wastewater, or sediment  ______ 

Good: no impacts from 

upstream sources 

Fair: some minor impacts from 

upstream sources 

Poor: major impacts from 

upstream sources 

 

2. Local stream reach impacts from ditches, pipes, livestock, utilities, or roads  ______ 

Good: no impacts from local 

sources 

Fair: some minor impacts from 

local sources 

Poor: major impacts from local 

sources 

 

3. Channel dimension related to bankfull cross-section measurements   ______ 

Good: natural equilibrium 

width, depth, and area 

dimensions expected for the 

watershed 

Fair: some disequilibrium 

indicated by unnatural 

dimensions 

Poor: major disequilibrium 

indicated by incision, widening, 

high variability, or channelized 

system 

 

4. Channel pattern related to planform measurements     ______ 

Good: natural equilibrium 

meander pattern with sinuosity 

expected for the watershed 

Fair: some disequilibrium 

indicated by unnatural pattern 

features 

Poor: major disequilibrium 

indicated by tight bends, cutoffs, 

rapid down-valley meander 

migration, or straightening 

 

5. Channel bed profile related to longitudinal profile measurements   ______ 

Good: natural equilibrium 

riffles, pools, steps, glides, and 

runs with bedform expected for 

the watershed 

Fair: some disequilibrium 

indicated by unnatural or 

missing bedform features 

Poor: major disequilibrium 

indicated by head cutting, plane 

bed, aggradation, or riffle 

migration into pools 

 

6. Streambank stability and protection from erosion     ______ 

Good: low erodibility resulting 

from covered soil, low banks, 

deep roots, low stress 

Fair: moderate erodibility 

resulting from some bare soil or 

erodible bank conditions 

Poor: high erodibility resulting 

from bare soil, eroding bends, 

steep banks, high banks, lack of 

roots, high stress 



 

7. Floodplain connection for bankfull flood access      ______ 

Good: regular floodplain access 

with BHR < 1.2 

Fair: some incision with BHR = 

1.2–1.9 

Poor: severely incised channel 

with BHR > 2 

 

8. Floodplain morphology to dissipate flood energy and minimize erosion   ______ 

Good: low entrenchment with 

ER > 5 and no contractions 

Fair: moderate entrenchment 

with ER = 1.5–5 and/or minor 

contractions 

Poor: severe entrenchment with 

ER < 1.5 and/or major 

contractions 

 

9. Riparian vegetation to provide shade, nutrient uptake, and food sources   ______ 

Good: healthy native plants 

growing in more than 90% of 

50-ft buffer on both sides 

Fair: healthy native plants 

growing in half to 90% of 50-ft 

buffer on both sides 

Poor: healthy native plants 

growing in less than half of 50-ft 

buffer on both sides 

 

10. Habitats including diverse bedform, large woody debris, leaf packs, root hairs   ______ 

Good: healthy aquatic micro-and 

macro-habitat features expected for 

watershed 

Fair: lacking up to half of expected 

aquatic habitat features 

Poor: lacking more 

than half of expected 

aquatic habitat 

features 

 

11. Water quality and stream bed sediments       ______ 

Good: clear water with natural 

sediments expected for 

watershed 

Fair: some turbidity and/or 

embeddedness affecting habitat 

conditions 

Poor: excessive turbidity and/or 

embeddededness strongly 

affecting habitat conditions 

 

12. Presence of desirable fish and macroinvertebrates expected for watershed  ______ 

Good: healthy communities 

including intolerant taxa 

Fair: missing some intolerant 

taxa 

Poor: lacking expected 

communities and/or dominated 

by tolerant taxa 

 

Notes:  ______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Total Score: __________ 
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APPENDIX H  
 

CITY OF AUBURN STORM SEWER SYSTEM MAP 
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RESULTS OF STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 

PROGRAM SURVEY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

10/1/2015 

  

Water Resource Management Department | Watershed Division 

2015 SWMP SURVEY – RESULTS SUMMARY 



Introduction: 

During the original development of the City of Auburn’s (City) Stormwater Management 

Program (SWMP) the City sought public input through the limited distribution of a hardcopy 

survey questionnaire.  The purpose of this survey was to 1) gage the level of awareness of the 

public regarding the City’s SWMP, 2) to gather feedback regarding citizen interests and/or 

concerns related to stormwater and watershed management within the City, and 3) to allow 

the City an opportunity to tailor its SWMP and guiding Stormwater Management Program Plan 

(SWMPP) to address any areas for improvement, interests, or concerns identified through the 

survey.  This survey was updated to a web-based survey in September of 2015 and distributed 

to a much larger portion of the citizen base via social media and digital press release.   

Press Release - http://www.auburnalabama.org/news/PressRelease.aspx?PRID=1561  

The results of this survey are summarized below.  This survey will be reviewed, revised as 

necessary, and distributed annually to allow the City to better tailor its education and public 

involvement offerings based upon current citizen input.  These survey results will help guide 

and improve the City’s Public Education and Involvement Program over the coming years and 

will provide a necessary tool to measure the success of those offerings.   

Disclaimer – This survey does not represent a statistically valid sample size of the population of 

Auburn, Alabama and the City of Auburn does not make any claim that these results are in any 

way reflective or representative of the community.  Results are for general informational 

purposes only.  Any unauthorized reuse of these data without permission is strictly prohibited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.auburnalabama.org/news/PressRelease.aspx?PRID=1561


Question 1 

 

Question 2 

 

 



Question 3 

 

Question 4 

 

 



Question 5 

 

Question 6 

 

 

*Represents number of respondents 

ranking measure as “Most Important” 



Question 7 

 

Question 8 

 

 



Question 9 

 

Question 10 

 

 



Question 11 

 

Question 12 

 

 



Question 13 

 

Question 14 

 

 



Question 15 

 

Question 16 

 

 



Question 17 
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APPENDIX J  
 

MS4 OUTFALLS AND STRUCTURAL BMP’S MAP 
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Outfall ID Longitude Latitude

S1 85° 26' 52.803"" W 32° 37' 58.544"" N

S2 85° 26' 52.403"" W 32° 37' 58.286"" N

S3 85° 26' 46.557"" W 32° 37' 57.694"" N

S4 85° 26' 39.533"" W 32° 37' 56.435"" N

S5 85° 26' 37.677"" W 32° 37' 56.461"" N

S6 85° 26' 36.341"" W 32° 37' 59.149"" N

S7 85° 26' 36.501"" W 32° 37' 59.074"" N

S8 85° 26' 27.695"" W 32° 38' 0.078"" N

S9 85° 27' 33.086"" W 32° 38' 5.995"" N

S10 85° 27' 11.096"" W 32° 38' 6.284"" N

S11 85° 27' 11.532"" W 32° 37' 59.624"" N

S12 85° 27' 20.117"" W 32° 37' 58.014"" N

S13 85° 27' 16.907"" W 32° 37' 54.052"" N

S14 85° 27' 16.637"" W 32° 37' 50.880"" N

S15 85° 27' 13.521"" W 32° 37' 49.764"" N

S16 85° 27' 13.495"" W 32° 37' 49.466"" N

S17 85° 27' 9.834"" W 32° 37' 49.259"" N

S18 85° 27' 9.809"" W 32° 37' 49.252"" N

S19 85° 27' 8.006"" W 32° 37' 48.804"" N

S20 85° 27' 6.283"" W 32° 37' 47.579"" N

S21 85° 27' 4.935"" W 32° 37' 46.676"" N

S22 85° 27' 4.076"" W 32° 37' 46.425"" N

S23 85° 27' 9.100"" W 32° 37' 51.340"" N

S24 85° 27' 21.946"" W 32° 37' 41.002"" N

S25 85° 27' 22.185"" W 32° 37' 40.856"" N

S26 85° 27' 22.485"" W 32° 37' 40.753"" N

S27 85° 27' 25.678"" W 32° 37' 38.246"" N

S28 85° 27' 25.361"" W 32° 37' 38.299"" N

S29 85° 27' 22.346"" W 32° 37' 34.022"" N

S46 85° 26' 39.508"" W 32° 37' 47.290"" N

S47 85° 28' 52.006"" W 32° 38' 7.423"" N

S48 85° 28' 29.903"" W 32° 37' 34.311"" N

S49 85° 28' 26.598"" W 32° 37' 29.999"" N

S50 85° 28' 26.210"" W 32° 37' 30.419"" N

S51 85° 28' 31.134"" W 32° 37' 27.322"" N

S52 85° 28' 31.956"" W 32° 37' 29.201"" N

S53 85° 28' 36.884"" W 32° 37' 40.515"" N

S54 85° 28' 39.595"" W 32° 37' 41.490"" N

S55 85° 28' 30.987"" W 32° 37' 38.296"" N

S56 85° 28' 38.610"" W 32° 37' 47.553"" N

S57 85° 28' 31.514"" W 32° 37' 22.420"" N

S58 85° 28' 35.235"" W 32° 37' 19.265"" N

S59 85° 28' 35.862"" W 32° 37' 15.342"" N

S60 85° 28' 34.797"" W 32° 37' 14.872"" N

S61 85° 28' 34.336"" W 32° 37' 12.797"" N

S62 85° 28' 37.323"" W 32° 37' 8.911"" N

S63 85° 28' 35.848"" W 32° 37' 5.802"" N

S64 85° 28' 35.285"" W 32° 37' 5.278"" N

S65 85° 28' 33.241"" W 32° 37' 1.002"" N

S66 85° 28' 32.474"" W 32° 37' 0.907"" N

S67 85° 28' 44.886"" W 32° 37' 16.920"" N

S68 85° 28' 45.124"" W 32° 37' 9.427"" N

S69 85° 28' 36.214"" W 32° 37' 9.402"" N

S30 85° 27' 19.687"" W 32° 37' 37.192"" N

S31 85° 27' 18.599"" W 32° 37' 38.864"" N

S32 85° 27' 18.328"" W 32° 37' 25.704"" N

S33 85° 27' 34.930"" W 32° 38' 7.665"" N

S34 85° 27' 45.688"" W 32° 37' 51.331"" N

S35 85° 27' 40.275"" W 32° 38' 6.867"" N

S36 85° 27' 56.608"" W 32° 37' 50.997"" N

S37 85° 28' 1.758"" W 32° 37' 59.214"" N



S38 85° 29' 0.855"" W 32° 38' 5.885"" N

S39 85° 27' 9.425"" W 32° 38' 4.447"" N

S40 85° 27' 5.145"" W 32° 38' 3.948"" N

S41 85° 27' 4.469"" W 32° 38' 3.059"" N

S42 85° 27' 6.615"" W 32° 37' 58.032"" N

S43 85° 27' 5.992"" W 32° 37' 58.431"" N

S44 85° 26' 52.591"" W 32° 37' 50.764"" N

S45 85° 26' 59.199"" W 32° 37' 42.842"" N

S70 85° 28' 30.955"" W 32° 37' 9.631"" N

S71 85° 28' 33.493"" W 32° 36' 58.637"" N

S72 85° 28' 25.091"" W 32° 37' 6.019"" N

S73 85° 28' 25.083"" W 32° 37' 6.121"" N

S74 85° 28' 23.578"" W 32° 37' 6.821"" N

S75 85° 28' 21.398"" W 32° 37' 5.483"" N

S76 85° 28' 21.205"" W 32° 37' 4.520"" N

S77 85° 28' 26.110"" W 32° 36' 56.117"" N

S78 85° 28' 22.214"" W 32° 37' 7.846"" N

S112 85° 27' 47.852"" W 32° 37' 27.347"" N

S79 85° 28' 20.284"" W 32° 37' 13.605"" N

S80 85° 28' 19.816"" W 32° 37' 15.081"" N

S81 85° 27' 52.808"" W 32° 37' 5.070"" N

S82 85° 28' 26.020"" W 32° 37' 28.709"" N

S83 85° 28' 25.067"" W 32° 37' 29.905"" N

S84 85° 28' 22.076"" W 32° 37' 25.962"" N

S85 85° 28' 21.359"" W 32° 37' 23.193"" N

S86 85° 28' 21.130"" W 32° 37' 21.373"" N

S87 85° 28' 21.473"" W 32° 37' 18.567"" N

S88 85° 28' 19.611"" W 32° 37' 19.004"" N

S89 85° 28' 14.054"" W 32° 37' 13.979"" N

S90 85° 28' 13.237"" W 32° 37' 12.706"" N

S91 85° 28' 11.980"" W 32° 37' 11.288"" N

S92 85° 28' 11.402"" W 32° 37' 9.624"" N

S93 85° 28' 9.449"" W 32° 37' 5.803"" N

S94 85° 28' 8.043"" W 32° 37' 3.528"" N

S95 85° 28' 6.976"" W 32° 37' 2.791"" N

S96 85° 28' 4.538"" W 32° 36' 58.790"" N

S97 85° 28' 4.597"" W 32° 36' 58.722"" N

S98 85° 28' 3.975"" W 32° 36' 59.631"" N

S113 85° 27' 50.469"" W 32° 37' 28.096"" N

S114 85° 28' 0.143"" W 32° 37' 26.859"" N

S99 85° 28' 5.615"" W 32° 36' 58.984"" N

S100 85° 27' 59.241"" W 32° 36' 54.250"" N

S101 85° 27' 58.242"" W 32° 36' 52.478"" N

S102 85° 27' 57.817"" W 32° 36' 51.503"" N

S103 85° 27' 57.345"" W 32° 36' 51.620"" N

S104 85° 27' 57.604"" W 32° 36' 50.663"" N

S105 85° 27' 54.438"" W 32° 36' 45.767"" N

S106 85° 28' 0.449"" W 32° 36' 55.760"" N

S107 85° 27' 49.997"" W 32° 37' 20.982"" N

S108 85° 27' 46.400"" W 32° 37' 19.093"" N

S109 85° 27' 42.485"" W 32° 37' 21.733"" N

S110 85° 27' 42.326"" W 32° 37' 21.518"" N

S111 85° 27' 42.994"" W 32° 37' 31.305"" N

S115 85° 28' 6.371"" W 32° 37' 31.124"" N

S116 85° 28' 2.422"" W 32° 37' 31.922"" N

S117 85° 28' 0.120"" W 32° 37' 30.472"" N

S118 85° 27' 57.032"" W 32° 37' 28.213"" N

S119 85° 27' 57.151"" W 32° 37' 29.413"" N

S120 85° 28' 0.355"" W 32° 37' 24.832"" N

S121 85° 28' 12.029"" W 32° 37' 33.227"" N

S122 85° 28' 17.037"" W 32° 37' 28.969"" N

S123 85° 28' 17.997"" W 32° 37' 35.891"" N



S124 85° 27' 51.121"" W 32° 37' 25.623"" N

S125 85° 27' 52.509"" W 32° 37' 28.114"" N

S126 85° 27' 19.246"" W 32° 37' 42.158"" N

S127 85° 27' 12.961"" W 32° 37' 41.186"" N

S128 85° 27' 12.847"" W 32° 37' 41.882"" N

S129 85° 27' 10.579"" W 32° 37' 46.302"" N

S130 85° 27' 12.616"" W 32° 37' 52.984"" N

S131 85° 27' 15.951"" W 32° 37' 56.564"" N

S132 85° 27' 17.219"" W 32° 37' 58.789"" N

S133 85° 26' 52.176"" W 32° 37' 20.682"" N

S134 85° 26' 42.477"" W 32° 37' 22.882"" N

S135 85° 26' 41.820"" W 32° 37' 25.614"" N

S136 85° 26' 30.286"" W 32° 37' 32.065"" N

S137 85° 26' 29.978"" W 32° 37' 31.682"" N

S138 85° 28' 5.904"" W 32° 37' 6.590"" N

S139 85° 29' 26.264"" W 32° 38' 6.838"" N

S140 85° 29' 26.168"" W 32° 38' 6.756"" N

S141 85° 29' 25.175"" W 32° 38' 5.263"" N

S142 85° 29' 24.494"" W 32° 38' 4.709"" N

S143 85° 29' 24.398"" W 32° 38' 4.550"" N

S144 85° 29' 23.014"" W 32° 38' 1.922"" N

S145 85° 29' 18.607"" W 32° 37' 57.443"" N

S146 85° 29' 17.298"" W 32° 37' 52.586"" N

S147 85° 29' 19.333"" W 32° 37' 49.338"" N

S148 85° 29' 14.845"" W 32° 37' 44.261"" N

S149 85° 29' 13.746"" W 32° 37' 40.793"" N

S150 85° 29' 12.581"" W 32° 37' 37.919"" N

S151 85° 29' 11.991"" W 32° 37' 33.076"" N

S152 85° 29' 12.050"" W 32° 37' 30.702"" N

S153 85° 29' 11.105"" W 32° 37' 29.467"" N

S154 85° 29' 9.281"" W 32° 37' 26.274"" N

S155 85° 29' 10.362"" W 32° 37' 23.964"" N

S156 85° 29' 10.244"" W 32° 37' 23.596"" N

S157 85° 29' 11.731"" W 32° 37' 18.622"" N

S158 85° 29' 9.867"" W 32° 37' 13.069"" N

S159 85° 29' 5.204"" W 32° 37' 7.140"" N

S160 85° 29' 0.913"" W 32° 37' 1.647"" N

S161 85° 29' 0.577"" W 32° 37' 1.049"" N

S162 85° 28' 57.525"" W 32° 36' 58.035"" N

S163 85° 28' 54.632"" W 32° 36' 55.403"" N

S164 85° 28' 54.767"" W 32° 36' 55.394"" N

S165 85° 28' 54.598"" W 32° 36' 55.371"" N

S166 85° 29' 2.861"" W 32° 37' 1.462"" N

S167 85° 29' 22.347"" W 32° 37' 42.963"" N

S168 85° 29' 22.748"" W 32° 37' 42.595"" N

S169 85° 29' 26.844"" W 32° 37' 34.726"" N

S170 85° 29' 28.906"" W 32° 37' 31.178"" N

S171 85° 29' 31.447"" W 32° 37' 28.720"" N

S172 85° 29' 27.172"" W 32° 37' 29.178"" N

S173 85° 29' 34.892"" W 32° 37' 22.172"" N

S174 85° 29' 34.293"" W 32° 37' 24.555"" N

S175 85° 29' 8.267"" W 32° 36' 52.422"" N

S176 85° 29' 3.577"" W 32° 36' 50.977"" N

S177 85° 28' 59.304"" W 32° 36' 50.401"" N

S178 85° 28' 59.305"" W 32° 36' 50.083"" N

S179 85° 28' 54.052"" W 32° 36' 51.217"" N

S180 85° 28' 54.954"" W 32° 37' 3.415"" N

S181 85° 29' 21.453"" W 32° 37' 14.158"" N

S182 85° 29' 18.842"" W 32° 37' 17.635"" N

S183 85° 29' 24.590"" W 32° 37' 28.788"" N

S184 85° 29' 29.175"" W 32° 37' 43.971"" N

S186 85° 29' 4.174"" W 32° 37' 20.985"" N



S187 85° 29' 4.690"" W 32° 37' 21.124"" N

S188 85° 30' 20.610"" W 32° 37' 48.961"" N

S189 85° 30' 26.168"" W 32° 37' 52.339"" N

S190 85° 30' 18.589"" W 32° 37' 56.142"" N

S191 85° 30' 5.421"" W 32° 37' 49.242"" N

S192 85° 29' 55.914"" W 32° 37' 51.376"" N

S193 85° 30' 5.838"" W 32° 37' 41.179"" N

S194 85° 30' 21.571"" W 32° 37' 31.175"" N

S195 85° 30' 16.417"" W 32° 37' 40.953"" N

S196 85° 30' 6.364"" W 32° 37' 38.013"" N

S197 85° 29' 45.578"" W 32° 37' 32.358"" N

S198 85° 29' 41.187"" W 32° 37' 31.005"" N

S199 85° 29' 44.116"" W 32° 37' 27.812"" N

S200 85° 29' 41.799"" W 32° 37' 20.598"" N

S201 85° 29' 53.397"" W 32° 37' 15.742"" N

S202 85° 29' 52.874"" W 32° 37' 16.816"" N

S203 85° 29' 51.115"" W 32° 37' 18.492"" N

S204 85° 29' 52.462"" W 32° 37' 18.522"" N

S205 85° 29' 56.094"" W 32° 37' 28.921"" N

S206 85° 29' 46.294"" W 32° 37' 16.071"" N

S207 85° 29' 56.723"" W 32° 37' 9.156"" N

S208 85° 30' 3.386"" W 32° 37' 6.987"" N

S209 85° 30' 6.995"" W 32° 37' 7.582"" N

S210 85° 30' 18.090"" W 32° 37' 8.718"" N

S211 85° 30' 24.524"" W 32° 37' 5.312"" N

S212 85° 30' 21.253"" W 32° 37' 5.554"" N

S213 85° 30' 20.693"" W 32° 37' 7.363"" N

S213b 85° 29' 28.104"" W 32° 36' 45.439"" N

S214 85° 29' 47.845"" W 32° 36' 41.589"" N

S215 85° 30' 0.671"" W 32° 36' 41.182"" N

S216 85° 29' 50.441"" W 32° 37' 3.087"" N

S217 85° 29' 43.316"" W 32° 36' 54.835"" N

S218 85° 29' 37.220"" W 32° 36' 50.144"" N

S219 85° 29' 31.762"" W 32° 36' 49.190"" N

S220 85° 29' 32.242"" W 32° 36' 47.174"" N

S221 85° 29' 33.172"" W 32° 36' 40.455"" N

S222 85° 29' 32.153"" W 32° 36' 39.114"" N

S223 85° 29' 42.848"" W 32° 36' 46.461"" N

S224 85° 29' 38.018"" W 32° 37' 12.552"" N

S225 85° 29' 31.035"" W 32° 37' 8.648"" N

S226 85° 29' 42.473"" W 32° 37' 6.352"" N

S227 85° 29' 40.513"" W 32° 37' 8.465"" N

S228 85° 29' 44.325"" W 32° 37' 4.783"" N

S229 85° 29' 45.232"" W 32° 37' 3.128"" N

S230 85° 29' 34.723"" W 32° 37' 1.589"" N

S231 85° 29' 30.146"" W 32° 37' 2.868"" N

S232 85° 29' 27.959"" W 32° 36' 57.078"" N

S233 85° 29' 16.980"" W 32° 36' 45.157"" N

S234 85° 29' 10.245"" W 32° 36' 42.370"" N

S235 85° 29' 17.654"" W 32° 36' 50.363"" N

S236 85° 29' 26.338"" W 32° 36' 52.681"" N

S237 85° 29' 55.696"" W 32° 36' 43.812"" N

S238 85° 29' 49.431"" W 32° 36' 45.244"" N

S239 85° 29' 50.081"" W 32° 36' 45.332"" N

S240 85° 30' 26.054"" W 32° 36' 39.304"" N

S241 85° 30' 21.216"" W 32° 36' 42.849"" N

S242 85° 30' 21.235"" W 32° 36' 42.925"" N

S243 85° 30' 17.473"" W 32° 36' 44.290"" N

S244 85° 30' 18.516"" W 32° 36' 32.091"" N

S245 85° 30' 18.986"" W 32° 36' 33.317"" N

S246 85° 30' 16.564"" W 32° 36' 32.900"" N

S247 85° 30' 16.575"" W 32° 36' 32.946"" N



S248 85° 30' 23.023"" W 32° 36' 53.518"" N

S249 85° 30' 24.310"" W 32° 36' 58.603"" N

S250 85° 30' 17.421"" W 32° 36' 55.360"" N

S251 85° 30' 11.775"" W 32° 37' 0.995"" N

S252 85° 30' 12.343"" W 32° 36' 48.732"" N

S253 85° 30' 31.015"" W 32° 36' 54.942"" N

S254 85° 30' 38.727"" W 32° 37' 0.521"" N

S255 85° 26' 34.268"" W 32° 38' 8.065"" N

S256 85° 26' 29.451"" W 32° 38' 0.239"" N

S257 85° 26' 45.314"" W 32° 38' 17.451"" N

S258 85° 26' 47.090"" W 32° 38' 25.202"" N

S259 85° 26' 48.052"" W 32° 38' 25.862"" N

S260 85° 26' 52.190"" W 32° 38' 17.773"" N

S261 85° 26' 54.601"" W 32° 38' 24.203"" N

S262 85° 27' 6.286"" W 32° 38' 16.253"" N

S263 85° 26' 58.453"" W 32° 38' 6.373"" N

S264 85° 26' 27.838"" W 32° 38' 8.712"" N

S265 85° 27' 17.502"" W 32° 39' 16.772"" N

S266 85° 27' 17.610"" W 32° 39' 12.084"" N

S267 85° 28' 45.362"" W 32° 38' 44.544"" N

S268 85° 28' 45.470"" W 32° 38' 45.677"" N

S269 85° 28' 46.010"" W 32° 38' 46.817"" N

S270 85° 28' 46.726"" W 32° 38' 48.007"" N

S271 85° 28' 45.248"" W 32° 38' 55.419"" N

S272 85° 28' 33.049"" W 32° 38' 46.530"" N

S273 85° 28' 28.944"" W 32° 38' 45.063"" N

S274 85° 28' 20.518"" W 32° 38' 40.930"" N

S275 85° 28' 22.779"" W 32° 38' 43.810"" N

S276 85° 28' 23.172"" W 32° 38' 51.920"" N

S277 85° 28' 19.863"" W 32° 38' 56.421"" N

S278 85° 28' 22.156"" W 32° 39' 2.209"" N

S279 85° 28' 22.014"" W 32° 39' 10.346"" N

S280 85° 28' 4.461"" W 32° 39' 2.821"" N

S281 85° 28' 3.403"" W 32° 39' 13.643"" N

S282 85° 28' 1.734"" W 32° 39' 19.903"" N

S283 85° 28' 0.289"" W 32° 39' 23.989"" N

S284 85° 28' 7.844"" W 32° 39' 25.910"" N

S285 85° 28' 20.693"" W 32° 39' 23.747"" N

S286 85° 28' 21.924"" W 32° 39' 19.306"" N

S287 85° 28' 21.951"" W 32° 39' 24.643"" N

S288 85° 28' 26.007"" W 32° 39' 18.999"" N

S289 85° 28' 31.407"" W 32° 39' 22.532"" N

S290 85° 28' 30.949"" W 32° 39' 21.706"" N

S291 85° 28' 34.484"" W 32° 39' 19.471"" N

S292 85° 28' 38.700"" W 32° 39' 27.049"" N

S293 85° 28' 12.667"" W 32° 39' 28.288"" N

S294 85° 28' 4.800"" W 32° 39' 29.640"" N

S295 85° 28' 7.170"" W 32° 39' 33.455"" N

S296 85° 28' 10.742"" W 32° 39' 35.802"" N

S297 85° 28' 12.237"" W 32° 39' 39.410"" N

S298 85° 28' 30.222"" W 32° 39' 41.193"" N

S299 85° 28' 34.356"" W 32° 39' 38.108"" N

S300 85° 28' 37.289"" W 32° 39' 35.834"" N

S301 85° 28' 33.538"" W 32° 39' 30.236"" N

S302 85° 28' 31.290"" W 32° 39' 29.586"" N

S303 85° 28' 51.319"" W 32° 39' 16.289"" N

S304 85° 28' 53.339"" W 32° 39' 19.914"" N

S305 85° 28' 50.229"" W 32° 39' 27.263"" N

S306 85° 29' 1.354"" W 32° 39' 26.885"" N

S307 85° 28' 56.696"" W 32° 39' 23.242"" N

S308 85° 28' 56.910"" W 32° 39' 22.294"" N

S309 85° 29' 1.682"" W 32° 39' 56.615"" N



S310 85° 28' 53.717"" W 32° 39' 58.193"" N

S311 85° 28' 51.707"" W 32° 39' 57.986"" N

S312 85° 28' 53.981"" W 32° 40' 2.667"" N

S313 85° 28' 53.492"" W 32° 40' 4.068"" N

S314 85° 28' 50.680"" W 32° 40' 1.700"" N

S315 85° 28' 49.769"" W 32° 40' 4.643"" N

S316 85° 29' 6.228"" W 32° 40' 0.049"" N

S317 85° 29' 9.839"" W 32° 40' 4.366"" N

S318 85° 29' 18.288"" W 32° 40' 9.564"" N

S319 85° 31' 41.321"" W 32° 36' 44.483"" N

S320 85° 31' 28.770"" W 32° 37' 1.889"" N

S321 85° 31' 39.449"" W 32° 36' 59.041"" N

S322 85° 31' 51.756"" W 32° 37' 17.756"" N

S323 85° 31' 56.831"" W 32° 37' 0.378"" N

S324 85° 32' 2.795"" W 32° 37' 3.097"" N

S325 85° 32' 6.266"" W 32° 37' 12.296"" N

S326 85° 32' 2.530"" W 32° 37' 17.482"" N

S327 85° 32' 2.628"" W 32° 37' 18.436"" N

S328 85° 32' 3.750"" W 32° 37' 23.269"" N

S329 85° 32' 9.408"" W 32° 37' 15.801"" N

S330 85° 32' 19.791"" W 32° 37' 24.098"" N

S331 85° 32' 12.969"" W 32° 37' 31.892"" N

S332 85° 32' 12.267"" W 32° 37' 31.866"" N

S333 85° 32' 13.143"" W 32° 37' 28.132"" N

S334 85° 32' 11.280"" W 32° 37' 43.160"" N

S335 85° 32' 10.286"" W 32° 37' 43.806"" N

S336 85° 31' 52.311"" W 32° 37' 42.686"" N

S337 85° 31' 37.138"" W 32° 37' 29.426"" N

S338 85° 31' 30.031"" W 32° 37' 22.378"" N

S339 85° 31' 35.558"" W 32° 37' 24.528"" N

S340 85° 31' 41.390"" W 32° 37' 19.369"" N

S341 85° 31' 37.599"" W 32° 37' 16.644"" N

S342 85° 31' 33.342"" W 32° 37' 22.887"" N

S343 85° 31' 46.907"" W 32° 37' 19.903"" N

S344 85° 31' 0.479"" W 32° 36' 29.078"" N

S345 85° 31' 1.212"" W 32° 36' 17.547"" N

S346 85° 30' 49.224"" W 32° 36' 28.454"" N

S347 85° 30' 54.242"" W 32° 36' 27.912"" N

S348 85° 30' 55.636"" W 32° 36' 32.524"" N

S349 85° 30' 54.899"" W 32° 36' 33.902"" N

S350 85° 31' 2.043"" W 32° 36' 32.227"" N

S351 85° 30' 57.387"" W 32° 36' 42.112"" N

S352 85° 30' 56.999"" W 32° 36' 39.823"" N

S353 85° 30' 53.784"" W 32° 36' 47.044"" N

S354 85° 30' 49.532"" W 32° 36' 45.765"" N

S355 85° 30' 52.041"" W 32° 36' 47.322"" N

S356 85° 30' 54.113"" W 32° 36' 18.895"" N

S357 85° 30' 7.269"" W 32° 38' 11.042"" N

S358 85° 30' 34.034"" W 32° 38' 6.876"" N

S359 85° 30' 25.230"" W 32° 38' 3.239"" N

S360 85° 30' 11.993"" W 32° 38' 25.923"" N

S361 85° 30' 52.112"" W 32° 39' 20.162"" N

S362 85° 30' 42.368"" W 32° 39' 25.060"" N

S363 85° 30' 18.891"" W 32° 38' 28.200"" N

S364 85° 30' 20.250"" W 32° 38' 28.672"" N

S365 85° 30' 20.734"" W 32° 38' 28.894"" N

S366 85° 30' 26.008"" W 32° 38' 28.601"" N

S367 85° 30' 27.889"" W 32° 38' 27.202"" N

S368 85° 31' 5.452"" W 32° 39' 4.978"" N

S369 85° 31' 5.372"" W 32° 39' 9.964"" N

S370 85° 31' 6.739"" W 32° 39' 3.493"" N

S371 85° 31' 8.383"" W 32° 39' 3.158"" N



S372 85° 31' 13.051"" W 32° 38' 56.859"" N

S373 85° 31' 14.453"" W 32° 39' 2.109"" N

S374 85° 31' 16.785"" W 32° 39' 7.115"" N

S375 85° 31' 9.225"" W 32° 39' 20.667"" N

S376 85° 31' 13.657"" W 32° 39' 15.234"" N

S377 85° 31' 17.919"" W 32° 39' 17.593"" N

S378 85° 31' 16.723"" W 32° 39' 10.953"" N

S379 85° 31' 19.867"" W 32° 39' 8.060"" N

S380 85° 31' 34.317"" W 32° 39' 9.004"" N

S381 85° 31' 29.254"" W 32° 38' 59.124"" N

S382 85° 31' 18.771"" W 32° 39' 5.250"" N

S383 85° 31' 17.318"" W 32° 39' 1.672"" N

S384 85° 31' 26.458"" W 32° 38' 53.661"" N

S385 85° 31' 16.496"" W 32° 38' 58.062"" N

S386 85° 31' 24.999"" W 32° 38' 50.013"" N

S387 85° 31' 23.351"" W 32° 38' 46.611"" N

S388 85° 31' 23.014"" W 32° 38' 46.628"" N

S389 85° 31' 13.524"" W 32° 38' 55.241"" N

S390 85° 31' 10.399"" W 32° 38' 50.562"" N

S391 85° 31' 13.547"" W 32° 38' 43.811"" N

S392 85° 31' 10.155"" W 32° 38' 47.214"" N

S393 85° 31' 7.379"" W 32° 38' 43.543"" N

S394 85° 31' 6.020"" W 32° 38' 41.722"" N

S395 85° 31' 21.375"" W 32° 38' 42.967"" N

S396 85° 31' 7.266"" W 32° 38' 47.366"" N

S397 85° 31' 5.716"" W 32° 38' 59.633"" N

S398 85° 31' 8.053"" W 32° 38' 55.585"" N

S399 85° 31' 2.396"" W 32° 38' 43.827"" N

S400 85° 31' 2.034"" W 32° 38' 43.269"" N

S401 85° 31' 2.014"" W 32° 38' 40.024"" N

S402 85° 30' 57.434"" W 32° 38' 32.894"" N

S403 85° 30' 57.579"" W 32° 38' 43.323"" N

S404 85° 31' 4.849"" W 32° 38' 38.467"" N

S405 85° 31' 3.712"" W 32° 38' 35.188"" N

S406 85° 31' 20.727"" W 32° 38' 35.608"" N

S407 85° 31' 48.345"" W 32° 39' 25.579"" N

S408 85° 31' 42.841"" W 32° 39' 40.963"" N

S409 85° 31' 56.321"" W 32° 39' 43.026"" N

S410 85° 31' 57.921"" W 32° 39' 45.109"" N

S411 85° 31' 58.859"" W 32° 39' 40.525"" N

S412 85° 32' 3.064"" W 32° 39' 36.477"" N

S413 85° 32' 5.347"" W 32° 39' 32.046"" N

S414 85° 32' 6.849"" W 32° 39' 45.227"" N

S415 85° 32' 25.357"" W 32° 39' 34.834"" N

S416 85° 32' 24.987"" W 32° 39' 34.834"" N

S417 85° 32' 19.671"" W 32° 39' 36.785"" N

S418 85° 32' 19.127"" W 32° 39' 37.158"" N

S419 85° 32' 18.042"" W 32° 39' 32.178"" N

S420 85° 32' 8.801"" W 32° 39' 38.493"" N

S421 85° 32' 11.609"" W 32° 39' 42.482"" N

S422 85° 32' 23.119"" W 32° 39' 44.084"" N

S423 85° 32' 10.698"" W 32° 39' 46.340"" N

S424 85° 32' 26.665"" W 32° 39' 42.071"" N

S425 85° 31' 6.655"" W 32° 39' 33.159"" N

S426 85° 31' 58.407"" W 32° 39' 13.179"" N

S427 85° 32' 23.951"" W 32° 39' 25.764"" N

S428 85° 32' 29.097"" W 32° 39' 25.813"" N

S429 85° 32' 37.636"" W 32° 39' 25.349"" N

S430 85° 32' 42.448"" W 32° 39' 25.477"" N

S431 85° 32' 51.403"" W 32° 39' 25.824"" N

S432 85° 31' 54.258"" W 32° 39' 17.269"" N

S433 85° 31' 50.775"" W 32° 39' 17.000"" N



S434 85° 31' 42.088"" W 32° 39' 17.298"" N

S435 85° 31' 34.787"" W 32° 39' 17.550"" N

S436 85° 31' 28.829"" W 32° 39' 19.327"" N

S437 85° 31' 7.752"" W 32° 39' 40.931"" N

S438 85° 31' 57.986"" W 32° 36' 10.072"" N

S439 85° 33' 38.789"" W 32° 35' 54.839"" N

S440 85° 33' 33.743"" W 32° 35' 58.613"" N

S441 85° 33' 35.212"" W 32° 36' 2.303"" N

S442 85° 33' 37.190"" W 32° 36' 3.331"" N

S443 85° 33' 39.228"" W 32° 36' 5.392"" N

S444 85° 33' 40.943"" W 32° 36' 7.884"" N

S445 85° 33' 43.019"" W 32° 36' 10.292"" N

S446 85° 33' 44.528"" W 32° 36' 13.087"" N

S447 85° 33' 53.277"" W 32° 36' 7.179"" N

S448 85° 33' 58.283"" W 32° 36' 5.084"" N

S449 85° 34' 0.348"" W 32° 36' 8.537"" N

S450 85° 28' 9.364"" W 32° 36' 56.178"" N

S451 85° 26' 25.492"" W 32° 37' 55.768"" N

P1 85° 29' 5.895"" W 32° 36' 36.179"" N

P2 85° 29' 49.006"" W 32° 36' 29.065"" N

P3 85° 29' 51.058"" W 32° 36' 29.269"" N

P4 85° 29' 50.642"" W 32° 36' 29.281"" N

P5 85° 30' 33.962"" W 32° 35' 56.773"" N

P6 85° 30' 31.797"" W 32° 35' 59.288"" N

P7 85° 30' 33.091"" W 32° 36' 7.709"" N

P8 85° 30' 32.104"" W 32° 36' 7.183"" N

P9 85° 29' 45.857"" W 32° 36' 28.966"" N

P10 85° 29' 36.939"" W 32° 36' 30.079"" N

P11 85° 29' 32.580"" W 32° 36' 28.714"" N

P12 85° 29' 31.655"" W 32° 36' 29.445"" N

P13 85° 29' 33.309"" W 32° 36' 24.259"" N

P14 85° 29' 19.523"" W 32° 36' 27.363"" N

P15 85° 29' 10.849"" W 32° 36' 30.394"" N

S185 85° 29' 29.215"" W 32° 37' 1.578"" N

P16 85° 30' 27.168"" W 32° 35' 41.321"" N

P17 85° 30' 11.591"" W 32° 35' 42.229"" N

P18 85° 29' 31.654"" W 32° 35' 2.405"" N

P19 85° 29' 30.242"" W 32° 34' 58.980"" N

P20 85° 29' 29.867"" W 32° 34' 48.808"" N

P21 85° 30' 5.823"" W 32° 34' 30.668"" N

P22 85° 30' 4.884"" W 32° 34' 32.724"" N

P23 85° 30' 10.517"" W 32° 34' 26.930"" N

P24 85° 30' 10.803"" W 32° 34' 24.848"" N

P25 85° 30' 8.916"" W 32° 34' 19.687"" N

P26 85° 30' 13.081"" W 32° 34' 22.223"" N

P27 85° 30' 14.924"" W 32° 34' 20.420"" N

P28 85° 30' 14.983"" W 32° 34' 18.260"" N

P29 85° 30' 12.681"" W 32° 34' 17.962"" N

P30 85° 30' 6.711"" W 32° 34' 18.836"" N

P31 85° 30' 8.467"" W 32° 34' 8.657"" N

P32 85° 30' 18.552"" W 32° 34' 19.532"" N

P33 85° 30' 18.862"" W 32° 34' 19.421"" N

P34 85° 30' 18.994"" W 32° 34' 19.400"" N

P35 85° 30' 22.683"" W 32° 34' 19.645"" N

P36 85° 30' 23.874"" W 32° 34' 21.110"" N

P37 85° 30' 23.407"" W 32° 34' 19.786"" N

P38 85° 30' 21.051"" W 32° 34' 20.176"" N

P39 85° 30' 24.869"" W 32° 34' 15.410"" N

P40 85° 30' 21.567"" W 32° 34' 14.040"" N

P41 85° 30' 22.944"" W 32° 34' 13.593"" N

P47 85° 30' 39.522"" W 32° 34' 19.988"" N

P48 85° 30' 39.560"" W 32° 34' 16.731"" N



P49 85° 30' 39.559"" W 32° 34' 14.030"" N

P50 85° 30' 40.522"" W 32° 34' 4.236"" N

P51 85° 30' 38.430"" W 32° 34' 6.156"" N

P51 b 85° 30' 49.419"" W 32° 34' 5.274"" N

P52 85° 30' 49.953"" W 32° 34' 5.358"" N

P54 85° 30' 50.577"" W 32° 34' 5.403"" N

P55 85° 30' 48.518"" W 32° 34' 5.192"" N

P53 85° 30' 51.468"" W 32° 34' 5.757"" N

P56 85° 30' 58.885"" W 32° 34' 10.633"" N

P57 85° 30' 59.529"" W 32° 34' 10.798"" N

P58 85° 30' 18.659"" W 32° 34' 28.139"" N

P59 85° 30' 3.187"" W 32° 34' 21.468"" N

P60 85° 31' 3.107"" W 32° 35' 13.757"" N

P61 85° 31' 12.139"" W 32° 35' 28.203"" N

P62 85° 31' 12.497"" W 32° 35' 27.486"" N

P63 85° 31' 5.883"" W 32° 35' 19.718"" N

P64 85° 31' 5.840"" W 32° 35' 20.444"" N

P65 85° 31' 5.586"" W 32° 35' 17.883"" N

P67 85° 31' 27.131"" W 32° 35' 25.435"" N

P66 85° 31' 27.340"" W 32° 35' 26.775"" N

P68 85° 31' 27.002"" W 32° 35' 24.170"" N

P69 85° 31' 27.445"" W 32° 35' 19.002"" N

P70 85° 31' 29.205"" W 32° 35' 14.827"" N

P71 85° 31' 28.825"" W 32° 35' 2.393"" N

P72 85° 30' 49.014"" W 32° 36' 5.382"" N

P73 85° 31' 17.921"" W 32° 35' 4.081"" N

P74 85° 31' 22.854"" W 32° 35' 2.194"" N

P75 85° 31' 40.868"" W 32° 35' 2.188"" N

P76 85° 31' 43.579"" W 32° 35' 12.452"" N

P77 85° 30' 59.472"" W 32° 36' 7.495"" N

P78 85° 31' 14.828"" W 32° 35' 58.534"" N

P79 85° 31' 18.020"" W 32° 35' 56.893"" N

P80 85° 31' 25.431"" W 32° 35' 52.800"" N

P81 85° 31' 24.060"" W 32° 35' 52.913"" N

P82 85° 31' 17.454"" W 32° 35' 52.015"" N

P83 85° 31' 8.178"" W 32° 35' 36.319"" N

P84 85° 30' 50.285"" W 32° 35' 4.271"" N

P85 85° 30' 50.531"" W 32° 35' 3.964"" N

P86 85° 30' 51.578"" W 32° 35' 2.042"" N

P87 85° 30' 55.450"" W 32° 34' 59.024"" N

P88 85° 30' 55.948"" W 32° 34' 58.854"" N

P89 85° 30' 56.789"" W 32° 34' 58.148"" N

P90 85° 30' 53.894"" W 32° 35' 0.038"" N

P91 85° 31' 2.810"" W 32° 35' 1.951"" N

P92 85° 31' 0.853"" W 32° 35' 3.291"" N

P93 85° 31' 1.095"" W 32° 34' 59.343"" N

P94 85° 31' 19.164"" W 32° 34' 44.289"" N

P95 85° 30' 24.003"" W 32° 32' 25.744"" N

P96 85° 30' 24.596"" W 32° 32' 25.866"" N

P97 85° 30' 30.643"" W 32° 32' 36.051"" N

P98 85° 30' 35.126"" W 32° 33' 10.356"" N

P99 85° 30' 45.995"" W 32° 33' 2.830"" N

P100 85° 30' 53.583"" W 32° 33' 6.051"" N

P101 85° 31' 1.974"" W 32° 33' 9.577"" N

P102 85° 31' 8.109"" W 32° 33' 2.144"" N

P103 85° 31' 7.701"" W 32° 33' 0.043"" N

P104 85° 31' 9.034"" W 32° 33' 0.128"" N

P105 85° 31' 11.144"" W 32° 33' 0.086"" N

P106 85° 30' 46.149"" W 32° 33' 13.784"" N

P107 85° 30' 43.078"" W 32° 33' 21.170"" N

P108 85° 30' 42.935"" W 32° 33' 21.509"" N

P109 85° 30' 46.450"" W 32° 32' 36.550"" N



P110 85° 30' 43.648"" W 32° 32' 25.749"" N

P111 85° 30' 49.598"" W 32° 32' 25.412"" N

P112 85° 30' 25.683"" W 32° 32' 19.976"" N

P113 85° 30' 24.278"" W 32° 32' 17.805"" N

P114 85° 30' 24.994"" W 32° 32' 14.075"" N

P115 85° 30' 26.197"" W 32° 32' 11.411"" N

P116 85° 30' 27.964"" W 32° 32' 9.264"" N

P117 85° 30' 33.240"" W 32° 32' 6.999"" N

P118 85° 31' 14.780"" W 32° 32' 14.578"" N

P119 85° 31' 13.209"" W 32° 32' 16.011"" N

P120 85° 31' 18.013"" W 32° 32' 13.657"" N

P121 85° 31' 12.333"" W 32° 32' 19.221"" N

P122 85° 31' 10.935"" W 32° 32' 21.541"" N

P123 85° 31' 24.358"" W 32° 32' 17.599"" N

P124 85° 31' 22.493"" W 32° 32' 13.659"" N

P125 85° 31' 5.361"" W 32° 32' 12.711"" N

P126 85° 30' 59.886"" W 32° 32' 10.893"" N

P127 85° 30' 49.471"" W 32° 32' 20.697"" N

P128 85° 30' 43.159"" W 32° 32' 9.033"" N

P129 85° 30' 43.325"" W 32° 32' 9.227"" N

P130 85° 30' 41.868"" W 32° 32' 14.193"" N

P131 85° 30' 48.578"" W 32° 32' 5.101"" N

P132 85° 30' 47.685"" W 32° 32' 4.072"" N

P133 85° 30' 47.798"" W 32° 31' 59.134"" N

P134 85° 30' 51.553"" W 32° 31' 59.389"" N

P135 85° 30' 52.057"" W 32° 31' 58.836"" N

P136 85° 30' 56.881"" W 32° 31' 59.289"" N

P137 85° 31' 0.387"" W 32° 32' 0.697"" N

P138 85° 31' 4.502"" W 32° 32' 3.815"" N

P139 85° 30' 45.419"" W 32° 31' 54.312"" N

P140 85° 30' 45.151"" W 32° 31' 52.627"" N

P141 85° 31' 23.842"" W 32° 32' 20.014"" N

P142 85° 31' 47.442"" W 32° 35' 47.333"" N

P143 85° 31' 40.631"" W 32° 35' 50.434"" N

P144 85° 31' 40.962"" W 32° 35' 50.027"" N

P145 85° 31' 48.334"" W 32° 35' 44.436"" N

P146 85° 30' 25.579"" W 32° 33' 44.070"" N

P147 85° 31' 7.771"" W 32° 32' 59.436"" N

P148 85° 31' 7.886"" W 32° 32' 58.179"" N

P149 85° 31' 11.042"" W 32° 32' 56.732"" N

P150 85° 31' 8.499"" W 32° 32' 51.705"" N

P151 85° 31' 10.438"" W 32° 32' 49.558"" N

P152 85° 31' 4.096"" W 32° 32' 44.427"" N

P153 85° 31' 6.696"" W 32° 32' 46.195"" N

P154 85° 31' 6.963"" W 32° 32' 40.875"" N

P155 85° 31' 12.735"" W 32° 32' 42.838"" N

P156 85° 31' 19.358"" W 32° 32' 44.705"" N

P157 85° 30' 48.668"" W 32° 32' 43.113"" N

P158 85° 30' 22.673"" W 32° 33' 42.697"" N

P159 85° 30' 22.192"" W 32° 33' 41.073"" N

P160 85° 30' 22.258"" W 32° 33' 40.961"" N

P161 85° 30' 0.947"" W 32° 33' 48.615"" N

P162 85° 30' 1.887"" W 32° 33' 49.395"" N

P163 85° 29' 55.558"" W 32° 33' 55.245"" N

P164 85° 29' 58.965"" W 32° 34' 3.344"" N

P165 85° 29' 57.999"" W 32° 34' 2.384"" N

M1 85° 25' 57.494"" W 32° 36' 6.798"" N

M2 85° 25' 56.375"" W 32° 36' 14.466"" N

M3 85° 25' 55.721"" W 32° 36' 16.974"" N

M4 85° 25' 54.974"" W 32° 36' 21.829"" N

M6 85° 25' 54.937"" W 32° 36' 23.792"" N

M5 85° 25' 57.133"" W 32° 36' 23.275"" N



M7 85° 25' 54.022"" W 32° 36' 36.694"" N

M8 85° 25' 51.830"" W 32° 36' 36.808"" N

M9 85° 25' 50.403"" W 32° 36' 45.219"" N

M10 85° 25' 30.117"" W 32° 36' 38.132"" N

M11 85° 25' 19.083"" W 32° 36' 38.039"" N

M12 85° 25' 27.405"" W 32° 36' 30.241"" N

M13 85° 25' 33.243"" W 32° 36' 34.329"" N

M14 85° 25' 35.903"" W 32° 36' 24.126"" N

M15 85° 25' 30.442"" W 32° 36' 49.319"" N

M16 85° 25' 37.118"" W 32° 36' 2.324"" N

M17 85° 25' 36.925"" W 32° 35' 58.242"" N

M18 85° 25' 25.589"" W 32° 35' 58.475"" N

M19 85° 25' 27.636"" W 32° 36' 0.268"" N

M20 85° 25' 29.520"" W 32° 35' 58.896"" N

M21 85° 25' 20.441"" W 32° 36' 12.747"" N

M22 85° 25' 7.830"" W 32° 36' 7.878"" N

M23 85° 25' 47.795"" W 32° 36' 2.574"" N

M24 85° 25' 44.111"" W 32° 35' 52.618"" N

M25 85° 25' 20.366"" W 32° 35' 51.796"" N

M26 85° 25' 14.954"" W 32° 35' 54.251"" N

M27 85° 25' 23.086"" W 32° 35' 55.654"" N

M28 85° 25' 10.507"" W 32° 35' 52.014"" N

M29 85° 25' 14.483"" W 32° 35' 49.921"" N

M30 85° 25' 35.760"" W 32° 36' 8.663"" N

M31 85° 25' 35.483"" W 32° 36' 8.331"" N

M32 85° 25' 35.836"" W 32° 36' 8.860"" N

M50 85° 26' 27.395"" W 32° 36' 52.350"" N

M51 85° 26' 27.481"" W 32° 36' 52.489"" N

M52 85° 26' 28.737"" W 32° 36' 52.632"" N

M53 85° 26' 30.659"" W 32° 36' 52.354"" N

M54 85° 26' 33.839"" W 32° 36' 52.073"" N

M55 85° 26' 34.231"" W 32° 36' 51.704"" N

M33 85° 26' 21.734"" W 32° 35' 57.445"" N

M34 85° 26' 22.448"" W 32° 35' 57.799"" N

M35 85° 26' 20.867"" W 32° 35' 54.981"" N

M36 85° 26' 23.159"" W 32° 35' 47.022"" N

  85° 26' 22.289"" W 32° 35' 51.073"" N

M37 85° 26' 19.885"" W 32° 35' 48.661"" N

M38 85° 26' 27.562"" W 32° 36' 24.468"" N

M39 85° 26' 25.467"" W 32° 36' 25.629"" N

M40 85° 26' 25.971"" W 32° 36' 26.215"" N

M41 85° 26' 27.935"" W 32° 36' 28.928"" N

M42 85° 26' 31.818"" W 32° 36' 30.156"" N

M43 85° 26' 40.963"" W 32° 36' 31.440"" N

M44 85° 26' 42.286"" W 32° 36' 32.541"" N

M45 85° 26' 41.523"" W 32° 36' 39.213"" N

M46 85° 26' 39.842"" W 32° 36' 48.777"" N

47 85° 26' 39.594"" W 32° 36' 48.446"" N

M48 85° 26' 41.893"" W 32° 36' 47.502"" N

M49 85° 26' 42.680"" W 32° 36' 46.143"" N

M56 85° 26' 50.523"" W 32° 36' 40.104"" N

M57 85° 26' 50.999"" W 32° 36' 51.718"" N

M58 85° 26' 46.140"" W 32° 36' 49.129"" N

M59 85° 26' 38.985"" W 32° 36' 55.536"" N

M60 85° 26' 54.895"" W 32° 36' 46.138"" N

M61 85° 27' 4.065"" W 32° 36' 31.178"" N

M62 85° 27' 17.586"" W 32° 36' 51.847"" N

M63 85° 27' 17.611"" W 32° 36' 51.894"" N

M64 85° 27' 17.164"" W 32° 36' 53.078"" N

M65 85° 27' 17.586"" W 32° 36' 54.080"" N

M66 85° 27' 18.157"" W 32° 36' 57.101"" N

M67 85° 27' 18.272"" W 32° 36' 58.179"" N



M68 85° 27' 17.932"" W 32° 37' 1.799"" N

M69 85° 27' 18.332"" W 32° 37' 2.040"" N

M70 85° 27' 20.344"" W 32° 37' 4.975"" N

M71 85° 27' 20.258"" W 32° 37' 4.967"" N

M72 85° 27' 14.535"" W 32° 37' 9.635"" N

M73 85° 27' 9.981"" W 32° 36' 57.433"" N

M74 85° 27' 9.971"" W 32° 36' 57.817"" N

M75 85° 27' 10.360"" W 32° 37' 4.427"" N

M76 85° 27' 5.043"" W 32° 37' 3.866"" N

M79 85° 27' 2.386"" W 32° 37' 2.148"" N

M77 85° 27' 5.258"" W 32° 36' 59.512"" N

M78 85° 27' 5.084"" W 32° 36' 59.537"" N

M80 85° 27' 11.262"" W 32° 36' 11.626"" N

M81 85° 27' 12.337"" W 32° 36' 12.999"" N

M83 85° 27' 8.502"" W 32° 36' 18.871"" N

M84 85° 27' 8.547"" W 32° 36' 22.268"" N

M85 85° 27' 5.246"" W 32° 36' 24.521"" N

M86 85° 27' 6.734"" W 32° 36' 29.000"" N

M87 85° 27' 5.860"" W 32° 36' 29.453"" N

M88 85° 27' 18.861"" W 32° 36' 32.606"" N

M89 85° 27' 19.123"" W 32° 36' 31.760"" N

M90 85° 27' 20.292"" W 32° 36' 31.377"" N

M92 85° 27' 13.517"" W 32° 36' 16.911"" N

M93 85° 27' 17.282"" W 32° 36' 25.391"" N

M94 85° 27' 18.072"" W 32° 36' 20.944"" N

M95 85° 27' 6.550"" W 32° 35' 54.958"" N

M100 85° 27' 10.557"" W 32° 36' 6.905"" N

M101 85° 27' 11.007"" W 32° 36' 10.875"" N

M102 85° 27' 11.108"" W 32° 36' 11.038"" N

M103 85° 27' 11.565"" W 32° 36' 10.937"" N

M104 85° 27' 11.483"" W 32° 36' 11.185"" N

M112 85° 27' 6.772"" W 32° 35' 54.912"" N

M113 85° 27' 7.659"" W 32° 35' 56.435"" N

M105 85° 27' 11.246"" W 32° 35' 49.325"" N

M106 85° 27' 8.402"" W 32° 35' 50.051"" N

M107 85° 27' 19.615"" W 32° 35' 52.782"" N

M108 85° 27' 7.020"" W 32° 35' 45.043"" N

M109 85° 27' 11.859"" W 32° 35' 39.828"" N

M110 85° 27' 15.934"" W 32° 35' 53.101"" N

M98 85° 27' 10.831"" W 32° 36' 3.010"" N

M96 85° 27' 12.932"" W 32° 35' 59.130"" N

M114 85° 27' 24.894"" W 32° 36' 28.046"" N

M115 85° 27' 28.158"" W 32° 36' 26.634"" N

M116 85° 27' 34.257"" W 32° 36' 26.825"" N

M117 85° 27' 41.073"" W 32° 36' 24.865"" N

M118 85° 27' 16.552"" W 32° 36' 49.151"" N

M119 85° 27' 13.630"" W 32° 36' 51.277"" N

M120 85° 27' 5.188"" W 32° 37' 10.567"" N

M121 85° 27' 4.874"" W 32° 37' 10.309"" N

M122 85° 27' 4.860"" W 32° 37' 10.094"" N

M123 85° 27' 10.128"" W 32° 37' 8.830"" N

M124 85° 27' 21.087"" W 32° 36' 45.137"" N

M125 85° 27' 22.776"" W 32° 36' 53.806"" N

M126 85° 27' 22.219"" W 32° 36' 58.914"" N

M127 85° 27' 2.571"" W 32° 36' 0.290"" N

M128 85° 27' 0.970"" W 32° 36' 2.188"" N

M129 85° 27' 26.173"" W 32° 37' 12.297"" N

M130 85° 26' 47.416"" W 32° 35' 13.828"" N

M131 85° 26' 59.076"" W 32° 35' 10.139"" N

M132 85° 26' 57.943"" W 32° 35' 10.586"" N

M133 85° 26' 55.513"" W 32° 35' 14.253"" N

M134 85° 26' 55.183"" W 32° 35' 23.136"" N



M135 85° 27' 2.053"" W 32° 35' 38.356"" N

M136 85° 26' 53.624"" W 32° 35' 32.569"" N

M137 85° 27' 13.998"" W 32° 37' 16.554"" N

M140 85° 27' 30.662"" W 32° 36' 23.986"" N

M141 85° 27' 27.404"" W 32° 36' 24.113"" N

M142 85° 26' 39.818"" W 32° 35' 21.159"" N

M144 85° 26' 48.890"" W 32° 35' 20.878"" N

M143 85° 26' 45.695"" W 32° 35' 22.827"" N

M145 85° 26' 35.895"" W 32° 35' 27.314"" N

M146 85° 26' 36.167"" W 32° 35' 20.873"" N

M147 85° 26' 28.359"" W 32° 35' 19.887"" N

M148 85° 26' 29.097"" W 32° 35' 8.809"" N

M149 85° 26' 29.665"" W 32° 35' 8.897"" N

M150 85° 26' 34.490"" W 32° 35' 5.012"" N

M151 85° 26' 35.972"" W 32° 35' 5.017"" N

M152 85° 26' 31.884"" W 32° 35' 2.410"" N

m153 85° 26' 27.806"" W 32° 35' 2.380"" N

M154 85° 26' 32.649"" W 32° 35' 3.976"" N

M154 85° 26' 28.408"" W 32° 35' 3.911"" N

M155 85° 27' 18.289"" W 32° 36' 48.685"" N

M157 85° 27' 34.373"" W 32° 36' 49.171"" N

M158 85° 27' 34.972"" W 32° 36' 51.543"" N

M159 85° 27' 35.266"" W 32° 36' 51.450"" N

M160 85° 27' 42.182"" W 32° 36' 44.855"" N

M161 85° 27' 33.894"" W 32° 36' 42.795"" N

M162 85° 27' 37.906"" W 32° 37' 3.833"" N

M163 85° 27' 46.776"" W 32° 36' 41.047"" N

M164 85° 27' 38.310"" W 32° 36' 43.050"" N

M165 85° 27' 19.403"" W 32° 36' 18.008"" N

M166 85° 27' 19.299"" W 32° 36' 13.739"" N

M167 85° 26' 10.249"" W 32° 35' 26.853"" N

M168 85° 26' 36.505"" W 32° 35' 37.918"" N

M169 85° 26' 32.528"" W 32° 35' 43.523"" N

M170 85° 26' 28.739"" W 32° 35' 36.352"" N

M171 85° 26' 23.741"" W 32° 35' 36.697"" N

M172 85° 26' 24.050"" W 32° 35' 44.902"" N

M173 85° 26' 18.873"" W 32° 35' 46.501"" N

M174 85° 26' 23.764"" W 32° 35' 29.033"" N

M175 85° 26' 27.002"" W 32° 35' 31.088"" N

M176 85° 26' 46.051"" W 32° 35' 1.177"" N

M177 85° 26' 51.016"" W 32° 34' 56.533"" N

M178 85° 26' 49.427"" W 32° 34' 52.709"" N

M179 85° 26' 48.848"" W 32° 34' 51.900"" N

M180 85° 26' 42.348"" W 32° 34' 53.875"" N

M181 85° 26' 41.681"" W 32° 34' 54.556"" N

M182 85° 26' 35.852"" W 32° 35' 2.018"" N

M183 85° 26' 41.560"" W 32° 35' 1.675"" N

M184 85° 26' 43.359"" W 32° 35' 2.020"" N

M185 85° 26' 46.538"" W 32° 35' 2.455"" N

M186 85° 27' 2.202"" W 32° 35' 2.208"" N

M187 85° 27' 8.890"" W 32° 35' 4.623"" N

M188 85° 27' 9.924"" W 32° 34' 58.811"" N

M189 85° 27' 12.809"" W 32° 35' 3.872"" N

M190 85° 27' 15.792"" W 32° 35' 0.355"" N

M191 85° 27' 14.967"" W 32° 35' 4.510"" N

M192 85° 27' 14.688"" W 32° 35' 4.352"" N

M193 85° 27' 20.406"" W 32° 35' 4.540"" N

M194 85° 27' 19.304"" W 32° 35' 4.208"" N

M195 85° 27' 34.041"" W 32° 34' 59.304"" N

M196 85° 27' 30.739"" W 32° 34' 57.505"" N

M197 85° 27' 23.972"" W 32° 34' 59.038"" N

M198 85° 27' 23.976"" W 32° 34' 54.340"" N



M199 85° 27' 32.582"" W 32° 34' 55.195"" N

M200 85° 27' 32.324"" W 32° 34' 53.576"" N

M201 85° 27' 31.750"" W 32° 34' 53.416"" N

M202 85° 27' 26.708"" W 32° 34' 47.744"" N

M203 85° 27' 20.673"" W 32° 34' 48.883"" N

M204 85° 26' 58.160"" W 32° 34' 48.013"" N

M205 85° 27' 1.856"" W 32° 34' 48.524"" N

M206 85° 26' 55.476"" W 32° 34' 54.267"" N

M207 85° 27' 37.155"" W 32° 35' 59.421"" N

M208 85° 27' 35.053"" W 32° 36' 0.388"" N

M209 85° 27' 23.149"" W 32° 36' 7.300"" N

M210 85° 27' 25.685"" W 32° 35' 59.124"" N

M212 85° 27' 35.096"" W 32° 35' 50.073"" N

M227 85° 28' 16.615"" W 32° 34' 47.054"" N

228 85° 28' 24.953"" W 32° 34' 41.065"" N

M229 85° 27' 37.460"" W 32° 36' 45.815"" N

M213 85° 27' 20.096"" W 32° 35' 31.448"" N

M231 85° 28' 13.139"" W 32° 34' 40.919"" N

M232 85° 28' 11.202"" W 32° 34' 39.558"" N

M233 85° 28' 10.570"" W 32° 34' 36.293"" N

M234 85° 28' 7.735"" W 32° 34' 32.292"" N

M214 85° 27' 27.645"" W 32° 35' 24.931"" N

M235 85° 28' 5.341"" W 32° 34' 28.687"" N

M236 85° 28' 20.417"" W 32° 34' 31.697"" N

M215 85° 27' 32.373"" W 32° 35' 22.193"" N

M216 85° 27' 35.742"" W 32° 35' 2.684"" N

M217 85° 27' 35.584"" W 32° 35' 2.756"" N

M218 85° 27' 35.533"" W 32° 35' 0.909"" N

M219 85° 27' 43.975"" W 32° 35' 7.466"" N

M220 85° 27' 33.361"" W 32° 35' 16.014"" N

M221 85° 27' 38.805"" W 32° 35' 17.490"" N

M222 85° 27' 39.405"" W 32° 35' 17.063"" N

M223 85° 27' 45.453"" W 32° 35' 11.488"" N

M224 85° 27' 49.746"" W 32° 35' 8.445"" N

M225 85° 27' 52.082"" W 32° 35' 5.334"" N

M226 85° 27' 59.081"" W 32° 34' 59.584"" N

M237 85° 27' 1.806"" W 32° 35' 20.275"" N

M238 85° 27' 2.228"" W 32° 35' 25.946"" N

M239 85° 27' 2.303"" W 32° 35' 32.250"" N

M240 85° 27' 4.245"" W 32° 34' 40.028"" N

M241 85° 27' 10.398"" W 32° 34' 42.018"" N

M242 85° 27' 18.168"" W 32° 34' 43.710"" N

M243 85° 27' 16.786"" W 32° 34' 40.108"" N

M244 85° 27' 14.257"" W 32° 34' 38.531"" N

M245 85° 27' 26.836"" W 32° 34' 41.597"" N

M246 85° 27' 26.438"" W 32° 34' 37.251"" N

M247 85° 27' 27.309"" W 32° 34' 32.531"" N

M248 85° 27' 13.225"" W 32° 34' 29.461"" N

M249 85° 27' 27.715"" W 32° 34' 27.768"" N

M250 85° 27' 22.060"" W 32° 34' 34.587"" N

M251 85° 27' 14.253"" W 32° 34' 25.220"" N

M252 85° 27' 9.144"" W 32° 34' 22.344"" N

M253 85° 27' 4.769"" W 32° 34' 16.920"" N

M254 85° 27' 10.366"" W 32° 34' 14.547"" N

M255 85° 27' 18.779"" W 32° 34' 13.893"" N

M256 85° 27' 24.639"" W 32° 34' 14.925"" N

M257 85° 27' 30.094"" W 32° 34' 25.099"" N

M258 85° 27' 31.802"" W 32° 34' 19.359"" N

M259 85° 27' 33.082"" W 32° 34' 18.834"" N

M260 85° 27' 38.123"" W 32° 34' 16.677"" N

M261 85° 27' 35.630"" W 32° 34' 15.965"" N

M262 85° 27' 47.809"" W 32° 34' 14.826"" N



M263 85° 27' 37.235"" W 32° 34' 23.225"" N

M264 85° 27' 33.248"" W 32° 34' 23.550"" N

M265 85° 27' 31.196"" W 32° 34' 26.807"" N

M266 85° 27' 29.456"" W 32° 34' 32.857"" N

M267 85° 27' 28.880"" W 32° 34' 42.054"" N

M268 85° 27' 45.811"" W 32° 34' 32.373"" N

M269 85° 27' 44.772"" W 32° 34' 38.434"" N

M270 85° 27' 41.569"" W 32° 34' 47.426"" N

M271 85° 27' 43.445"" W 32° 34' 40.337"" N

M272 85° 27' 47.837"" W 32° 34' 47.857"" N

M273 85° 26' 37.089"" W 32° 34' 47.420"" N

M274 85° 26' 36.855"" W 32° 34' 45.237"" N

M275 85° 26' 36.998"" W 32° 34' 40.290"" N

M276 85° 26' 22.081"" W 32° 34' 36.808"" N

M277 85° 26' 29.608"" W 32° 34' 36.832"" N

M278 85° 26' 31.813"" W 32° 34' 33.626"" N

M279 85° 26' 28.840"" W 32° 34' 50.040"" N

M282 85° 26' 50.622"" W 32° 34' 38.065"" N

M283 85° 26' 52.731"" W 32° 34' 33.061"" N

M284 85° 26' 58.487"" W 32° 34' 34.505"" N

M287 85° 26' 43.079"" W 32° 34' 12.881"" N

M288 85° 26' 44.920"" W 32° 34' 14.072"" N

M289 85° 26' 48.642"" W 32° 34' 16.678"" N

M290 85° 26' 48.325"" W 32° 34' 24.287"" N

M291 85° 26' 49.766"" W 32° 34' 19.515"" N

M292 85° 26' 40.243"" W 32° 34' 16.720"" N

M293 85° 26' 46.118"" W 32° 34' 28.025"" N

M280 85° 26' 50.912"" W 32° 34' 45.665"" N

M281 85° 26' 51.944"" W 32° 34' 46.287"" N

M285 85° 27' 2.427"" W 32° 34' 28.745"" N

M286 85° 26' 55.041"" W 32° 34' 19.446"" N

M294 85° 26' 41.467"" W 32° 34' 33.937"" N

M295 85° 26' 45.338"" W 32° 34' 34.928"" N

M296 85° 26' 35.172"" W 32° 34' 21.154"" N

M297 85° 26' 35.515"" W 32° 34' 21.447"" N

M298 85° 26' 36.676"" W 32° 34' 20.489"" N

M299 85° 26' 31.047"" W 32° 34' 22.618"" N

M300 85° 26' 19.930"" W 32° 34' 26.999"" N

M301 85° 26' 19.787"" W 32° 34' 22.515"" N

M302 85° 27' 21.581"" W 32° 33' 52.662"" N

M303 85° 27' 25.028"" W 32° 33' 53.251"" N

M304 85° 27' 30.599"" W 32° 33' 51.189"" N

M305 85° 26' 36.210"" W 32° 34' 57.902"" N

T1 85° 28' 44.134"" W 32° 36' 50.384"" N

T2 85° 28' 44.268"" W 32° 36' 48.302"" N

T3 85° 28' 43.542"" W 32° 36' 45.579"" N

T4 85° 28' 44.732"" W 32° 36' 43.127"" N

T6 85° 28' 43.965"" W 32° 36' 41.917"" N

T7 85° 28' 42.104"" W 32° 36' 38.860"" N

T8 85° 28' 41.869"" W 32° 36' 39.058"" N

T9 85° 28' 41.565"" W 32° 36' 39.057"" N

T10 85° 28' 42.917"" W 32° 36' 40.368"" N

T12 85° 28' 46.463"" W 32° 36' 37.466"" N

T13 85° 28' 46.231"" W 32° 36' 37.059"" N

T14 85° 28' 37.681"" W 32° 36' 35.559"" N

T15 85° 28' 36.248"" W 32° 36' 33.950"" N

T16 85° 28' 34.930"" W 32° 36' 33.005"" N

T17 85° 28' 37.256"" W 32° 36' 27.643"" N

T18 85° 28' 33.790"" W 32° 36' 26.722"" N

T19 85° 28' 30.192"" W 32° 36' 14.765"" N

T20 85° 28' 30.244"" W 32° 36' 14.845"" N

T21 85° 28' 29.241"" W 32° 36' 11.063"" N



T23 85° 28' 37.110"" W 32° 36' 27.387"" N

T25 85° 28' 18.393"" W 32° 35' 55.784"" N

T26 85° 28' 18.191"" W 32° 35' 55.578"" N

T27 85° 28' 20.913"" W 32° 36' 2.655"" N

T28 85° 28' 29.555"" W 32° 36' 13.563"" N

T29 85° 28' 30.391"" W 32° 36' 15.189"" N

T30 85° 28' 32.301"" W 32° 36' 18.236"" N

T31 85° 28' 32.813"" W 32° 36' 23.593"" N

T32 85° 28' 32.867"" W 32° 36' 23.657"" N

T33 85° 28' 33.481"" W 32° 36' 9.630"" N

T35 85° 28' 36.705"" W 32° 36' 10.892"" N

T36 85° 28' 37.455"" W 32° 36' 6.408"" N

T38 85° 28' 42.373"" W 32° 36' 19.407"" N

T39 85° 28' 40.121"" W 32° 36' 19.191"" N

T40 85° 28' 39.781"" W 32° 36' 19.269"" N

T41 85° 28' 31.877"" W 32° 36' 42.891"" N

T42 85° 28' 31.726"" W 32° 36' 42.211"" N

T43 85° 28' 22.923"" W 32° 36' 38.364"" N

T44 85° 28' 24.695"" W 32° 36' 35.390"" N

T45 85° 28' 24.662"" W 32° 36' 35.756"" N

T46 85° 28' 16.456"" W 32° 36' 38.397"" N

T47 85° 28' 15.934"" W 32° 36' 37.703"" N

T34 85° 28' 33.560"" W 32° 36' 9.735"" N

T48 85° 28' 13.141"" W 32° 36' 29.186"" N

T49 85° 28' 12.869"" W 32° 36' 30.353"" N

T50 85° 28' 13.473"" W 32° 36' 27.097"" N

T53 85° 28' 17.081"" W 32° 36' 2.878"" N

T54 85° 28' 16.587"" W 32° 36' 5.750"" N

T55 85° 28' 10.939"" W 32° 36' 8.235"" N

T56 85° 28' 10.797"" W 32° 36' 8.199"" N

T57 85° 28' 5.148"" W 32° 36' 9.762"" N

T58 85° 28' 8.530"" W 32° 36' 9.231"" N

T59 85° 28' 16.591"" W 32° 36' 12.338"" N

T60 85° 28' 17.121"" W 32° 36' 14.852"" N

T61 85° 28' 15.084"" W 32° 36' 16.481"" N

T62 85° 28' 8.863"" W 32° 36' 16.655"" N

T63 85° 27' 58.891"" W 32° 36' 9.154"" N

T64 85° 27' 56.700"" W 32° 35' 58.105"" N

T65 85° 27' 58.936"" W 32° 35' 59.745"" N

T66 85° 27' 58.123"" W 32° 35' 55.050"" N

T67 85° 27' 58.123"" W 32° 35' 54.992"" N

T68 85° 27' 53.943"" W 32° 36' 6.191"" N

T71 85° 28' 4.882"" W 32° 35' 50.496"" N

T72 85° 27' 59.219"" W 32° 35' 51.005"" N

T73 85° 28' 4.885"" W 32° 35' 53.656"" N

T74 85° 27' 51.367"" W 32° 35' 58.037"" N

T75 85° 27' 45.623"" W 32° 35' 59.804"" N

T76 85° 27' 51.689"" W 32° 35' 47.865"" N

T77 85° 27' 51.087"" W 32° 35' 48.386"" N

T78 85° 27' 53.635"" W 32° 35' 48.405"" N

T79 85° 28' 10.021"" W 32° 35' 44.653"" N

T80 85° 28' 8.754"" W 32° 35' 44.952"" N

T81 85° 28' 8.682"" W 32° 35' 45.367"" N

T82 85° 27' 58.186"" W 32° 35' 55.680"" N

T83 85° 27' 57.615"" W 32° 35' 57.142"" N

T86 85° 28' 3.712"" W 32° 35' 38.949"" N

T87 85° 28' 3.114"" W 32° 35' 38.589"" N

T91 85° 28' 0.344"" W 32° 35' 34.222"" N

T92 85° 28' 15.565"" W 32° 35' 27.205"" N

T96 85° 28' 31.196"" W 32° 35' 49.764"" N

T97 85° 28' 30.340"" W 32° 35' 49.901"" N

T98 85° 28' 40.542"" W 32° 35' 47.228"" N



T99 85° 28' 46.920"" W 32° 35' 48.222"" N

T100 85° 28' 47.078"" W 32° 35' 47.728"" N

T101 85° 28' 46.291"" W 32° 35' 44.360"" N

T102 85° 28' 46.243"" W 32° 35' 44.379"" N

T104 85° 28' 20.730"" W 32° 35' 10.911"" N

T105 85° 28' 20.769"" W 32° 35' 11.011"" N

T106 85° 28' 20.800"" W 32° 35' 11.112"" N

T92 85° 28' 16.128"" W 32° 35' 27.295"" N

T107 85° 28' 18.819"" W 32° 35' 14.493"" N

T108 85° 28' 18.570"" W 32° 35' 15.063"" N

T110 85° 28' 18.398"" W 32° 35' 21.213"" N

T112 85° 28' 16.495"" W 32° 35' 51.238"" N

T114 85° 28' 16.157"" W 32° 35' 55.188"" N

T117 85° 28' 24.146"" W 32° 35' 22.232"" N

T119 85° 28' 9.044"" W 32° 35' 22.531"" N

T120 85° 28' 7.506"" W 32° 35' 27.292"" N

T121 85° 28' 10.026"" W 32° 35' 24.905"" N

T127 85° 28' 38.242"" W 32° 35' 11.481"" N

T128 85° 28' 37.545"" W 32° 35' 13.496"" N

T129 85° 28' 39.171"" W 32° 35' 15.278"" N

T130 85° 28' 40.056"" W 32° 35' 16.192"" N

T131 85° 28' 43.404"" W 32° 35' 17.251"" N

T132 85° 28' 43.646"" W 32° 35' 17.569"" N

T133 85° 28' 45.490"" W 32° 35' 20.327"" N

T134 85° 28' 45.489"" W 32° 35' 20.221"" N

T135 85° 28' 45.630"" W 32° 35' 20.123"" N

T136 85° 28' 46.069"" W 32° 35' 20.632"" N

T137 85° 28' 46.114"" W 32° 35' 20.505"" N

T138 85° 28' 51.475"" W 32° 35' 27.071"" N

T139 85° 28' 51.633"" W 32° 35' 36.514"" N

T141 85° 28' 49.586"" W 32° 35' 0.648"" N

T143 85° 29' 5.185"" W 32° 35' 11.282"" N

T140 85° 28' 53.569"" W 32° 35' 32.595"" N

T146 85° 28' 42.564"" W 32° 34' 46.642"" N

T147 85° 28' 42.158"" W 32° 34' 46.632"" N

T148 85° 28' 41.598"" W 32° 34' 47.082"" N

T150 85° 28' 26.607"" W 32° 35' 4.236"" N

T151 85° 28' 26.926"" W 32° 35' 4.455"" N

T152 85° 28' 20.822"" W 32° 35' 11.219"" N

T153 85° 28' 41.057"" W 32° 34' 51.335"" N

T155 85° 28' 9.735"" W 32° 35' 15.825"" N

T156 85° 27' 58.355"" W 32° 35' 15.639"" N

T157 85° 27' 59.223"" W 32° 35' 13.425"" N

T159 85° 28' 3.124"" W 32° 35' 10.018"" N

T160 85° 28' 5.151"" W 32° 35' 9.418"" N

T162 85° 28' 13.988"" W 32° 35' 12.172"" N

T163 85° 28' 10.042"" W 32° 35' 11.439"" N

T164 85° 28' 15.258"" W 32° 35' 5.425"" N

T165 85° 28' 10.946"" W 32° 35' 2.836"" N

T166 85° 28' 10.442"" W 32° 35' 2.139"" N

T167 85° 28' 10.503"" W 32° 35' 2.040"" N

T169 85° 28' 19.545"" W 32° 34' 57.658"" N

T170 85° 28' 8.480"" W 32° 35' 0.411"" N

T171 85° 28' 16.804"" W 32° 34' 57.599"" N

T172 85° 28' 23.628"" W 32° 35' 0.979"" N

T173 85° 28' 23.512"" W 32° 34' 58.732"" N

T175 85° 28' 26.420"" W 32° 34' 47.183"" N

T176 85° 28' 25.383"" W 32° 34' 46.833"" N

T177 85° 28' 8.309"" W 32° 35' 11.213"" N

T178 85° 28' 6.361"" W 32° 35' 10.595"" N

T179 85° 28' 5.356"" W 32° 35' 10.219"" N

T180 85° 29' 19.532"" W 32° 34' 52.978"" N



T181 85° 29' 19.658"" W 32° 34' 45.856"" N

T183 85° 29' 24.100"" W 32° 34' 46.245"" N

T184 85° 29' 28.866"" W 32° 34' 44.089"" N

T185 85° 29' 31.812"" W 32° 34' 42.093"" N

T186 85° 29' 33.919"" W 32° 34' 35.474"" N

T187 85° 29' 32.306"" W 32° 34' 35.518"" N

T188 85° 29' 39.363"" W 32° 34' 32.588"" N

T189 85° 29' 27.525"" W 32° 34' 41.012"" N

T190 85° 29' 29.189"" W 32° 34' 42.074"" N

T191 85° 29' 30.963"" W 32° 34' 33.032"" N

T192 85° 29' 44.290"" W 32° 34' 36.444"" N

T193 85° 29' 44.370"" W 32° 34' 36.239"" N

T194 85° 29' 44.383"" W 32° 34' 36.329"" N

T197 85° 29' 36.058"" W 32° 34' 40.755"" N

T189 85° 29' 36.410"" W 32° 34' 40.995"" N

T199 85° 29' 36.708"" W 32° 34' 41.317"" N

T200 85° 29' 37.507"" W 32° 34' 42.058"" N

T201 85° 29' 38.327"" W 32° 34' 42.826"" N

T202 85° 29' 35.750"" W 32° 34' 55.146"" N

T203 85° 29' 35.277"" W 32° 34' 55.739"" N

T204 85° 29' 33.526"" W 32° 34' 57.004"" N

T205 85° 29' 32.289"" W 32° 34' 57.598"" N

T206 85° 29' 31.758"" W 32° 34' 57.865"" N

T207 85° 29' 30.955"" W 32° 34' 58.418"" N

T208 85° 29' 30.531"" W 32° 34' 58.701"" N

T209 85° 29' 36.271"" W 32° 34' 54.945"" N

T210 85° 29' 37.134"" W 32° 34' 54.122"" N

T211 85° 29' 37.487"" W 32° 34' 54.116"" N

T212 85° 29' 38.995"" W 32° 34' 52.819"" N

T213 85° 29' 40.756"" W 32° 34' 52.219"" N

T214 85° 29' 42.419"" W 32° 34' 50.832"" N

T215 85° 29' 42.712"" W 32° 34' 50.385"" N

T216 85° 29' 43.243"" W 32° 34' 49.916"" N

T217 85° 29' 43.801"" W 32° 34' 49.279"" N

T218 85° 29' 44.066"" W 32° 34' 49.197"" N

T219 85° 29' 44.311"" W 32° 34' 48.747"" N

T220 85° 29' 45.336"" W 32° 34' 47.856"" N

T221 85° 29' 45.606"" W 32° 34' 47.483"" N

T223 85° 29' 38.225"" W 32° 34' 47.086"" N

T224 85° 29' 38.447"" W 32° 34' 46.564"" N

T225 85° 29' 39.399"" W 32° 34' 45.077"" N

T226 85° 29' 26.120"" W 32° 34' 41.625"" N

T228 85° 29' 22.737"" W 32° 34' 34.311"" N

T229 85° 29' 21.175"" W 32° 34' 33.127"" N

T230 85° 29' 20.320"" W 32° 34' 36.504"" N

T231 85° 29' 18.112"" W 32° 34' 28.148"" N

T232 85° 29' 13.484"" W 32° 34' 31.539"" N

T236 85° 29' 35.326"" W 32° 34' 20.223"" N

T237 85° 29' 34.388"" W 32° 34' 18.695"" N

T239 85° 29' 39.092"" W 32° 34' 25.289"" N

T241 85° 29' 12.418"" W 32° 34' 26.397"" N

T243 85° 29' 32.579"" W 32° 34' 29.111"" N

T246 85° 29' 44.753"" W 32° 34' 11.643"" N

T245 85° 29' 44.234"" W 32° 34' 12.512"" N

T247 85° 29' 42.491"" W 32° 34' 6.501"" N

T248 85° 29' 44.039"" W 32° 34' 3.374"" N

T249 85° 29' 46.752"" W 32° 33' 55.898"" N

T250 85° 29' 47.649"" W 32° 33' 55.418"" N

T251 85° 29' 42.435"" W 32° 33' 58.635"" N

T252 85° 29' 42.462"" W 32° 33' 58.579"" N

T253 85° 29' 41.093"" W 32° 33' 59.169"" N

T254 85° 29' 38.915"" W 32° 34' 7.653"" N



T255 85° 29' 38.402"" W 32° 34' 2.747"" N

T256 85° 28' 59.559"" W 32° 34' 45.999"" N

T257 85° 29' 0.096"" W 32° 34' 38.040"" N

T259 85° 28' 54.632"" W 32° 34' 35.754"" N

T261 85° 29' 5.924"" W 32° 34' 45.199"" N

T265 85° 28' 41.983"" W 32° 34' 2.655"" N

T266 85° 29' 2.924"" W 32° 34' 6.403"" N

T266 85° 29' 0.010"" W 32° 34' 2.404"" N

T268 85° 28' 48.115"" W 32° 33' 55.632"" N

T269 85° 28' 55.400"" W 32° 33' 54.057"" N

T270 85° 29' 0.216"" W 32° 33' 45.416"" N

T271 85° 28' 49.413"" W 32° 33' 44.253"" N

T272 85° 28' 48.478"" W 32° 33' 49.699"" N

T273 85° 28' 42.337"" W 32° 33' 45.619"" N

T274 85° 28' 35.565"" W 32° 33' 49.633"" N

T275 85° 28' 41.952"" W 32° 33' 55.430"" N

T276 85° 28' 42.691"" W 32° 33' 59.269"" N

T277 85° 28' 42.671"" W 32° 33' 58.486"" N

T278 85° 28' 38.009"" W 32° 33' 58.799"" N

T279 85° 29' 3.998"" W 32° 34' 56.905"" N

T281 85° 28' 28.786"" W 32° 35' 12.770"" N

T282 85° 29' 27.181"" W 32° 33' 19.014"" N

T283 85° 29' 28.727"" W 32° 33' 30.996"" N

T284 85° 29' 28.434"" W 32° 33' 32.351"" N

T285 85° 29' 27.734"" W 32° 33' 44.721"" N

T286 85° 29' 32.350"" W 32° 33' 48.867"" N

T287 85° 29' 22.294"" W 32° 33' 51.563"" N

T288 85° 29' 17.183"" W 32° 34' 0.076"" N

T289 85° 29' 8.244"" W 32° 34' 2.526"" N

T290 85° 29' 8.042"" W 32° 33' 49.934"" N

T291 85° 29' 8.499"" W 32° 33' 45.425"" N

T292 85° 29' 14.246"" W 32° 33' 45.024"" N

T293 85° 29' 17.761"" W 32° 33' 37.762"" N

T258 85° 28' 52.779"" W 32° 34' 31.344"" N

T103 85° 28' 48.282"" W 32° 35' 40.912"" N

T233 85° 29' 15.611"" W 32° 34' 29.606"" N

T234 85° 29' 20.757"" W 32° 34' 26.596"" N

T240 85° 29' 23.340"" W 32° 34' 23.705"" N

T242 85° 29' 8.818"" W 32° 34' 33.337"" N

T227 85° 29' 25.960"" W 32° 34' 34.020"" N

T244 85° 29' 35.435"" W 32° 34' 28.128"" N

T235 85° 29' 25.990"" W 32° 34' 29.836"" N

T238 85° 29' 43.618"" W 32° 34' 22.429"" N

T195 85° 29' 39.859"" W 32° 34' 37.051"" N

T196 85° 29' 36.573"" W 32° 34' 40.777"" N

T222 85° 29' 37.451"" W 32° 34' 50.969"" N

T182 85° 29' 20.965"" W 32° 34' 47.265"" N

T262 85° 29' 1.009"" W 32° 34' 43.917"" N

T260 85° 29' 1.534"" W 32° 34' 40.360"" N

T264 85° 29' 1.592"" W 32° 34' 52.593"" N

T263 85° 29' 1.236"" W 32° 34' 48.753"" N

T280 85° 29' 4.487"" W 32° 34' 59.096"" N

T142 85° 28' 59.837"" W 32° 35' 6.635"" N

T145 85° 29' 9.561"" W 32° 35' 12.711"" N

T144 85° 29' 7.842"" W 32° 35' 12.386"" N

T115 85° 28' 39.518"" W 32° 35' 35.354"" N

T116 85° 28' 26.596"" W 32° 35' 28.626"" N

T93 85° 28' 26.785"" W 32° 35' 35.623"" N

T94 85° 28' 27.472"" W 32° 35' 38.019"" N

T95 85° 28' 27.789"" W 32° 35' 38.069"" N

T122 85° 28' 14.295"" W 32° 35' 34.118"" N

T123 85° 28' 9.886"" W 32° 35' 37.929"" N



T85 85° 28' 6.241"" W 32° 35' 40.100"" N

T88 85° 27' 53.509"" W 32° 35' 38.127"" N

T90 85° 27' 35.434"" W 32° 35' 40.243"" N

M211 85° 27' 17.323"" W 32° 35' 46.485"" N

M99 85° 27' 10.338"" W 32° 36' 3.994"" N

M97 85° 27' 10.893"" W 32° 36' 2.114"" N

M91 85° 27' 22.118"" W 32° 36' 27.264"" N

M156 85° 27' 31.447"" W 32° 36' 43.720"" N

230 85° 27' 36.349"" W 32° 36' 49.008"" N

M138 85° 27' 33.054"" W 32° 36' 23.345"" N

M139 85° 27' 33.098"" W 32° 36' 23.331"" N

M82 85° 27' 7.911"" W 32° 36' 15.907"" N

T89 85° 27' 49.067"" W 32° 35' 37.915"" N

T154 85° 28' 4.014"" W 32° 35' 19.916"" N

T109 85° 28' 19.779"" W 32° 35' 19.573"" N

T118 85° 28' 21.177"" W 32° 35' 14.229"" N

T161 85° 28' 15.867"" W 32° 35' 9.613"" N

T158 85° 28' 3.433"" W 32° 35' 9.059"" N

T168 85° 28' 19.811"" W 32° 35' 5.980"" N

T174 85° 28' 29.511"" W 32° 34' 52.961"" N

T149 85° 28' 37.449"" W 32° 34' 53.139"" N

T51 85° 28' 14.864"" W 32° 36' 23.049"" N

T52 85° 28' 12.275"" W 32° 36' 21.667"" N

T124 85° 28' 17.682"" W 32° 35' 49.272"" N

T125 85° 28' 21.590"" W 32° 35' 47.836"" N

T111 85° 28' 12.335"" W 32° 35' 45.434"" N

T113 85° 28' 17.056"" W 32° 35' 51.936"" N

T92 85° 28' 16.661"" W 32° 35' 27.532"" N

T37 85° 28' 30.085"" W 32° 36' 6.198"" N

T22 85° 28' 25.988"" W 32° 36' 6.918"" N

T295 85° 28' 46.956"" W 32° 34' 41.953"" N

T294 85° 28' 46.980"" W 32° 34' 41.894"" N

T295 85° 28' 55.995"" W 32° 35' 39.165"" N

T296 85° 29' 1.100"" W 32° 35' 28.130"" N

T297 85° 28' 36.709"" W 32° 35' 25.522"" N

M306 85° 28' 1.147"" W 32° 34' 59.276"" N

T298 85° 28' 23.024"" W 32° 36' 30.764"" N

T299 85° 28' 3.834"" W 32° 36' 22.924"" N

T300 85° 28' 6.477"" W 32° 36' 21.210"" N

T69 85° 27' 45.333"" W 32° 36' 7.714"" N

T70 85° 27' 44.386"" W 32° 36' 7.507"" N

T301 85° 28' 6.522"" W 32° 35' 59.651"" N

T84 85° 27' 42.785"" W 32° 36' 3.724"" N

T302 85° 27' 43.934"" W 32° 36' 5.126"" N

S453 85° 27' 57.995"" W 32° 36' 46.423"" N

S452 85° 28' 0.386"" W 32° 36' 47.539"" N

S454 85° 27' 28.616"" W 32° 37' 30.332"" N

S455 85° 27' 25.912"" W 32° 37' 33.781"" N
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APPENDIX K  
 

MUNICIPAL FACILITY INSPECTION STANDARD 

OPERATING PROCEDURES 



PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARD 

OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PRACTICES AT 

MUNICIPAL FACILITIES 

 

 Confirm Completeness of Facility Inventory – Complete by February 1, 2017 

 

 Develop a Facility Good Housekeeping Inspection Checklist – Complete by March 1, 

2017 

 

 Conduct Initial Inspections and Inventory of Facility Use and Storage – Complete by June 

1, 2017 

 

 Finalize Standard Operating Procedures in Accordance with ALR040003 – Complete by 

August 1, 2017 
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Facility Name Description Responsible Department Longitude Latitude

Old Auburn Bank Building Economic Development 85° 28' 48.812"" W 32° 36' 25.775"" N

Firefighting Simulation Building Building Public Safety 85° 30' 16.711"" W 32° 37' 25.943"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks & Recreation 85° 29' 9.909"" W 32° 40' 40.492"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks & Recreation 85° 29' 9.734"" W 32° 40' 41.734"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks & Recreation 85° 29' 10.917"" W 32° 40' 39.281"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks & Recreation 85° 29' 8.317"" W 32° 40' 38.644"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks & Recreation 85° 29' 9.247"" W 32° 40' 40.212"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks & Recreation 85° 29' 8.790"" W 32° 40' 40.292"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks & Recreation 85° 29' 7.636"" W 32° 40' 41.001"" N

Auburn Public Library Building Auburn Public Library 85° 27' 56.093"" W 32° 36' 17.611"" N

Concession Building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 8.267"" W 32° 34' 24.463"" N

Storage Shed Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 11.648"" W 32° 34' 12.906"" N

Concession building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 4.999"" W 32° 34' 25.091"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 12.572"" W 32° 37' 21.833"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 12.572"" W 32° 37' 21.833"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 34.283"" W 32° 33' 24.052"" N

Concessions Building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 40.429"" W 32° 33' 17.789"" N

Boy Scout Cabin Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 11.764"" W 32° 35' 31.347"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 38.479"" W 32° 36' 42.595"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 37.882"" W 32° 36' 42.580"" N

Boykin Gymnaisum Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 36.508"" W 32° 36' 43.174"" N

Boykin Community Center Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 38.629"" W 32° 36' 43.329"" N

City Hall Building Office of the City Manager 85° 28' 49.010"" W 32° 36' 28.889"" N

COA Meeting Room Building Office of the City Manager 85° 28' 51.430"" W 32° 36' 29.073"" N

HR Building Building Office of the City Manager 85° 28' 50.502"" W 32° 36' 28.922"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 27' 47.739"" W 32° 36' 6.090"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 27' 47.611"" W 32° 36' 6.581"" N

Dean Road Rec Center Building Parks and Recreation 85° 27' 50.153"" W 32° 36' 6.570"" N

Former Communications Building Building Public Safety 85° 28' 34.694"" W 32° 36' 27.807"" N

Parking Meter Storage Building Building Public Safety 85° 28' 34.506"" W 32° 36' 27.379"" N

Storage Shed Building Public Safety 85° 28' 35.851"" W 32° 36' 27.726"" N

Unidentified building Building Public Safety 85° 28' 34.357"" W 32° 36' 29.055"" N

Fire Station No. 1 Building Public Safety 85° 28' 31.599"" W 32° 36' 24.958"" N

Public Safety ‐ Police and Judicial Building Public Safety 85° 28' 32.444"" W 32° 36' 27.645"" N

Public Safety Admin Building Building Public Safety 85° 28' 32.529"" W 32° 36' 29.418"" N

Development Services Building Building Public Works 85° 28' 32.523"" W 32° 36' 30.712"" N

East Garage Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 22.693"" W 32° 36' 42.715"" N

Unidentified building Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 22.658"" W 32° 36' 44.273"" N

Unidentified building Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 27.012"" W 32° 36' 45.270"" N

Fuel Pumps Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 28.741"" W 32° 36' 42.128"" N

12x24 Portable Shed Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 24.250"" W 32° 36' 42.384"" N

Fuel Tanks Tank, silo Environmental Services 85° 29' 29.982"" W 32° 36' 42.658"" N

Pole Barn Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 32.445"" W 32° 36' 45.034"" N

Fuel Tanks Tank, silo Environmental Services 85° 29' 29.986"" W 32° 36' 42.787"" N

Building, Steel 36x480x12 Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 32.356"" W 32° 36' 42.378"" N

Pole Barn Building Environmental Services 85° 28' 42.061"" W 32° 35' 14.436"" N

City Shop Facilities Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 22.570"" W 32° 36' 43.383"" N

Breakroom Building Environmental Services 85° 26' 47.535"" W 32° 36' 48.183"" N

Tire Storage Building Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 23.327"" W 32° 36' 43.501"" N

Enviromental Services Building Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 30.800"" W 32° 36' 44.466"" N

Public Works ‐ Construction Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 29.194"" W 32° 36' 41.002"" N

North Garage Building Environmental Services 85° 29' 23.737"" W 32° 36' 43.803"" N

Building Aluminum 12x16 Building Public Works 85° 29' 29.819"" W 32° 36' 41.026"" N

Gay Street Downtown Parking Lot Parking Public Works 85° 28' 48.282"" W 32° 36' 25.155"" N

Stairwell Building Public Works 85° 28' 49.354"" W 32° 36' 27.549"" N

Municipal Parking Deck Building Public Works 85° 28' 50.468"" W 32° 36' 26.725"" N

Drake Pool Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 36.835"" W 32° 37' 6.567"" N

Concessions Building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 41.485"" W 32° 36' 42.455"" N



Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 45.730"" W 32° 36' 46.630"" N

Dugout Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 48.581"" W 32° 36' 48.217"" N

Duck Samford Park equipment shed Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 47.093"" W 32° 36' 44.227"" N

Concession building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 48.553"" W 32° 36' 49.423"" N

Concession building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 38.988"" W 32° 36' 52.308"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 47.095"" W 32° 36' 51.538"" N

Restroom and maintenance building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 34.073"" W 32° 36' 37.422"" N

Felton Little Park Concession Stand Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 35.897"" W 32° 36' 37.702"" N

Portable Building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 33.821"" W 32° 36' 37.723"" N

Unidentified building Building Public Safety 85° 28' 31.930"" W 32° 36' 25.410"" N

Unidentified building Building Public Safety 85° 30' 9.056"" W 32° 37' 27.910"" N

Fire Station No. 2 Building Public Safety 85° 30' 9.893"" W 32° 37' 28.463"" N

Fire Station No. 3 Building Public Safety 85° 27' 38.304"" W 32° 33' 48.197"" N

Fire Station No. 4 Building Public Safety 85° 27' 24.075"" W 32° 37' 41.256"" N

Fire Station No. 5 Building Public Safety 85° 31' 12.073"" W 32° 32' 47.436"" N

Unidentified building Building Public Safety 85° 21' 53.922"" W 32° 30' 34.249"" N

Unidentified building Building Public Safety 85° 21' 52.824"" W 32° 30' 35.774"" N

Girl Scout Hut Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 39.084"" W 32° 36' 50.064"" N

Frank Brown Rec Center Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 41.654"" W 32° 36' 46.317"" N

Jan Dempsey Arts Center Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 41.456"" W 32° 36' 49.206"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 24' 35.867"" W 32° 34' 18.499"" N

Bathroom Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 24.095"" W 32° 38' 5.493"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 40.733"" W 32° 37' 16.537"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 50.485"" W 32° 37' 9.571"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 32.640"" W 32° 37' 21.217"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 26.705"" W 32° 37' 24.893"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 28.601"" W 32° 37' 7.527"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 26' 29.454"" W 32° 37' 7.180"" N

Garage/Restroom Building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 35.473"" W 32° 35' 9.316"" N

Well House Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 38.454"" W 32° 35' 7.968"" N

Caretaker's Cottage Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 33.981"" W 32° 35' 8.424"" N

Hay Barn Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 38.072"" W 32° 35' 9.291"" N

Service Building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 37.090"" W 32° 35' 13.245"" N

Well House Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 34.356"" W 32° 35' 8.678"" N

Heavy Equipment Barn Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 37.633"" W 32° 35' 10.622"" N

Pavilion Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 35.162"" W 32° 35' 12.209"" N

Historic Nunn‐Winston House Building Parks and Recreation 85° 32' 37.009"" W 32° 35' 12.633"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 2.699"" W 32° 33' 56.826"" N

Unidentified building Building Environmental Services 85° 30' 18.834"" W 32° 37' 11.651"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 18.332"" W 32° 35' 18.067"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 9.109"" W 32° 36' 29.341"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 8.314"" W 32° 36' 28.314"" N

Northside Sewer Plant Building Water Resources Management 85° 32' 39.962"" W 32° 37' 35.721"" N

Shed Building Public Safety 85° 30' 30.618"" W 32° 36' 7.162"" N

Old Fire Station Building Public Safety 85° 30' 30.960"" W 32° 36' 8.571"" N

Pavilion Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 58.992"" W 32° 37' 11.650"" N

Restroom Building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 29' 57.879"" W 32° 37' 11.461"" N

Samford Avenue Tennis Center Building Parks and Recreation 85° 27' 48.874"" W 32° 35' 58.452"" N

Samford Tennis Court Building Parks and Recreation 85° 27' 47.570"" W 32° 35' 57.343"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 37.045"" W 32° 35' 49.629"" N

Southside Sewer Plant Building Water Resources Management 85° 30' 28.923"" W 32° 32' 10.353"" N

Softball Equipment Shed Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 33.131"" W 32° 35' 3.896"" N

Committal Service Shelter Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 42.078"" W 32° 35' 8.167"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 29.960"" W 32° 35' 13.724"" N

Restroom Building Parks and Recreation 85° 28' 34.821"" W 32° 35' 2.094"" N

ACS Bus Lot Building Office of the City Manager 85° 31' 4.992"" W 32° 36' 3.525"" N

Yarbrough Tennis Center Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 56.852"" W 32° 37' 6.891"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 57.458"" W 32° 37' 11.194"" N

Unidentified building Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 53.264"" W 32° 37' 12.730"" N



Yarbrough Tennis Center Building Parks and Recreation 85° 30' 55.252"" W 32° 37' 9.498"" N


